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m e use of the public library for emergency
management response and recovery
ithin an Australian context,an
analysis of the use of public
libraries fordisaster or emergency, preparedness, response
and recovery is, to my knowledge, very
minimal. It seems that the 'professional'
agencies most directly involved in dealing
with disaster have their own specialist
channels ofcommunications, information
sources and network ofagencies.
The thrust of Australian emergency
management is to hand back to the community responsibility for their emergency
planning, response and recovery. A good
exampleof this is theVictorian Country Fire
Authority's 'Community Fireguard' program, which empowers the community to
manage itsown vulnerabilityand planning.
If the community views the public library
as an important function, ought it be relevant asapartner in thecommunity'semergency planning, response and recovery?
What would emergency planners, responders and recovery managers expect to
be provided from the public library? Would
it provide data on past events such as river
or flood heights, details of contaminated
sites, details ofhistorical events ofhazards
pertinent to thedistrict? Would its network
of community resources be useful to
responders and recovery managers?
Studies from the UK have shown that this
source has also been an overlooked resource
but insomesituations the publiclibrary has
significantly contributed to the enhancement of disaster response and recovery. As
each disaster is different, so to were the
responses provided by the public libraries
in the UK. Libraries were seen as part ofthe
community and somewhere to meet andgo
which is a valuable part of community
bondingand reconstruction.As the case of
the Lockerbie disaster demonstrated, the
library was designated as the centre for the
community liaison office. The community
liaison team was established as the
community's'one-stop' approach to all local
authorityandnon-emergency services. The
library was also set-up as the base for the
relief fund. These roles were well outside
their traditional services but, to be part ofa
community,thelibrary must beseen toshare
the experiences of that community and
contribute to its new life. At Lockerbie

ongoing liaison was maintained between the
library and the community support staff.
Thisensured that information continued to
be madeavailable to thecommunity and that
material was obtained for an archival
collection.Tbis archival process forms part
of that community's memory and in some
way forms part of the community's memorial function.
In the case of the Hillsborough football
stadium disaster, the Hillsborough community library was used as a community
'helpline'. Volunteers and library staff
answered calls concerning a range of
matters, suchas
peopleanxious about relatives or friends
social workers from other areas tracing
survivors on behalfoffamilies
people who were at the match wanting to
trace survivors
injured survivors tracing those who had
rescued them or people they had met in
hospital etc.
The publiclibrary also played a significant
role in response to the 'Towyn floods' in
Clwyn, Wales.The library was set up to act
as a central coordination point for the
welfare services and as an advicecentre for
both public and professional use. It also
played many other roles.Someof these and
other examples revealed by Marilyn Dover
in her publication Civil Disasters: the role
of public libraries following a crisis in the
community (1993), show that public libraries areandcan play avital part within the
community.
Within Australia the only notable role
undertaken by any public library to my
knowledge is the Newcastle Regional Library,with its documentation and collection
of data on the Newcastle earthquake.
However, to a large degree this was a latent
result of a decision of what to do with the
money raised by the disaster appeal. Ken
Granger (1998) challenges the Australian
library community to collect information
on the local experience of disaster events.
He believes that these libraries are well
equipped to seek,organiseand maintain the
eclectic range ofmaterial that is ofvalue to
a wide range disaster researchers and
emergency planning in their pursuit of
disaster preparedness. He also regards that
the local library to be a social and cultural

focus in thecommunityand is ideally suited
to focus local studies, especially given that
disasters are invariably defining monuments in a community's history.
Thequestion that arises from this is: why
are Australian public libraries not playing
any role in disaster planning, response or
recovery?
To answer this auestion I think that
ptrhdps puhlic libnr~answithin Australia
selJon, think beyond their tradirional role
To compound this situation emergency
planners may also find it difficult to think
beyond the traditional response agencies
and the social and welfare agencies.
It is also difficult for Australian public
libraries undergoing privatisation and
enlarging municipal districts due to rationalisation to think beyond traditional
services. This is especially difficult when
finances are being reduced.
On the disaster planning and response
aspect, there has not been one public
librarian attend any disaster course conducted at the Australian Emergency Management Institute in the last ten years. This
may be a reflection of the various nominatingauthority's inability to tap into the
wider community. Perhaps to overcome a
perception that publiclibraries have littleor
no role todo with disaster planning, response
or recovery, local emergency managers
could seek moreactive partnerships within
this sector of the community. This partnership between librarians and planners
would enhance community participation
andcommitment. Librariesandlibrarians
can be used as a resource for planningdata,
a resource for community participation and
even afocal point for thecommunity'ssocial
and cultural historv. I would verv interested
to hear if emergency planners have and do
use their public library for any emergency
management role.
Rob Fleming
Editor
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Administrative law and
response to emergencies

E

mergency management has given
risetogratifyingly little litigation, and
when it has, the litigation has been
largely confined to theareas ofnegligence and employment law. This experience might suggest that emergency managers can get along reasonably well without
a thorough knowledge ofthe principles and
practices of Administrative Law. Up to a
point, this is probably true. But, I shallargue,
AdministrativeLawhas implicationsfor emergency management and ifit is not taken into
account, managers may occasionally find
themselves in considerable legal trouble.
Emergency management involves the
exercise of public powqand this is normally
regulated by at least two bodies of law. One
of these bodies of law consists of the
legislation which relates specifically to the
activity in question. In theemergencyarea,
this legislationis typically tobe foundinstate
disaster or emergency service legislation,
and sometimes in legislation which regulates thestructures ofparticular emergency
services.The second involves a more general
body oflawwhichapplies to administrative
activities ingeneral. This moregeneral body
of law-Administrative Law-constitutes
the background against which all legislation
must be read. It fills the gaps left by such
legislation, and qualifies and supplements
the powers and duties prescribed by the
specific legislation. One branch ofadministrative law concerns the procedures whereby the merits ofadministrative decisions can
be reviewed. This branch need not concern
us here. Merits review plays little role in
emergency decisions. The other major
branch of administrative law is concerned
with thelegality ofadministrative acts, and
with the consequences of administrative
irregularities. This paper is concerned with
theimplications this latterbranch ofthelaw.
In the heat of an emergency,administrative
law is unlikely to be uppermost in most
people's minds. However, I shall argue,
administrativelaw is by no meansirrelevant
to reactions to emerg&cies.lt bearson the
institutional arrangements for emergency
management. And insofar as it is not taken
intoaccount,emergency managers may find
themselves in considerablelegal trouble.
The core content of administrative law
can be stated relatively simply. Administrative powers can be exercised only by
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those on whom they are conferred. Those
on whom powers are conferred may exercise
only those powers which actually have been
conferred on them. Where procedures are
prescribed, these procedures must be followed. Exceeding one's powers or failure to
follow prescribedprocedures will normally
mean that one's acts lack legal authority.
Stated baldly, these propositions seem
relatively obvious. What is less obvious is
whether powers have been conferred in
particular situations; what those powers
actually are; what procedures must be
followed in particular situations, and what
is to happen if powers are exceeded or
prescribed procedures not followed.To those
of you who are familiar with emergency
legislation, the answer may seem obvious
enough. In most Australian jurisdictions,
emergency legislation can be tracked down
relatively easily. On the whole it appears to
be clearly expressed,and if you have read it
or if you readit,youwill note that it addresses
questions of who may do what, and according to what procedures. Why then, is it
necessary to have some understanding of
administrativelaw?
The answer is threefold. First, a close
reading of most emergency legislation
indicates that thereare issues which it does
not address. Second, administrative law
imposes limits on administrative powers
over and above those which might appear
from a literal reading of the legislation.
Third, while legislation tends to provide a
reasonable guide to questions relating to
powers and prescribed procedures, it tends
not to address the question: but what
happens when powers are exceeded or
prescribed procedures are not followed?
These omissions are not accidental. Those
whodraft legislation will do so knowingthat
these apparent gaps can be filled by the
general principles of administrativelaw.It is
therefore unnecessary to spell out these
principles in particular pieces oflegislation.
!ndeed,it might be positively undesirable. It
would tend to makelegislation muchlonger

and more complex than is currently the
case. It might well create problems-as for
instance, where a court had to consider
whether provisions specitically incorporating some administrative law principles
was to be taken as impliedly excluding the
operation ofothers. Therearealso symbolic
reasons. Legislation which embodied the
general principles of administrative law
would need to make specific provision for
extremely rare contingencies: the exercise
of a draconian power for personal rather
than publicpurposes;arbitrarily exercising
powers in order to assist somegroups rather
than others; refusals to listen to what
someone had to say becauseone hadalready
made up one's mind. The inclusion of such
provisions might well be the occasion for
resentment, being taken as implying that
thoseat whom thelegislation isdirectedare
the kindsofpeople who need to be told that
this is unacceptable behaviour,
Reading the legislation is therefore not
enough.To understand powers,procedures
andconsequences ofadministrativeirregularities,it is necessary to resort to thegeneral
principles of administrative law.1 shall
demonstrate this by reference to the followingquestions. Who has power?What are the
limits to power? What procedures apply in
relation to the exercise of powers?And,what
happens when powers are exceeded, or
procedures not complied with?
1. Who may exercise powers?

Emergency legislation necessarily confers
important powers. These are conferred on
the incumbents of specified positions and
in general, the importance of the power is
related to the importance of the repository
of the power.An obvious problem with conferringpowers on a particular person is that
the person might not beinaposition toexercise thosepowers when occasion arises. If,
for example, theMinister is killed or injured
as a result of a major disaster, he or she will
not be in a position to exercise powers in
relation to the management of the emergency. For this reason, legislation makes
provision for delegation of powers. Emergency legislation includes clear provisions
relating to the procedures for delegating
powers. However, there are some questions
which are not always addressed in emergency
legislation.These includequestionssuchas:
AustralianJournal of Emergency Management

What is the position in relation to a
delegation ofpowerwhen the person who
delegated the power has left office?Do all
thedelegations cease to have effect?
Can a repository of the power to delegate
withdraw a delegation ofpower?
Can powerbedelegated to the incumhent
of a particular role, or only to a named
person?
Cana person to whom power isdelegated
in turn delegate that power to yet another
person?
Ifpowerisdelegatedtotheincumbentof
a particular office, what happens if the
office is re-defined?
If there is no express power to delegate,
are there circumstances where a power
todelegate might beimplied?
It is tempting to suggest that there are
common sense answers. It makes sense to
assume that delegations, once made, continue even when the person making them
ceases to hold office. Thealternative would
be administrative chaos.lt would mean,for
instance,that in the aftermath of a disaster,
the Minister's delegations could cease to
have effect at the very time when it was
essential that therebesomeone in a position
to exercise powers. It would also seem
obvious that the power to delegate implies a
power to revoke delegations. It would be
convenient, especially in the context of
emergency management, that delegations
be to role incumbents rather than to named
people.Iftheonly specified repository ofthe
power is someone who is likely to be far too
busy to beable toexercise the power in every
circumstancerequiringitsexercise,it makes
sense to assume that there is an implied
power to de1egate.A~we shall see,common
sense is not a bad guide to administrative
law. However, it should be noted that the
common sense and the law do not always
coincide. Historically,for instance,thedeath
of the monarch terminated many appointments, notwithstanding that it might have
made institutional sense to maintain those
appointments-especially given thepotential for chaos duringan interregnum.
General statutes relating to the interpretationoflegislation throw some light on
these issues. First, in most jurisdictions,
these provide that a delegation survives the
departure from office of the delegator.
Second, delegations can be revoked. Third,
power can bedelegated to the incumhent of
a named office. The position where the
detinition oftheofficechangesso that it no
longer corresponds precisely with the office
to which power was originally delegated is
not clear. In several jurisdictions, there are
statutory provisions to the effect that delegated powers may not be further delegated.
Finally,a power to delegate may be implied
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However,a literal reading of the legislation
may he misleading. Legislation may be
ambiguous.Moreover,even if it appears not
to be, it may nonetheless need to be interpreted in the light of a number of implied
limitations on the whichadministrativelaw
imposes. Some of these limitations are
relatively commonsenselimitations. Others
may be less so.
Consider, for example, the following
issues.
Theexistenceofa powerwill normally be
dependent on the existence ofa particular set of facts.What is the position where
the administrator honestly, but mistakenly believes the facts to exist?
A police officer is consideringwhether to
order the evacuation of a family. The
family does not want to go. The officer
believes that the family could well be in
danger, but makes the decision to order
evacuation partly becauseofconcern that,
ifleft behind,membersofthefamily might
engage in looting.
An administrator is faced withan ambig2. The extent of powers
uousprovision in a statute,anddecides to
The most fundamental principle ofadminact on the basis of a plausible interistrativelaw is that peoplecanexercisesuch
pretation of the legislation. A court
legal powers as are conferred on them by
subsequently rules that the interpretation
law, and only those powers. If an adminiswas incorrect.
trator seeks to justiban administrativeact,
The first point to be noted is that courts
the administrator must be able to point to
will interpret emergencylegislation, taking
legal authority for that act. In a limited
numberofsituations,administratorsexer- intoaccount twomajor considerations. One
cise common law powers.Typically,however, is that it should be interpreted in a manner
consistent with its underlying rationale,
administrators'powers are statutory.Numnamely that the emergency personnel
erous powers are conferred by emergency
responsible for reacting to emergencies
legislation. These range from quasi-legisshould be able to do so effectively. This
lativepowers such as the power todevelop
means that where ambiguities exist, the
disaster plans to largely executive powers
such as the power to enter land, take, damage legislation should not be interpreted in a
manner which would mean that those
or destroy land, close streets, and order
responsible for reacting to emergencies
people off land. What is impressive about
could be penalised for making mistakes
many of these powers is that they provide
which
were reasonable in all the circumauthority for actswhich involveconsiderable
stances.
The other is that in the event of
interference with proprietary and other
ambiguity,draconianpowers
are to begiven
interestsandwhich, but for theempowering
a restrictive interpretation. In anemergency
legislation,would beillegal.However,while
context, the former consideration will
legislation confers powers, it also restricts
them. It defines what oeoole mavdo.and
in generally trump the latter one. However,
,
so doing it permits behaviour,but only if the even in time of emergency, courts will not
hehaviour falls within the permitted class of always allow the control of the emergency
to take precedence over all other considerahehaviours. Moreover, it may limit powers
in other ways. It may set out conditions tions. Whatever the emergency might demand, an ultimate limit is placed by the
precedent to the exerciseof thosepowers. It
may state that apower is tobeexercised only requirement that there must besome basis
for the exercise of a given power. For
for a particular purpose. Emergency legisanother, even assuming ambiguous law,
lation provides numerous such examples.
commonsense alone would suggest that
The moral for those involved in emercompeting interests must be balanced.
gency controlis clear: they must know what
Powers will be morelikely to he interpreted
the relevant legislation permits them todo,
in favour of an administrator acting in the
and in what circumstances, and for what
heat of an emergency than in favour of an
purposes. This might seem to bea relatively
administrator who hasplentyoftime to plan
simple exercise, involving no more than an
hour or so spent poringover the legislation. a particular course ofaction.Powers will be
even if there is no express provision for it.
First, while there is a presumption that acts
are valid only if done by the statutory
repository of a power, this presumption is
rebuttable. If the legislation would be
unworkable in the absence of delegation, a
power to delegate will be implied. Second,
even in the absenceofa power to delegate,
courts may imply a power to act through an
agent. In contrast to delegates, agents act in
the name of their principal rather than in
their own name, but otherwise they are
almost indistinguishable from delegates
(and are sometimes described as such).A
delegate may he found to have the power to
act through agents even when there is an
express statutory prohibition on subdelegation. The power toact throughagents
is more likely to be inferred where the
discretion to be exercised by the agent is
limited, where the agent does not make
important decisions, and where theagent is
a person ofappropriate standing.
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interpreted more broadly when their exercise can be seen as linked to the control of
an emergency than when their link to
emergency control is more tenuous. Consistent with thisis thecaselaw dealingwith
administrators' powers in time of war. In
geneial,administrators enjoy considerable
freedom of action. Statutes tend to be
construed in favour of the state rather than
the individual, even where the individual's
interestsareofa kind that would normally
receive considerable judicial recognition.
However, even in wartime, powers are not
unlimited.Administrators must act within
statutory limits.
Second, powers will normally be regarded
as having been conferred conditionally.
These conditions sometimes flow from the
legislation; sometimes they are implied.
While their rationale is clear, they will not
always beapparent to those whosimply take
legislation at face value. Space does not
permit a thorough analysis of these conditions. However, I shall discuss someofthe
more important conditions. These include
the following: ( I ) Where a pre-requisite for
action is a person's opinion, that opinion
must be anopinion reasonably open to the
person and based on a reasonablegathering
ofinformation or on reasonable reliance on
information provided by others. (2) Where
an administrator has a discretion, that
discretion may be exercised only after the
administrator has taken account of all
legally relevant considerations; (3) powers
may be usedonly for the purposes forwhich
they havebeen conferred,and decisions may
not be based on legally irrelevant considerations; (4) even where the law is ambiguous,administrators may act only on thebasis
of the interpretation which courts ultimately find to he thecorrect one; (5) administrativebehaviour must notbeunreasonable.
2.1 Opinions
Emergency legislation frequently conditions the exercise of powers on administrators' opinions. Formulae vary. Some
powers are made dependent on the person
being satisfied that it is necessary or convenient to take that course ofaction. Some
are based on a person's being satisfied that
there are reasonable grounds for taking
action. Some powers aredependent on the
person helievingon reasonablegrounds. In
yet othersituations, theexerciseofa power
appears to be conditioned on the actual
existence of a particular set of facts.Taken
literally,such provisions might suggest that
some powers could beexercised on thebasis
of an opinion, notwithstanding that the
opinion was unreasonable; some only on the
basis of a reasonable opinion, and others
only if the relevant facts actually existed,

regardless of their having been reasonably
believed toexist. In fact courts seem tocome
close to implying that the precise formulation of the requirement makes little
difference to the criteria for thedetermination ofwhether conditionsprecedent to the
exercise of a power have been met.
At one extreme one finds Liversidge v
Anderson [I9421AC 206.There the English
Houseof Lords (by majority) held that even
when a power was conditioned on the
decision-maker's having a reasonable belief,
it was the decision-maker's view of the
reasonableness oftheact that counted. This
decision was much criticised, and is no
longer good law. Its contemporary
significanceis sociological rather than legal.
It demonstrates courts' tolerance for
decision-makers in time of emergency.
In contrast, in George v Rockett (1990)
170CLR 104,the Australian High Court has
considered a power whose exercise was
conditional upon it appearing to the
decision-maker that there were reasonable
grounds for forming a particular view Taken
literally,a requirement of this nature might
suggest that all that wasneeded was that the
decision-maker consider that there were
reasonable grounds for holding a belief.
However, the Court considered that this
formula imported a requirement that there
actuallybe reasonablegrounds for thebelief.
This seems to suggest that Australian courts
will require that a beliefwhich is a condition
precedent to the exercise of a power be a
reasonable one, regardless of whether the
legislationactuallyspecifies thisasarequirement.
Given thisit follows that wherean administrator forms an honest, but unreasonable
opinion, this will not be sufficient to justify
action based on that opinion, even where a
statute appears to permit action, once the
administrator has formed the relevant
opinion. In practice, however,little is likely
to turn on these differences. Even if decision-makers wereentitled to act on the basis
of unreasonable opinions, the unreasonableness of the opinion might cast doubts
on whether the decision-maker actually
formed it, and on whether the decisionmaker had taken appropriate matters into
account in forming it. Moreover, results
similar to the kind ofresults achieved in the
two cases could normally be achieved by
recognising that what is unreasonable in
normal circumstances may be reasonable in
time of emergency or war.
The law also deals with the question of
what is to happen when the exercise of a
power is apparently conditioned on actual
existence of a particular state of affairs.
Recognising the problems that could arise
if facts apparently supporting a bona fide

exerciseofpower were later to turn out not
to exist, courts are reluctant to assume that
legislation is to be interpreted on thebasis
that it isactualfactsratherthan reasonable
beliefs about facts which matter.Moreover,
courts are reluctant to inquire into the
substantive-as distinct from the legalmerits of administrators'decisions. Inquiring into the actual existence of factual preconditions for the exercise of a power will
involve a form of factual merits review. If it
is clear that this is what the legislation
requires,courts will conduct such a review,
but if the legislation can be interpreted so
that what counts is the administrator's
reasonable beliefs, courts will opt for such
an interpretation. Moreover, just as courts
will doubt whether an administrator really
believed that a particular set offacts existed,
if it would not have been reasonable for an
administrator to haveso found,so will they
be inclined to find that facts did exist ifthere
is also evidence consistent with the administrator's belief in their existence having
been reasonable.
One thing is clear,however. Where powers
are delegated, problenls might potentially
arise fromthe h c r that theexrriixofpowerr
isconditioned on theopinion on the person
with the power to delegate. It would obviously defeat the purposes ofdelegation if
thedelegate had to ascertain someone else's
opinion beforeacting, and legislation in all
jurisdictions makes it clear that where power
is delegated and conditioned on the formation ofan opinion, the relevant opinion
is the opinion ofthe delegate.

2.2 Purposes
Powers are sometimes expressly conferred
for specified purposes. In such cases, the
power may be exercised only for those
purposes and not for other purposes.
Moreover, even if powers are not expressly
conferred for a particular purpose, they will
be construed on the basis that they may be
exercised only for certain purposes. Sometimes, too, legislation makes it clear that
power is not to be exercised for certain
purposes. For example, in most jurisdictions,emergency legislation provides that it
does not authorise measures for theending
ofa strike or lock-out, or for puttingdown a
riot. However, even in the absence of such
provisions,some purposes will be treated as
improper purposes.An exercise of a power
for an 'improper purpose' means that the
administrator hasactedbeyondpowers.
The proper purposes requirement can be
treated asone which flows from acommonsense interpretation of the statute. It is also
awellestablishedprincipleofadministrative
law.The most obv~ouse&nplesofimproper
purposes are uses of public powers to
Australian Journal of Emergency Management

achieve privategoals. Police officers exceed
their powers ifthey exercise their powers to
rid themselves of unpleasant neighbours or
because they have been bribed to exercise
them in a particularway.
Nor may public powers be used to achieve
public purposes other than those for whose
achievement they have been provided. Even
if administrators believe that the achievement of a particular goal is in the public
interest,they may use their statutory powers
for the achievement ofthat purpose only if
the power has been conferred in order to
enable that purpose to beachieved.
In practice, the proper purposes requirement can be difficult to apply.While legislation sometimes makes it clear thatapower
is to be exercised only for a particular
specified purpose, or not for some other
purpose, it is often silent on this question.
Proper and improper purposes must be
inferred from the general nature of the
legislation,and thismay requiredelvinginto
thecase law to see how courts have handled
problems arising under analogous legislation.
A successful attack on the exercise of
power on the improper purposes ground
requires that no attempt would have been
made to exercise the power but for the
improper purpose. Thus a decision intended
to achieve multiple purposes-some proper,
some improper-may be nonetheless be a
legal one, depending on the role played by
the improper purpose in the exercise ofthe
power. In practice, too, proof of improper
purpose is likely to bedifficult. It is probably
no accident that most reported improper
purposecasesarecases wbere theadministrator acted ingood faith, and therefore saw
no reason to eliminate theevidenceofwhat
was ultimately found to be an improper
purpose. The answer to the hypothetical
question in relation to the evacuation ofthe
family therefore appears to be that the
decision would be flawed if it would not have
been made but for the officer's desire to get
revenge for prior challenges to the officer's
authority. (Public powers are not bestowed
to enable the pursuit ofprivatevendettas.)
If, however, the decision would have been
thesame,quiteapart from the satisfactionit
gave to the officer, theexerciseof the power
would bevalid.

2.3 Relevant and
irrelevant considerations
Powers areoften conferred on the basis that
they will be exercised only after particular
considerations have been taken into
account. In such cases, failure to take the
considerations intoaccount means that the
administrator has erred. In jurisdictions
which require the declarer of a state of
Winter 1999

emergencyto besatisfied that thedisaster is
such that appropriate counter-disaster
measures are beyond the capacity of, say, a
disaster district co-ordinator, failure to
consider this issue would mean that the
exercise of discretion had miscarried. In
some cases,however, it may be more difficult
to determine whether a particular matter is
a relevant consideration, in thesense that it
must he taken into account. Two things are
clear. One is that there are some matters
which must be taken into account,
notwithstanding that there is no express
requirement to this effect. The other is that
administrators are not required to take
account ofmatters simply because it might
appear that a wise administrator would have
considered those matters. Theobverse ofthe
duty to take account ofrelevant considerations is theobligation not to take account of
legally irrelevant considerations.
In determining whether matters are
relevant or irrelevant, thecourts look to the
legislation. Sometimes, legislation adverts
specifically to such matters. More usually,
there will he grey areas, and relevant
considerations must be inferred from the
general scheme, subject matter and purposes of the legislation. Where legislation
confers broad discretions, the considerations which the decision-maker must or
must not take into account will beconfined
to those which can be implied from the
statute. Courts may also have regard to
legislation other than the legislation which
specifically confers the power.
The fact that a matter must be taken into
account means only that theadministrator
must give the matter some weight. Ifa court
concludes that the administrator gave a
matter far too little weight,it may find that
the administrator erred, hut the error will
not be the failure to take account of the
consideration. The duty to take account of
a relevant consideration arises only if the
administrator is at least constructively
aware of the consideration. An administrator is constructively aware of a matter
when the matter has been brought before
the administrator's staff with a view to its
being communicated to the administrator.
It is not always fatal to a decision that a
relevant considerationhasnot been taken into
account,orthat anirrelevantconsiderationbas
been.& factor might be so insignificant that
the failure to take it into account could not
havemateriallyaffectedthedecision.' Ifthat is
so, thedecision can stand.
Examples of express prohibitions on
particular considerations being taken into
account are rare. However, the express
provisions which exist in several states in
relation to strikes and riots suggest that
taking into account theeffect ofaproposed

measure on strikes or riots would amount
to taking an irrelevant consideration into
account.
The 'relevant considerations' requirements overlap somewhat with the'proper
purpose'requirement. However, the fact that
a purpose is a proper purpose does not mean
that it must be taken into account. More
surprising, perhaps, is the fact that the
impropriety of a purpose may not necessarily mean taking account ofthe degree to
which a proposed course of action will
contribute to that purpose and means that
the decision maker is taking account of a
legally irrelevant consideration.

2.4 Errors of law
Where the exercise of a power involves
interpreting the law, administrators have
almost no freedom of manoeuvre. While
judges recognise that law can beambiguous,
they also proceed on the basis that in any
dispute, there is only one correct interpretation of the law-the one handed down by
the final court to consider the matter.
Administrators whoact on the basis ofwhat
turns out to be an'incorrect'interpretation
ofthe law will normally be treated as having
exceeded their powers even if their 'incorrect'interpretation was one thatwas reasonably open to them. This principle is subject
to oneexception: ifthe error is immaterial,
it will not affect the validityoftheadministrator's behaviour. In a sense this is unfair,
since it could expose the administrator to
civil actions for damage arising out of the
'illegal'act. In practice, the effects of such
hardship are mitigatedby the willingness of
governments to indemnify officials who
make honest mistakes. In addition, in three
jurisdictions there exist provisions which
appear to protect administrators from civil
suits in cases where they act in good faith
and areacting'for thepurposes'ofthe Act.
The requirement that administrators
interpret the law correctly obviously overlaps closely with the requirement that they
act on the basis ofrelevant but not irrelevant
considerations. If the law is incorrectly
interpreted, it is likely that the decisionmaker will either have failed to takeaccount
ofall relevant considerations, or that there
will have been some account taken of
irrelevant considerations. However, there
may be cases wbere account has been taken
of a matter, but where the implications of
the consideration have not been properly
considered. If this is so, the behaviour might
not fall foul of the'considerations' requirements,but would fall foul of the'no error of
law' requirement.

2.5 Reasonableness
Subject to theaboveconsiderations,administrators in the emergency area enjoy very

broad discretions. The mere fact that a
discretion has been exercised in a manner
which does not appeal to a court does not
mean that theadministrator will be treated
as having acted in excess of powers. The
mere fact that the administrator has made
findings of fact which have subsequently
been shown to be wrong does not mean that
the decision is 'wrong' in a legal sense.
However, administrative behaviour can be
attacked on the grounds that it is such that
no reasonable administrator acting according tolaw could haveacted as theadministrator in question did. This criterion can be
satisfied only ifeither oftwo conditions is
satisfied. Oneis that theadministrator acted
unreasonably; theother is that the administrator did not in fact act according to law.
Traditionally, one of the functions of the
'unreasonableness' ground was to enable
attacksonsuspectdecisionswhere therewas
probably an error, but where there was no
direct evidence of any particular kind of
error. With the advent of freedom of information legislation, and statutory rights to
reasons for decisions, this consideration is
less important than was once the case.
However, the unreasonableness ground still
has a residual role to play. It covers cases
where account has been taken of relevant
considerations, but wherean administrator
has attached quite unreasonable weight to
some considerations; where an administrator was not obliged to take account of a
particular consideration (it not being
actually known to the administrator), but
where it would have been easy for the
administrator to have made the inquiries in
question and where it was clear that such
inquiries would yield relevant information;
to cases where the decision is a clearly
irrational one; and to cases where, while
there was some evidence to support a
finding offact, the findingwas not reasonably supported by theevidence.
The 'reasonableness' requirement is not
easily defined. However, one thing is clear:
behaviour does not become unreasonable
only because a court thinks discretion
should have been exercised differently. It
becomes unreasonable only if the court
considers that theexerciseofdiscretion was
not reasonably open to thedecision-maker.
The vagueness ofthe reasonableness standard means that different judges are likely
to apply it differently.~hatkaii,itis rare fo'r
administrative law applications to succeed
solely on the unreasonableness ground.
3 Procedure
Emergency legislation includes a small
number of procedural provisions, notably
in relation to the procedures for declaring
states of emergency or disaster. Some

legislation requires consultation before
making certain decisions. On the whole,
however, the legislation does not prescribe
procedures, except-in a rather rudimentary way-in relation to the procedures to
be followed by some of the committees it
establishes, and-in some jurisdictionsin relation to the commandeering of, and
the entry on to, property. An intelligent
reader ofsuch acts might well conclude that
theseexhausted the procedural obligations
of those exercising powers under the
legislation. The reader would be wrong,
although not badly so. Running parallel to
statutory rules are what were once known
as thecommonlaw rulesofnaturaljustice,
and what arecurrently knownas the procedural fairness requirements. Broadly,these
rules relate to the kind ofconsultations that
must take place between a decision-maker
and a person who is likely to be affected by
the decision, and to the degree to which the
decision-maker must be and appear to be a
disinterested party.
Where an administrativedecision affects
a particular person's interests, and where it
requires findings of fact by the decisionmaker in relation to the personaffected, the
decision-maker must afford procedural
fairness to the person affected.This involves
at least two requirements. The first is that
the decision-maker give the person affected
a chance tomakesubmissions in relation to
the decision. The second is that thedecisionmaker besomeone who is andappears to be
disinterested. The practical implication of
these requirements varies according to
context,and is thesubject ofavast body of
case law. Underlying this case law is what
appears tobea formofcost-benefit analysis,
involving a weighing up of the interests of
the public and the interests of the person
affected, coupled with assessments of the
degree to which the benefits of particular
forms ofconsultation outweigh their costs.
In weighing up competingconsiderations,
courts attach considerable value to the
interests of the individual, and to assume
thatboth thegeneral publicand the person
affected share a common interest in procedures which maximise the likelihood of
informed administrative decision-making.
However, private interests do not always
trump public interests. The balancing
exercise affects both whether a person will
be found to be entitled to some form of
procedural fairness, and the scope of that
entitlement, should there be some entitlement.
Some decisions made under emergency
legislation are not subject to the procedural
fairness requirements. Decisions having
general application (such as decisions about
thecontent ofa disaster plan or decisions to

close streets to traffic) are not made by
reference to the particular circumstances of
those who might be affected by the decision.
There is therefore no common law requirement that such people beconsulted. Other
decisions may give rise to a right to procedural fairness. Emergency powers include
powers to make decisions which affect
particular people, and to interfere with
important interests. These include the
power to commandeer property, and to
exclude and remove people from particular
areas. Counting against the existence of a
right to procedural fairness in relation to
these decisions is the fact that these decisions are such that matters personal to, or
uniquely likely to be known by, those
adversely affected by thedecision will rarely
be of much relevance to the decision that
ought to be made.However,one cannot rule
out the possibility that adecision might be
capable of being affected by information
about matters about which an affected
person would be in a particularly good
position to provide relevant information.A
person required to assist in tasks tosave life
or property may know that his own health
will be imperiled ifhegives such assistance.
A householder may know that how floods
arelikely to affect her house, and this could
be relevant to the question ofwhether she
should be evacuated. However, the logic of
thecost-benefit analysis is that what may be
appropriate for decisions in relation to
refugee applications will not be appropriate
in relation to emergency decision-making
where there may be little time available for
administrators to consult affected parties
before taking decisions which affect their
interests. In a case like this, courts will
recognise that it may be more important that
an official spendlimited timeevacuatingas
many people as possible than that the time
be used consulting people as to whether
evacuation is appropriate in their case. In
the hvpothetical caseabove, thedemands of
fairness maywell besatisfied by
theofficial's listeningto her story as hestarts
bundling her out ofthe house.
4 The effects of failure
to comply with the law
Consider the following four scenarios:
A member of a State Emergency Service
destroys a shed in the course of reacting
to an emergency.An authorised member
has theauthority todo this.Unfortunately,
the member inquestion was not authorised.
The Governor in Council declares a state
of emergency in relation to a disaster
district.No-one has actually advised the
Governor in Council that the measures
necessary to deal with the disaster are
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beyond the resources of the disaster
district co-ordinator. A finding to this
effect is a condition precedent to the
exercise ofthe power in question.
The Governor in Council is obliged to
appoint a member of a central control
group to be chair of the group. Members
of the ExecutiveCouncil arepre-occupied
with a forthcoming election. No such
appointment is made.
The executive officer of the central
control group tries to ensure that actions
instructions pursuant todecisions of the
central control group are transmitted to
and carried out by bodies to whom they
are directed,but is not always successful.
Regulatory legislation rarely makes much
provision for what is to happen in theevent
of an administrator exceeding powers,
failing to follow correct procedures, or
failing to perform some statutory duty. In
exceptional circumstances, breach of a
relevant dutywill render theoffenderliable
to a criminal sanction. In some cases,
irregularities can render an administrator
liable to civil sanctions. However, some
errors have no such implications. For
instance, there may be no criminal or
immediate civil liability if the responsible
officer fails to preparea disaster planor fails
to makean appointment toa committee. In
these circumstances, people may need to
resort toadministrativelaw fora remedy.
The law relating to administrative law
remedies can be complex. First, there are
some circumstances where legislation
appears to deprive peopleofthe right to seek
legal redress. Second, therearelimits on who
may seek redress in response to administrative irregularities. Third, the kinds of
remedies available dependon the nature of
the irregularity.
4.1 Ouster clauses
Legislation in several jurisdictions contains
provisions which,at first sight,seem to limit
the right ofpeople to seek judicial review of
administrativedecisions. Legislation in two
jurisdictions precludes proceedings where
specified officials have acted'in the execution or intended execution of this Act or in
accordance with any delegation under this
Act or in compliance or intended compliance with any direction given or purported to be given under this Act in respect
of anything done or omitted to be done in
good faithandforthepurposesof this Act:
This provision seems toenvisage that there
may be cases where administrators may
exceed their legal powers without being
legally accountable for having done so.
Provisions of this nature are read narrowly.
If, for example, the act was in accordance
not with a delegation, but only with a
Winter 1999

purported delegation, it would not be
protected.Moreover,the act must be both in
good faith and for the purposes of the
legislation. Acts which are the result of an
honest mistakeas to the purposesofthe Act
are therefore not be covered by the exemption. The wording ofsuch legislation does,
however,seem to envisage that theremay be
some cases where it is envisaged that there
will be no right of legal redress, notwithstanding that officials have exceeded their
powers.
An alternative formula is to makedecisions final and conclusive. To a layperson,
such a provision might seem to preclude
judicial review ofthe decision in question.
In fact they do no such thing. They are
treated as final only in thesense that once
the decision hasbeen made-and assuming
it to have been madelegally-the decisionmaker cannot reconsider the matter. If the
decision is legally flawed, however, its
legalitycan bereviewed bya court.
ANorthernTerritory provisionstates that:
'Theexercise ofa power or the performance
ofa function under this section by a person
is conclusive evidence ofhis or her authority
todo so, and no person shall beconcerned
to inquire whether the occasion requiring
the person to do so had arisen or has ceased:
This provision might also appear to make
review difficult. However, the requirement
that the power be exercised 'under this
section'means that a court can inquire into
whether that condition has been satisfied,
and only ifthe condition has been satisfied,
can the 'conclusive evidence' clause come
intooperation.
Otherwise, emergency legislation appears
to contain no provisions which could be
taken as attempts to oust thejurisdiction of
courts to review the legality of decisions
made under the legislation. It might be
possible to design such clauses.However,the
hostility of courts to attempts to oust their
jurisdiction is such that virtually all such
attempts havebeen interpreted ina manner
which has meant that they have failed.

4.2 Standing
A more serious obstacle to a person seeking
review of emergency decisions is the'standing'requirement. Themerefact thatsomeone wants to challenge a decision does not
mean that courts will allow them to do so.
Courts require that a person have a particular interest in the decision at issue. A
resident of a particular area, for instance,
could not challenge a decision to allocate
resources in a particular way, even if the
decision was legally flawed: their interest
would belargely indistinguishable from the
interests of everyone elsein 1hearea.A local
government,on the other handmight be able

to assert a special interest insofar as its
resources could be materially affected by
such a decision. The rules which determine
who may sueand whomay not are knownas
the standing rules. They are complex, and
their enforcement involves a considerable
element of judicial discretion. They are,
arguably, administered with rather less
consistency than most rules. This has
implications both for administrators and
citizens. Administrators should never assume that they will be able to rely on the
standing rules toshield them from responsibility for illegality-even where their
decisions havegeneral rather than particular
effects. Citizens should think twice before
seeking to challenge decisions which have
general effect. If, for instance, a citizen is
upset by thecontent ofa disaster plan, the
citizen would be unwise to challenge its
legality in the courts. The wise course of
action would be to mobilise a body representing the collective interests of those
affected-a council or an established
interest group. This both makes legal-as
well as economic and political sense.
4.3 Remedies
In general when administrators exceed their
powers, their decisions are legal nullities,
and their acts enjoy none of the protection
they would have enjoyed had they fallen
within the administrator's powers. Insofar
as they fail to follow prescribedprocedures,
their decisions are nullities except in relation to minor procedural breaches. However,
the effect of these rules is complicated by
the existence of circumstances in which
courts will refuse to make orders in favour
ofthose who are disadvantaged by administrative irregularities. Where administrators
fail to comply with their legal obligations,
they can beordered to do so.
4.3.1 Where the administrator
has exceeded powers
Ifpeople purport to exercise powers which
they do not possess, these purported exercises of power are, as far as the law is
concerned, ofno legal effect. The act has no
legal status. If it appears to create duties,
those duties are illusory. A person may
disregard the duty with immunity. Conversely,if theact would render the administrator liable to legal sanctions in theabsence
of its havinglegal justification,the administratorwillbeliable to thesesanctions. These
conclusions follow inexorably from the
concept of power.This proposition is subject
to a gloss. Irrelevant excesses of power do
not invalidate decisions. If, for examde, a
decision would have been the same if the
administrator had not acted in excess of
power,the decision will continue to be a valid
one.

4.3.2 Failure to follow
prescribed procedures
The position with respect to procedural
matters is somewhat more complicated. If
full compliance with procedures is a condition precedent tothevalidityofan administrativeact, it follows that failure tocomply
with thoseconditions means that theact has
nospecial legalstatus,aconditionprecedent
to its enjoying that status not having been
satisfied. The fact that the failure to comply
did not affect thedecision is immaterial.
However, not all procedures are such that
compliance with them is a condition precedent to the validity of subsequent acts.
Administrativelaw recognises that thereare
some circumstances where it is reasonable
to assume that the legislaturewould not have
intended failure to comply with a particular
procedural requirement to be fatal to the
validity ofsubsequent official action. Determiningwhether this is so in any given case
can be difficult.While legislation sometimes
makes this clearJegislation is usually silent.
Moreover, while we can assume that the
prescription of procedures means that the
le~islatureintended them to be followed, it
dies not necessarily mean that the legislature also intended that the penalty for
failure to follow them would be to strip
subsequent acts of what would otherwise
have been their legal status. Broadly the
following considerations are relevant:
Failure to comply withtheproceduralfairness requirements will normally be fatal
to thevalidity ofa subsequent decision.
Thegreater the importance of the power,
thegreater the likelihood that compliance
with the procedural requirements will be
treated as a condition precedent to the
validity ofthedecision.
The weaker the adverseeffect ofa failure
to fulfil a procedural requirement on the
likely quality ofthe decision, the greater
the likelihood that the failure to comply
with the requirement will not be fatai tb
thevalidity ofthedecision.
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4.3.3 Failure to perform duties
Most administrativelaw cases involvecomplaints that decision-makers have exceeded
their powerslt is rare to findcomplaints that
administrators have failed to exercise their
powers. There is in fact nothing to stop a
person making such a complaint. The
application will be for an order that the
administrator perform the relevant duty.
Emergency legislation abounds in requirements that particular officials do
certain things.Thelanguagein which these
requirements are expressed varies, sometimes involving the mandatory'shall', sometimes imperative passives, and sometimes
the word'must'.

Where an administrator has failed to
perform a duty, parties with standing can
apply for an order that the administrator
perform the duty in question. However,
courts will not lightly make such orders.
First, it is necessary to establish the existence of the duty. Second, it is necessary to
establish breach of the duty Even when an
obligation has not been performed, this will
not necessarily be taken as amounting toa
breach. Failure to perform is to be distinguished from refusal toperform,and only if
thelatter is established, willcourtsgrant an
order to perform. Third, many duties are
duties to exercise a discretion. If administrators areordered to exercise a discretion,
theorder will amount to no more than that.
Courts cannot order that discretions be
exercised in particular ways (although they
can of course order that they be exercised
in accordance withlaw - or with thelaw as
set out in a judgment).

Most administrative law
cases involve complaints
that decision-makers
have exceeded their
powers. It is rare to
find complaints that
administrators have failed
to exercise their powers.

4.4 Discretionary remedies
The fact thata decision is a legal nullity does
not mean that it will formally be recognised
as such by the law. Formal recognition
requires an authoritative pronouncement
from a court, and thereare several circumstances in which such pronouncements will
not be forthcoming. First, and most obviously, there will be no pronouncement
unless someoneapplies toacourt for sucha
pronouncement.There will he many cases
where administrative irregularities go
unnoticed by thelegal system. Second, there
will be cases where courts will hear a case
but exercise their discretion to refuse to
make an authoritativeorder.Such exercises
of discretion are rare, but they are sometimes made in cases where there has been
undue delay in prosecuting the action,and
where third parties would be disadvantaged
if the court made an order declaring the
offendingdecision to bevoid.

5 The practical irrelevance
of administrative law
While it is important to note the ways in
which administrative law can bear on the
administration ofemergency legislation,it

is also important to keep this in perspective.
For while administrative law may be relevant, it is rarely mobilised. Thereareseveral
reasons for this. The first is that there is
normally little to be gained from doing so,
even ifthere maywell havebeen an administrative irreeularitv.
Administrative law's
"
responseroa finhgthat rhcrc h ~ heenan
s
~rre~ulimty
1s norm311vto dzclmthe rekvanidecision a nullity.flowever,by the time
the court makes this order, the decision in
question will long since have ceased to
operate. The flood waters will since have
subsided, and the broccoli will be flourishing
in thenewly-laidsilt. Theonly circumstance
in which there will be anything to begained
by a successful challenge to a decision will
be where its invalidity means that it ceases
to becapableofactingas a defence to a civil
action. However, even then, litigation may
be a hazardous enterprise. The person
aggrieved by the administrator's actions
mustbeable to point tosomeharmsuffered
as a result of the administrator's unlawful
action. The mere fact that theadministrator
has acted unlawfully does not of itself give
rise to a civil cause of action. A second
possibility is that administrative irregularities take place without anyone being
awareof them. People may exercise powers,
blissfully unawareof the fact that they have
never been authorised in writing to do so.
Procedural fairness may be denied by
exhausted police officers ignorant of the
finer points of this technical areaof law.The
third possible explanation is that those
exercising power under emergency legislation normally comply both with the
legislation and with thesuperaddedadministrative law requirements. There are two
reasons why this might beso. Disaster law is
an areaoflaw wherecourts will be somewhat
less demanding than usual. Legislation
encourages allowing broad powers to administrators. The common sense assumptions and cost-benefit analyses which
underlie administrativelaw decisions indicate that administrators need the power to
act quickly This, however, is not the only
consideration. The other explanation must
lie in the behaviour of those who exercise
the powers. Abuses of emergency powers
are evidently not common, and failure to
comply with thestandardsofadministrative
law are evidently rare. While most of those
who are responsible for handlingemergencies are probably not administrative law
experts, they probably share a sufficient
commitment to values which also happen
tobe administrativelaw values to ensure that
this does not matter too much.
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The Acute Stress Disorder Scale: a tool for
predicting Post-traumatic Stress Disorder
major need in the psychological
management of disaster victims is
to identify those people who are at
risk of long-term psychiatric disorder. The major disorder that develops
following adisaster is posttraumaticstress
disorder (PTSD). Although most people
display PTSDsymptoms in the initial weeks
after a trauma, more than half of these
people recover without any intervention in
the following three months (Blanchard,
Hickling, Barton, Taylor, Loos, & JonesAlexander, 1996; Rothbaum, Foa, Rigs,
Murdock and Walsh, 1992; Rigs, Rothbaum,
& Foa, 1995).Accordingly,thereis a demand
for measures that assist us to identifythose
people who will not remit but have alongterm PTSD. It is argued that by early identification of people at risk of PTSD, we can
offer treatments in the acute post-disaster
phase and thereby prevent PTSD.
Inan attempt toidentify peopleat riskof
developing PTSD,a new diagnosis of acute
stress disorder (ASD) was introduced in
DSM-IV (American Psychiatric Association,
1994). To meet criteria for ASD one must
experiences stressor and respond with fear
or helplessness (criterion A),have at least 3
of5 dissociative symptoms (criterion B), at
least one re-experiencing symptom (criterion C), marked avoidance (criterion D),
and marked arousal (criterion E) (see
Bryant and Harvey, 1997). Recent prospective studies have indicated that approximately 80% oftrauma survivors who initially
suffer ASD will meet criteria for PTSD 6
months later (Brewin, Andrews, Rose and
Kirk, 1999;Bryant and Harvey, 1998;Harvey
and Bryant, 1998) and 75% 2 years posttrauma (Harvey and Bryant, in press).
The introduction of this new diagnosis
has raised the need for standardised instruments to measure ASD. The only measure
that has been subjected tostandard psychometric study is the Acute Stress Disorder
Interview (ASDI; Bryant, Harvey, Dang &
Sackville, 1998). The ASDI is a structured
clinical interview that contains 19 dichotomously scored items that relate to DSMIV criteria. It possesses sound test-retest
reliability over a period of 2 to 7 days (L =
0.95), has good sensitivity (91%) and
specificity (93%) compared to independent
clinical diagnosis, and has been shown to
successfully predict subsequent PTSD. The
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Method

Participants
.

only self-report measure of ASD is the
Stanford Acute Stress Reaction Questionnaire (SASRQ;CardeAa,Classen and Spiegel,
1991),which hasbeen modified toa 30-item
inventory that indexes ASD symptoms (see
Stam, 1996). To date, however, there is no
available data supporting its utility in
identifying individuals who satisfy ASD
diagnosisor whosubsequently satisfy PTSD
criteria.
Accordingly, theaim of this project was to
develop a self-report measure that would
predict subsequent PTSD.There is a significant need foravalidatedself-report measure
of ASD because structured clinical interviews areoften not feasible in theaftermath
of large-scale disasters. Self-report measures that permit identification of those
acutely traumatised individuals who are at
riskof chronic PTSD would provide opportunities for early intervention of people at
risk. In developing a self-report measure of
ASD,we recognise a number of difficulties.
First, thediagnosticcriteria ofASD have not
been adequately validated (Bryant and
Harvey, 1997).Most problematic for the ASD
diagnosis is the finding that many acutely
traumatised people who do not display
dissociative symptoms subsequently develop PTSD (Harvey and Bryant, 1998).
Second,the reactiveandacutenatureofASD
may predisposeit toafluctuatingcourse that
may impede accurate and reliable measurement. Third, the ASD criteria permit dissociative symptoms that may occur at the
time of the traumaor at any timeduring the
month after the trauma. Retrospective
reporting of ASD symptoms has been
demonstrated to be inaccurate (Harvey and
Bryant, 1999). Considering the limitations
of the ASD criteria, the development of this
measurerecognised theneed toidentifyASD
caseness but also to index the acute precursors of PTSD that may go beyond the
current definition of ASD. This paper
presents the results of three studies that
evaluated the content and concurrent
validity, reliability, and predictive ability of
the Acute Stress Disorder Scale (ASDS).

Eighty-two (32 male, 50 female) adults of
= 15.93) particimean age 39.91 years
oated in this studv. These oarticioants
iepreentrd 7796 o i rhe 107'p~ticibi1nrs
who inillally completed the ASDS in Study
2. participants did not differ from noiparticipants in terms ofage, initial traumaassessment interval,ASD diagnostic status,
or ASDS total score. Six (7%) participants
had received formal counselling as a result
of the fires.

(a

Procedure
Participants were contacted between six and
seven months after the bushfires &= 6.32,
SD = .31). Each participant was informed
that a follow-up assessment was being
conducted to evaluate longer-term adjustment to the fires. All assessments were
conducted by oneof4 clinical psychologists
who were unaware of participants' scores
on the ASDS. PTSD was assessed with the
Clinician Administered PTSD Scale, Form 2
(CAPS-2; Blake,Weathers, Nagy, Kaloupek,
Gusman, Charney and Keane, 1995). The
CAPS-2 assesses frequency and severity of
each PTSD symptom in the context of the
last week, and possesses sound test-retest
reliability and strong convergent validity
with standard measures of PTSD. Participants werealsoaskedaboutany therapeutic
assistance they had received following the
fires.
Results
Eleven (13%)
ofthe samole met criteria for
~,
PTSD at 6-months post-trauma. Table 2
presents the correlation coefficients between the ASDS and CAPS-2 scale scores.
'The correlation between ASDS scores and
PTSD cluster scores was significantly positiveforallASDSclusterscales.Themainaim
ofthis studywas todetermine the extent to
which ASDS scores could predict subsequent PTSD. We initially determined predictive ability of an initial ASD diagnosis,
based on the ASDS cut-off formula described in Study 1. On the basis of this
calculation, 90% of those who developed
PTSD were initially diagnosed with ASD,and
80% ofthose who did not develop PTSD did
not present with ASD. Less impressively,
false positive diagnoses (individuals who
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were diagnosed with ASD but did not devAcute Stress Disorder Scale
elop PTSD) occurred in 58% ofcases. False
negative diagnoses (individuals who were
not diagnosed with ASD who did develop
CAPS-2
PTSD) was only 2%.
Total
Weattempted to increase theeffectiveness
Frequency
55
.37
.71
.96
57
of the predictive ability of the ASDS by
Intensity
.66
.42
.72
.44
66
reducingthe rate offalse positive diagnoses.
Re-experiencing
On the basis ofprevious findings that acute
63
.36
.72
.40
,154
Frequency
stress severity can be a more accurate
Intensity
.68
.44
.75
.47
.66
predictor ofPTSD than the requirement of
Avoidance
acute dissociation (Brewin et al, in press;
Frequency
62
.39
55
.45
62
Harvey and Bryant$ press),weinvestigated
intensity
.65
.42
.68
.45
.64
thesensitivity andspecificity ofASDS total
Arousal
scores in predicting PTSD. Table2 presents
.62
.33
68
.41
.66
thesensitivity,specificity,predictiveval~es, Frequency
Intensity
.61
.37
5
7
.38
.62
and effectiveness of the ASDS for five
alternativecut-offscores. The optimal cutNote: Ail CorrPlalion meficienlc p c.001.CAPS-2= Clinician Administered PTSD Smie, hm 2.
offscore was 56, which identified 91% of
able 7: Comiafion meficienlc of AN& Stress Disorder Smie scores and OIPS-2 scores
those who developed PTSD and 93% of
those whodid not. The main flawwith this
cut-ofwas that it falsely identified 33% of
people who did not develop PTSD.
50
.83
.86
.50
.97
.85
52
.91
36
.50
.98
.86
54
.91
.89
.56
.98
.89
Discussion
56
.91
.93
.67
.98
.93
The ASDS was developed to provide a self58
.55
.89
.93
.55
.93
report measureofacutestress reactions that
Note: PPP =positive pmlidive pow6 NPP =negative predidiw power.
are precursors of PTSD. There was limited
success in predicting PTSD. Although the
Ibie 2: Predioive !dues of AS05 scores for identilyingsubsequenlPTSD
ASDS cut-offof56 correctly identified 91%
ofpeople who developed PTSD and 93% of
been between 18% and 2296, compared to
disorders (4th ed.),Washinrton, DC.
those who did not develop PTSD, one-third
the current rate of 56% when the ASD
Baldessarini R.J.,~inkelst;in S. and Arana,
of participants whoscored over the cut-off
diagnostic cut-off is adopted, and 33% when
G.W. 1983, 'The predictive power of diagdid not develop PTSD. That is, whereas the
the ASDS total scorecut-off is adopted.That
nostic tests and the effect of prevalence of
ASDS was able to identify virtually all
is, the structured interview was more
illness', Archives oJGeneral Psychiatry, 40,
trauma survivors who subsequently develeffective than the ASDS is filteringout those
pp. 569-573.
oped PTSD,it did not filter these individuals
acutely distressed individuals who did not
Blake D.D., Weathers F.W., Nagy L.M.,
out from a significant proportion who did
subsequently suffer persistent PTSD. This
Kaloupek D.G., Gusman F.D., Charney D.S.
not develop PTSD. Prospective studies
pattern is consistent with proposals that
and Keane T.M. 1995,'The development of
indicate that more than halfofpeople who
structured interviews are more effective
aclinicianadministered PTSDscale',]ournal
initially display PTSD symptoms after a
tools than self-report measures, and sugoJTraumatic Stress, 8, pp. 75-90.
trauma recover without any formal intergests that self-report measures of acute
Blanchard E.B.,Hickling E.J., Barton K.A.,
vention (Blanchard et al. 1996: Rothbaum
stress reactions should be interpreted
TaylorA.E., Loos W.K.and Jones-Alexander,
etal, 1992; R i g s etal, 1995). 1" thelight of
cautiously.
J. 1996,'One-year prospective follow-up of
these findings, the ASDS performed comFuture research with the ASDS should
motor vehicle accident victims', Behaviour
paratively well because oily one-third of
index its ability to predict PTSD across a
Research and Therapy, 34, pp. 775-778.
people who scored above thecut-offdid not
range of trauma populations. It is possible
Brewin C.R.,Andrews B., Rose %and Kirk,
meet criteria for PTSD 6 months later. It
that developing a self-report measure that
M. (in press),Xcute stress disorder and
appears that the ASDS may serve a useful
identifiesacutely traumatisedpeoplewhose
posttraumatic stress disorder in victims of
purpose as a self-report instrument to
symptoms will not remit will remain a
violent crime', American lournal oJPsyidentify those people who are at risk of
difficult task because of the tendency for
chiatry.
developing PTSD. The results of the ASDS
most people to recover in the months after a
Bryant R.A.and Harvey A.G. 1997,'Acute
should be supplemented, however, by clintrauma. Early treatment of trauma surstress disorder: A critical review of diagician assessments to more accurately idenvivors with ASD can effectively prevent
nostic issues', Clinical Psychology Review,
tifyacutely traumatised individuals whoare
PTSD in many cases (Bryant,Harvey,Sack17, pp. 757-773.
at &k of developing PTSD.
ville, Dangand Basten, 1998).Accordingly,
Bryant R.A. and Harvey A.G. 1998,'RelaIt is interesting to compare the ability of
tionshipofacutestress disorder and postthe ASDl and ASDS to predict PTSD 6traumatic stress disorder following mild
months post-trauma. he reported sensidevelop PTSDcan have significant implicatraumatic brain injury', American Journal
tivity andspecificity of theASDl is over90%
tions for managing traumatised populations.
oJPsychiatry, 155, pp. 625-629.
(Bryant and Harvey, 1998; Harvey and
Bryant R.A,HarveyA.G.,Sa&villeT., Dang
Bryant, 1998), which is comparable to the
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Using case studies and workshops, the conference will address disaster and
emergency management, communications, the development of community
based disaster response, planning training and the identification of
resources. Papers from more than 20 countries will focus on the lessons
learned from practical experience of disasters and how new products, ideas
and services can increase preparedness.
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Register Now for the
Australian Disaster Conference 1999
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egistrations for the Australian
Disaster Conference 1999, to be
held at the National Convention
Centrein Canberra from 1-3 November,are now open.
Theconference, with the themeofDisaster Preventionfor the 21" Century, is being
hosted by the Australian Coordination
Committee for the International Decade for
Natural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR).
The Chair ofthe Committeeand Director
General of Emergency Management Australia,MrAlan Hodges,said this landmark3day conference would act as a catalyst for
establishinga program for disaster prevention for the 21s' Century.
The conference, with sponsors the Australian Geological Survey Organisation, the
Bureau of Meteorology, EMA,AUSLIG, and
AON Re Australia and partners the lnstitution of Engineers and AURISA offers:
keynote and shorter presentations on a
wide range of hazards by emergency
management practitioners, policymakers and researchers

open forums
Conference Logistics
interactivediscussions
PO Box 505
postersessions.
Curtin ACT 2605,Australia
Mr Hodges said all sessions would emphaPhone: +61 (0)2 6281 6624
sise the importance of disaster mitigation,
Fax: +61 (0)2 6285 1336
community participation, duty of care
Email: conference@conlog.com.au
obligations, and the roles of government,
or visit the conference web site:
non-government andprivateorganisations,
www.ema.gov.aulconference.htm
and theeeneral
o~~~~~ communitv.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
'The conference provides an unique
opportunity fora wide cross-section ofthe
emergency management community to
present their ideas and to influence the
course of emergency management in Australia in the next millennium', Mr Hodges
said.
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Registration fees
All bookings for the conference should be
madeby 1 October 1999.
Registration is$495. Special rates may be
offered to full-timestudents.
To receive your Australian Disaster Conference 1999 registration brochure, which
includes the registration form, contact:

0900-0910 Welcome address
MrAlan Hodges,Director-General,EMAandChair,Australian Department of Emergency Services, Kendal McGuffie,
University of Technology,Sydney
IDNDRCoordination Committee
Cyclone risk assessment of houses in North Queensland
091 0-0930 Official opening
David Henderson, Greg Reardon, Cyclone Structural Testing
Station
0930-1030 Keynote speaker
Mr Philippe Boulk, Director, United Nations lDNDR Tropical cyclone awareness a n d preparedness i n
Secretariat
Northern Australia's tourist industry Linda Berry, James
Cook
University of North Queensland
1100-1230 Managing risk at Local Government level
The application of the Australian Emergency Risk
Management Standard applied to bush fire management
in NSW - a case study Debbie Pinfold, NSW Rural Fire
Service,Stuart Midgley,NSW Rural Fire Service Association,
Paul Demar, State Forests of NSW
How far d o bushfires penetrate urban areas? Andrew
Ahern,Aon Re Worldwide,MarkChladil,TasmaniaFire Service
Recognition and responsible development of unstable
land lngles,O.G,Pedersen,A.M,Owen Ingles Pty Ltd
Flash flood warning services - what the Bureau can d o
for you Hugh Bruist, Bureau of Meteorology
Reducing tropical cyclone impacts: The Tropical Cyclone
Coastal Impacts Program (TCCIP) Rex Falls, Bureau of
Meteorology, Ann Henderson-Sellers, Australian Nuclear
Science &Technology Organisation,Greg Holland, Bureau of
Meteorology Research Centre, Rod McKinnon, Emergency
Management Australia, Lesley Galloway, Queensland

Assessing Geohazards Risk
Models for seismic hazard assessment in Australia Kevin
McCue, C Sinadinovski, M Somerville, AGSO Seismolorical
Centre
Monitoring of geological hazards in New Zealand Robin
Falconer, Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences Ltd
Applications of t h e uniform-hazard site-specific
acceleration response spectrum in Pacific cities M
Regnier, IUD Noumea, G Shorten, SOPAC Suva, A Shapira,
Geophysical Institute of Israel
Earthquake mitigation strategies in Australia and IDNDR
RADIUS Jack Rynn, Centre for Earthquake Research in
Australia, Brisbane, Kenji Okazaki, United Nations IDNDR
Secretariat, Geneva
1400-1445 Keynote Speaker
Bruce Esplin,Victorian Department of Justice

Australian Journal of Emergency Management

1450-1530 Insuring for Risk
Risk assessment from a global viewpoint Sven Ehrlicher,
Munich Reinsurance Company
Flooding risk assessment and application in underwriting Hao-Ming Zhou,ERC Asia Pacific Pthy Ltd,Singapore
Involving the community in Disaster Reduction
Involvingcitizens in hazard mitigation planning: Making
the right choices Raymond Burby, University of New Orleans
Community participation in disaster management N A
Karanci, B Aksit, Middle East Technical University,Turkey
Assessing Ceohazards Risk (continued)
Mtigation Measures for Tsunami in Australia and its
Island Territories Jim Davidson, Bureau of Meteorology,
Jack Rynn,Centre for Earthquake Research in Australia
Tsunami disaster at Sissano,Papua New Guinea: In search
of the cause and assessing the risk by multibeam sonar
and remotely operated vehicle Peter Hill, Kevin McCue,
Australian Geological Survey Organisation, Wilfred Lus,
Research School of Earth Sciences,ANU
1600-1 700 Developing hazard vulnerability indices
A new damage intensity scale: Australian experience
Russell Blong, Natural Hazards Research Centre, Macquarie
University
0900-0945
Keynote speaker
Ken Granger, Director, Cities Project, Australian Geological
Survey Organisation
0950-1030 Applying technology to risk assessment
Floodplain inundation risk model Laraine Hunter, Russell
Blong, Natural Hazards Research Centre, Macquarie University
Risk-G1S:Assessingthe riskwithvisualisation Greg Scott,
Ken Granger, Trevor Jones, Marion Leiba, Australian
Geological Survey Organisation
Reducing disasters through the
school curriculum
Making a deep impact - awareness in schools Susan
Rogers,Nelson-Tasman Emergency Management Office,
New Zealand
Disaster prevention - education is the key Gary Lewis,
Australian Geological Survey Organisation
Reducing and responding to disasters in the Sth Pacific
Incorporation of mitigation strategies into Pacific
nationalgovernment andnon-government systems
Atu Kaloumaira, Disaster Management Programme, UNDPl
Water - Too Little,Too Much; Fiji's recent experiences of
drought and flood A Tuifagalele, National Disaster Management Office, Fiji
1100-1230 Applying technology to risk assessment
(cont.)
What is the earthquake risk in Australian cities?
Trevor Jones,Ken Granger, Greg Scott,Australian Geological
Survey Organisation

New approaches to assessing community vulnerability
and resilience Philio Buckle.State Emergencv Recovew Unit
Composite vulnerability indicator (?VINDICATOR):a
dynamic tool for urban planning through
- Multi Hazard
V&oerability ~ o a l ~ s i s
Ruffina S Thilakaratne,FacultyofArchitecture,University of
Hong Kong

roach

lnvolving the community in disaster reduction Bushfire
Understanding community responses to the threat of
disaster Samantha Reinhnltd,Alan Rhodes, CFA
Community preparedness for the threat ofdisaster
Samantha Reinholtd,Alan Rhodes,CFA
Community response to a bushfire threat Patricia
Brennan,CESARE,Victoria University of Technology
Responding to disasters - the Human Point of View
Fire? What about my patient? Melissa Neary, Redcliffe
Hospital
Registration and inquiry - where to from here? Roberta
Liddell,Australian Red Cross
Katherine 1998:Appealsandself-sufficiency lessonsfor the future Bill Wilson,Australian Red Cross

Spatial data issues Rick McRae, ACT Emergency Services
Bureau
Satellite remote sensing for flood mapping Adrya Kovarch,
David Moore, Geo MappingTechnologies Pty Ltd
Postmortem: lessons learnt from a hazardous GIs
research project Andre Zerger, University of Melbourne
Reducing disasters through community awareness and
education
The future of education and training in Emergency
Management Dudley McArdle, Emergency Management
Australia
Collaborative research on public education needs
produce initial results Barry Wallace, Manukau City
Council, David Allen, Auckland City Council, Ian Wood,
Auckland Regional Council, Curt Christiansen, Kowhai
Communications,NewZealand
The appraisal of information material on disaster
preparedness Bernd Rohrmann, University of Melbourne
A social marketing framework for the development of
effective public awareness programs Joan Young, Colmar
Brunton Social Research
Reducing landslide and hail risk
Quantitative landslide risk assessment of Cairns,
Australia Marion Michael-Leiba, Greg Scott, Australian
Geological Survey Organisation, Fred Baynes, Consulting
EngineeringGeologist
Geotechnical management of 148landslides triggered by
amajor stormevent in Wollongong P Flentje,RChowdjury,
University of Wollongong
Hailstorm risk assessment in NSW R Leigh, I Kuhnel,
Natural Hazards Research Centre, Macquarie University

Hailstorm risk assessment in rural NSW Heather
McMaster, Natural Hazards Research Centre, Macquarie
University
1400-1500 Plenary session
National mitigation strategies
1540-1700 Applying technology to risk assessment

(cont.)
Improving the accessibility of emergency management
information JonathonRoot,GregScott,Australian Geological
Survey Organisation
Uses and limitations of socio-economic indicators in
measuring vulnerability to natural hazards David King,
JamesCook University,Townsville and Cairns
The use of remote sensing and GIs technology by NSW
Agriculture for emergency management P Worsley, J
Bowler, D Freckelton, I McGowen, U Pradhan, R Roger, M
Worsley, NSW Agriculture
The development of dynamic and integrated expert
system to help communities tocopewithdisaster J Cross,
A Green,V Z Lu,University of NSW

Reducing flood risk
A review of Australian flooddisaster in 1998 StephenYeo,
Natural Hazards Research Centre
Floodplain management reform in Victoria and the
development of the State Flood Strategy Ian Gauntlett,
Department of Natural Resources & Environment,Victoria
How to capture the benefits of a flood warning? C Wright,
Bureau of Meteorology, Adelaide, D Smith, CRES, Australian
National University
Analysis of insurability for flood George Walker, Aon Re
Australia
Preparing for Response - the Emergency Management
View
Managing the paradox of disasters Christophe RouxDufort, EDHEC Graduate School ofManagement, France
Post Disaster Assessment - A key element in disaster
response JoeBarr, Pacific EmergencyManagement Associates
Pty Ltd
Linking the three 'R's of Risk, Resources and Response
Stuart Ellis AM,SouthAustralian Country Fire Service
An information-based model for emergencymanagement
Savyesh Gupta, NSW Fire Brigades

0900-0945 Keynote Speaker
JohnZillman,Director,Australian Bureau ofMeteorology and
President,World Meteorological Organisation

Education and training for disaster prevention and
impact reductioninlndia D PSingh, PSSCentrallnstitute
of Vocational Education, India

0950-1030 Applying technology to community
disaster awareness
Disaster information on the Web: providing an efficient
index to current and reliable information E B Joyce,VIEPS,
University of Melbourne
Learning from the Newcastle experience - information
resources for earthquake awareness Ajita Lewis,Newcastle
Region Library

Responsibilities for continuity planning for
businesses and service providers
Assessment of geohazards and associated risks for
contingency planning P Itiogen, Papua New Guinea
University ofTechnology
Results of the Macquarie 1999 Survey of Business &
Computer Contingency Planning in Australia David
Musson, Ernest Jordan, Graduate School of Management,
Macquarie University
The buck stops here: a plan for recovery Heather
Mansell,State Library of New South Wales
Preventing disaster by buildinga risk-prevention ethic
into corporate governance Rick Sarre,Universityof South
Australia,Meredith Doig,RMlT

Outsourcing, corporatisation, privatisation and risk
Privatising warning and response senices
John Handmer,Middlesex University
Reducing volcano risk - the New Zealand Experience
Recovering from disaster: pre-event policy considerations Steven Jensen, Wellington Emergency Management
Office,New Zealand
Community vulnerability to volcanic hazard consequences Marian Millar, Douglas Paton, Massey University,
David Johnston,Institute of Geological and Nuclear Sciences,
New Zealand
1100-1 230 Community disaster awareness

- international case studies

Community-based earthquake hazard mitigation: some
Middle Eastern perspectives Martin Degg, University
College Chester, UK
Raising awareness of natural disaster in Third World
communities: a casestudy from Egypt JacquelineHoman,
University ofBirmingham,UK
Bhopalgas tragedy:could it have happened in a developed
country? J Gupta,lndian InstituteofTechnology,lndia

Reducing risk - other hazards
Reducing the impact of major droughts in the Indonesian-Australian Region through the monitoring of
atmospheric pressure anomalies in the preceding year
David Stephens,AgricultureWesternAustralia,MalLamond,
Weather Services
The aliens arehere Richard Sharp,EnvironmentAustralia
Advances in fire design of publicbuildings in Australia
Philip Sanders,Steel Reinforcement institute of Australia
Civil protection against incident involving weapons of
mass destruction John Houpt, Joint Applications Development Enterprises International, USA
1400-1545 Forum on the future - directions and
research priorities for disaster prevention in the 21"
Century
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Redundancy as requirement: lessons from
the 199748 perhian El Nifio disasters

A

nation's preventative measures and
ability to respond are always tested
when calamity strikes. The resiliency
of mitigative works and quality of
relief operations undoubtedly determine
the effectiveness of disaster preparedness
and efficiency ofemergency management.
What is sometimes neglected is the importance ofhaving multiple means available to
moreadequately confront,absorband react
to the problem. Calvin Streeteraddresses this
important issue in his 1991 article. He discusses the concept and theory of 'redundancy', and also highlights the implications
that an'excess capacity'may have on warning
and evacuation planning. In spite of his
significant contribution to theliterature, the
field has not, to my knowledge, followed up
with empirical investigationson this subject.
The following situation report is written
with the intent ofpartially filling this gap in
the discipline by utilising the Peruvian El
Nifio floodingand mud slides as a case study.
This recent event in South America will be
drawn upon to reiterate-in a heuristic
manner-that redundancy is necessary for
nations to successfully reduce calamitous
events and their adverse consequences.
Information was obtained when theauthor
visited Peru in February 1998. Relevant
findings were gathered from personal
inte~iews,phoneconversationsand personal
correspondence with scientists, program
managers and others within the disaster
prevention and relief community. Newspaper articles and electronic documents
werealso utilised in this investigation.
Inattemptingtomakemy argument, I will
provide background information about the
El Nifio disasters in Peru; discuss why
redundancy is critical in works of prevention, systems and forms oftransportation,
institutional and actor response, and emergency communications; and highlight the
implications of this study for disaster
management at the domestic level and for
thoseactors involved in disaster prevention
and reliefaround theworld.
Background to t h e
Peruvian El N i i o Disasters
Commonly referred to as El NiAo ('the Child'
in Spanish) due to its typical appearance
when the birth of Christ is observed, the
Pacific Oscillation Phenomenon is an oceanicandatmosphericdisturbance that results
in the alternatingappearance ofwarm and

such measures were undertaken as well as
in those wherethey werenot. On the positive
side,theFujimoriadministrationundertook
a massive preparation campaign in Northern
Peru after the IDNDR Consultive Council
confirmed in the Summer of 1997 that El
then cooler sea surface temperaturesoffthe
Nifio would affect the country six months
Western shores of Latin America.While the
later. Some of the numerous projects of
exact causes of this recurring climatic
fluctuation remain to bedeciphered, scien- prevention included dredgingcanals, cleaningand expanding drainage systems, buildtists have determined that El Nifio's ocean
currents and accompanyingwind are affect- ing retention walls, reinforcing- bridges
- and
ingweather patternsaround the world. This constmctingdikes. This focus on prevention
lies in stark contrast to the deficiency
was especially true in 1997-98, as theocean
thereof in 1982-83. Consequently, the
temperatures off the coast of Peru were
Fujimori administration was credited for
higher than what has previously been recorbeing the first government in Peru to take
ded. In fact, the recent El Nifio has been
regarded as being very severe, a Mega Nifio, hazards seriously and for mitigating a series
of disasters that would have otherwise been
or even the climatic event of thecentury.
even moredestructive.
Although the impact of the PacificOscilNonetheless, the modest success in the
lation Phenomenon isglobal, Peru is generNorth was somewhat diluted by the apparally numbered among those countries which
ent failure to prepare in the South. Basing
are most severely affected. Several types of
its preventative policies on its experience
disasters agents are common in this develwith the 1982-83 El NiAo, the government
oping nation during stronger El Niiio epidid not expect flooding to be a problem
sodes. These include floodingand mud slides
outside of the Northern departments.
due to an excessive amount of rainfall, sea
surges emanating from strong ocean cur- However, several cities in Southern Peru
rents and wind, and drought owing to the were also adversely affected by the considerable amount of precipitation. For examlack of precipitation. The first two ofthese
ple, thecity of Ica was inundated in the final
agents were mainly prevalent in the North,
daysofJanuary 1998.At least 15,000 houses
the second along the coast, and the third
(many of them constructed of adobe) were
exclusive to the South.While the effects of
destroyed01 partially damaged,and close to
the sea surges and the consequences of
120,000 people were victimised by a local
drought have been minimal,the floodingand
mud slides certainly left behind an incredriverthat overran its banks.What made the
disaster particularly tragic is that it could
ibleamount ofdevastation. Besides the fact
that physical damages are in the millions of have been averted or at least minimised.
dollars and that Peru's goals for economic Several scientists in Peru have acknowledged
that each El Nifio is different, and that
development are now suddenly set back, it
Southern portions of the country have
has been estimated by a local research
institution that 374 people have lost their
received abnormal amounts of rainfall in
previous episodes. Local political leaders also
lives, another 412 have been injured, and
close to 600,000 have been affected in one
notified the central government of the
impending threat. Unfortunately, this knowway or another by thedisasters.
While the Fujimori government and other ledge was either insufficiently disseminated
actors from the international humanitarian
or ignored, and recommended works of
community worked diligently to prepare for prevention werenot undertaken. Thus, the
and respond toEl N~o,weaknessesassociated disasters in Peru indicate that redundancy
in prevention is important for two reasons.
with prevention projects andchallengesin relief
Large quantitiesofmitigative works help to
operations became apparent. Many of the
minimise the destructive consequences of
obstadeshad todowith thelackofredundancy
nature and may also reduce the effects of
Redundancy in prevention
human miscalculation or error.
The 1997-98 Pacific Oscillation PhenomRedundancy in transportation
enon demonstrates the importance of an
excessofpreventative and mitigativeworks The disasters in Peru likewise reveal why
redundancy in transportation is critical to
in Pem.This can be seen in those areas where
by David A. McEntire,
University of North Texas, Department of
Public Administration, Emergency
Administration and Planning
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reduce the effects ofdisaster and ensure an
effective response. One ofthe most visible
evidences of El NiAo's destructive powerwas
in the area of the infrastructure. Flooding
and mud slides washed away hundreds of
miles of road and scores ofbridges, especially in Northern Peru. The interruption of
thesevital lifelinesofsociety left many cities
isolated which had numerous adverse
consequences. The first and most obvious
effect was a disruption ofeconomicactivity.
Tourism, mining, commerce and other
industries which rely on transportation
suffered heavy losses due to El NiAo's
devastation. The agricultural sector was
particularly hard hit as produce frequently
rotted on trucks as drivers waited for roads
to be repaired. Thus, food which was not
originally destroyed by the flooding or
drought could not be distributed, thereby
contributing further to the overall scarcity
and subsequent higher prices. Second, and
also because power and phone lines were
down, communication was reduced, if not
completely eliminated, among neighboring
communities. A few newspapers even ran
stories about political leaders in smaller
pueblos that had no choice but to travail
mountain passes and cross swollen rivers if
they were to relay disaster needs to neighbouring municipals. The inaccessibility of
diverse locations was certainly to blame for
the slow responseby the centralgovernment.
Third, and most importantly, the damage
sustained by theinfrastructuremeant that
relief could not always be transported by
ground to those areas which required it.
Luckily,other means were used to send aid
to the victims of El Nitio. For example, the
Navy delivered relief supplies to cities on the
coast. In addition, planes and helicopters
were uiiised by theair force andcivil defense
to distribute necessary supplies to other
hard-to-reach areas. It is evident, therefore,
that an increase in the numbers ofroutes to
and from cities is advisable, and that various
forms of transportation are necessary if a
society is to function normally and deliver
aid after disaster.

Redundancy in institutional
and actor response
The disasters in Peru indicate furthermore
why differing levels of government and a
plethora of humanitarian actors must be
able to respond to disaster. Like many
administrations in developingnations, the
Fujimori government is very centralised.
When flooding and mud slides began in
Decemberof 1997,the Presidential Ministry
had little difficulty in overseeing the relief
and reconstruction operations. As the El
NiAo phenomenon proceeded, calamities
began to increase in number and soon
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appeared in diverse locations throughout
the country. In spite of this onslaught,
Fujimori refused to delegate disaster assistance to regional and local levels, and
continued handing out aid in a very politicised fashion (for which he was harshly
criticised).With time,however, the number
of hazardous events overwhelmed the
national government and Fujimori recognised hiscommand andcontrol system was
in trouble. But, at this juncture, local
politicians and bureaucrats were in no
position to take over the post-disaster
responsibilities. As was mentioned previously, department and municipal leaders
weregeographicallyisolated which hindered
the delivery and sharing of emergency
resources. Moreover, these officials were
politically weakened and lacked resources
anyway as Fujimori had previously consolidated power in order to more successfully
wage Peru's war against terrorism. Tberefore, when the national government finally
recognised it would have to decentralisedue
to the disasters, it was toolate. Regionaland
municipal institutions were either not in
place or weakened at local levels. Governmental activities in the areas of relief and
reconstruction were consequently regarded
as being insufficient in several departments.
To make matters worse, civil society was
not completely capable of taking up the
slack madeevident by thegovernment.Accordingto one respondent, the social fabric
in Peru isvery weakand the inability of the
privatesector to respond to disaster is adiiect
result ofthegovernment's fear that any type
of association involves terrorist activity.
While this observation invites further
investigation, there is little doubt that the
poverty, illiteracy and fatalistic culture in
this developing country discourage private
disaster prevention and relief activities.
Fortunately external aid for reliefand reconstruction was contributed from both governmental and non-governmental sources
which made up for internal shortages. Thus,
thelesson to begleaned from this section, is
that all levels of government, and both
internal andexternal actors must beable to
respond to calamity in developing nations.
This isespecially thecasewhendisastersare
large, numerous or geographicallydispersed.

Redundancy in communication
A finallesson from the catastrophes in Peru
concerns the importance of possessing
alternative means of relaying information
in emergency situations. Without a doubt,
modern technology is used extensively to
communicatewhendisaster strikes, and the
Peruvian El NiAo was no exception. All of
the emergency managers and NGO relief
coordinators that were interviewed stated

that two-way radios, cell phones, pagers,
computer e-mail, and fax machines were
crucial to their disaster response operations.
The strengths ofthese types ofequipment
include ease ofuse, speed oftransmission
and portability. But there are some drawbacks to these types ofequipment that must
be recognised. For instance, my field research indicates that two-way radios may be
limited due to rangeofreception and time
of operation, cell phones and pagers are
inoperable at times due to location, and
computers and fax machines become useless when power and phonelines are down.
It appears, therefore, that the weakness of
one form of communication can only be
overcome by acquiring other instruments
to convey information. Consequently,
redundancy in communication is also
important when disaster strikes.

Implications of this study
The central lesson to be drawn from this
investigation of the recent Peruvian El Nitio
is that quantity counts. Creating an'excess
capacity' undoubtedly increases the probability of successful prevention strategies
while also facilitating the effectiveness of
humanitarian operations. Numerous works
ofprevention mitigatethedestructive power
of nature and minimise the consequences
of human error. Alternative routes and
forms of transportation reduce the effects
of catastrophes and ensure emergency
access to victims in remote disaster sites.
Enabling each level of government to
respond to hazards,and havingother domestic and international actors as partners
facilitates timely andadequatereliefoperations. Finally, increasing the means of
communicationguarantees thecontinuous
transmittal ofcrucial information about a
disaster situation.
Do these conclusions imply that redundancy in disaster prevention and response
is without drawbacks?Certainly not. Streeter
points out that practitioners must come to
understand how much is too much, or at
what point thecosts of redundancy overrun
its benefits. Nonetheless, if the findings of
this paperareaccurate, then the importance
of providing emergency managers with
increased resources cannot be overstated.
Monies, materiahand energies devoted to
the disaster-reduction cause are investments well spent. Furthermore, this research
provides additional reasons why industrialisedcountries andNGOsat theinternational
level should maintain or increase the
amount ofdevelopment and disaster assistance they provide to nations of the Third
World. Most of the poorer nations are not,
as of yet, in a position to go it alone in their
attempt to combat disaster.
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In conclusion, we live, as Streeter notes,
in a world of surprises a n d uncertainty.
Works of prevention sometimes fail,disaster
sites are not always b e accessible, a single
entity is never capableofrespondingalone,
and communication systems are not consistently foolproof. If disasters a r e t o b e
minimised therefore, redundancy, in its
many forms,will b e required.
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need for a more comprehensive disaster
reduction policy and paradigm that specifically addresses the vulnerabilities created by
numerous physical, social, political, cultural,
economic, technological and developmental
variables.
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Improving the management of
emergencies: enhancing the ICS
are indeed is the emergency that a
singleemergency servicecan manage totally independently without
some form ofcooperation or assistance from other emergency services or
supporting agencies. At many incident
scenes, two, three or more agencies must
work together cooperatively to provide the
emergency response.
Achieving the necessary level of cooperation between agencies can be problematic:
each will have developed its own unique
operatingprocedures, protocols and methods for managing their response to emergencies. The result can be unnecessary
confusion, doubt, duplication and missed
opportunities.
As an attempt to overcome these problems, in the late 1980's, the then Australian
Association of Rural Fire Authorities
(AARFA, 1989) introduced the Australian
Inter-service Incident Management System
(AIIMS). The core of the AllMS is the
lncident Control System (ICS) that aims to
provide an integrated structure to manage
the response to any emergency incident that
can be used by any organisation involved in
the response. The AARFA (1989, p. 6)
promoted the AIIMS as enabling'managers
to more effectively utilise the combined
resources of co-operating fire and emergency services'.
In the decade since introduction of the
AIIMS, its acceptance and use has not been
without controversy and debate.The author
clearly remembers a heated debate at the
Australian Instituteof Emergency Management between two senior officers on the
merits or otherwise of the ICS. One was a
senior police officer and the other a senior
fire officer. both from the same state. The
fireofficerargued passionatzlvon themerits
ofthc AIlhlS ICS.whilc thcpoliizoifi.?rwas
equally adamant in his statements on its
faults. Thedebatecontinuedoffandon for
several days without resolution.
The purposeof this article is to present a
case for introducingan enhanced model of
the ICS component of the AIIMS that has
the potential to overcome some of the
concerns held by emergency managers on
the functionality of the ICS, both here in
Australia but also internationally.
To achieve this, the first step will be to
examine the origins of the ICS and its
adoption in Australia,discuss its key features
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and identify some key issues that it does not,
in its present form, adequately cater for and
then present anenhanced model for consideration. The enhanced model, it will be
argued,offers considerably improved functionality without losing any of the key
features of the ICS and does not require
significant change to existing ICS training,
nomenclature or procedures. Because the
model is based on an enhancement implemented in California, it will also be argued
that it has been proven through overseas
experience.
Origins of the ICS
Problems with the absence of integrated
management systems for emergencies and
disasters were highlighted by series of
wildfires in California in the late 1960s
wheredeficiencies in management systems
for multi-agency responses were identified
(Coile, 1996). As a result, a system for
managing the response to emergencies
when multiple agencies were involved was
developed. This system was known as the
lncident Command System or 1CS.The ICS
envisaged a single Incident Commander
supported by four functional sections:
operations, planning, logistics and finance.
The importance ofdeveloping the ICS to
the United States can be found in its system
of providing emergency services. Unlike
Australia,in the USmany emergency service
agencies are provided by municipal councils
as well as by the state and federal governments.The US Department of Justice (1998)
estimates that there are over 18,700 state
and local law enforcement agencies, while
the United State Fire Administration (1999)
reports over 30,000 fire departments nationwide. The result of this is that multiagency responses to emergencies are very
frequent.It is not uncommon to baveseveral
separate police forces, fire services and
ambulance agencies all responding. Without
a common incident management system,
the potential for chaos was high.
By 1980, the Californian ICS had been
widely adopted by firedepartments and had
become part of a national initiative called
the National Interagency Integrated Incident Management System or NllMS (National Response Corporation, undated). The
use of the ICS received statutory backing

when US Federal Law required its use for
the response to hazardous materials emergencies (Federal Emergency Management
Agency, 1998). States such as California
(Coile, 1996) and Alaska (Federal Emergency Management Agency, 1997) made its
use mandatory by state agencies and local
governments wishing to receive state assistance duringemergencies and disasters. The
use of the ICS also spread internationally
with British Columbia in Canada, for example, introducinga variant ofthe ICS for use
by all provincial agencies (Government of
BritishColumbia, 1997).
Adoption in Australia
The Australian Inter-service Incident Management System (AIIMS) was developed by
a committee under the auspices ofthe then
Australian Association of Rural Fire Authorities (1989), since amalgamated into the
Australasian Fire Authorities Council
(AFAC). in the late 1980s. The svstem
developed by the AAKFA was based on the
N1151S\r~1thmoJ1ficat1un~
tobu~ttheAustralian environment. One of the most significant ofthese was to call thecoreoperational
component of the AllMS the lncident
Control System, in contrast to the North
American lncident CommandSysteml.This
change was to make the terminology used
in the AllMS compliant with existing
Australian definitions of command and
control. Since command was defined as
functioningverticaUy within organisations
and control as functioning horizontally
acrossorganisations, the use ofcontrol was
more appropriate in the Australian context.
To support implementation of the AIIMS,
the AARFA developed a comprehensive
series of training manuals and videos
together withoperationalguides and materials for usein the fieldat incident sites.When
AFAC came into being, it took over the
production and distribution of AIIMS
materials.
The AlIMS has been widely adopted by
most Australian fire services. Its useoutside
the fire services is difficult to determine
precisely on the information available,
although it appears from anecdotal evidence
that only a few non-fire services have
1. In this article, h e abbreviation ICS will be used for both
!he lnddenf Conmi Symn [Australian) and the lnddent
Command System (USA), The context of the usage wlll
indicdtewhich is being referred to.
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adopted it.Non- fire organisations that have
include SydneyWater and Taronga Zoo and
several other NSW based agencies are
evaluating it (Parsons, personal communication,3 May 1999).As noted above, heated
arguments over the merits or otherwise of
the AllMS and its ICS operational element
have been observed between members of
services that doanddonot useit.

The AIIMSIICS in Australia
It is appropriate at this point to provide a brief
discussion of AllMS and the ICS as adopted
in Australia.The discussion is based on the
description of the AIIMS and the ICS
provided by the AARFAIAFAC in its publication TheAustralian Inter-servicelncident
Management System: Teamwork in Emergency Management, initially published in

1989, but now in its 3rd edition (AFAC,
1994a), and the AFAC AIIMS Operating
System Manual (AFAC, 1994b).ICS training
materials produced by the Fire Services
Division of the Fire & Emergency Services
Authoritv of Western Australia and the US
Federal ihergency Mm~gcnwntAgency
(1998) arealsodrawn on to proviJe add~tional information where needed.
TheAIIMS isa set of fivesub-systems: the
ICS itself,aTrainingsystem,aQualifications
& Accreditation system, a Publications
Management system and a Supporting
Technology system. It is only intended to
discuss theICSelement in this paper.This is
because the other four sub-systems are
supportive toand dependent on the ICSand
are not directly relevant to a discussion of
enhancing the operational capability ofthe
ICS.
The ICS is the operational heart of the
AIIMS. It is intended to provide a common
management structure andvocabulary that
can beapplied toany formofemergency and
can be used by any agency.The AARFS stated
that the AIIMS 'can be used to respond to
public emergencies . . . such as floods,
cyclones, earthquakes . . . storms, major
aircraft accidents and hazardous materials
spills.'(AARFA, 1989,p6).
Two important concepts are embodied in
the ICS. The first is Unity of Commandthis concept specifies that aperson canonly
report to one supervisor and that supervisor
in the ICS structure need not be from the
subordinate's parent organisation. Closely
associated with this is the span of control
that a supervisor should have-the ratio of
one to five isconsidered optimal and one to
seven is the maximum allowable. The second important concept is that of Unified
Command-this is where there is an identifiedand agreed strategy or set ofstrategies
being used by all participants to combat the
emergency. In other words,everyone will he
Winter 1999
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pre 1: Basic ICS slmdure (Source: AFAC, 19946)

working to thesamegameplan,promulgated
through a singlesupra-organisationalmanagement structure. Figure I shows the key
structure ofthe ICS.
As much or as little ofthe ICSstructure is
activated as needed to respond to the
emergency. The lncident Controller is
responsible for the overall management of
the operation and is normally appointed by
the agency with primary responsibility for
managing the emergency.For many smaller
incidents the lncident Controller will not
need to establish any subordinatepositions,
being able to undertake all of the duties
personally.As thecomplexity and size of the
emergency increases, the lncident Controller establishes subordinate positions as
required to meed the needs ofthesituation.
Exceeding thespanofcontrolcriteriaofone
to five often forces the establishment of a
new subordinate position to bring thespan
of control back into line. For example, the
Incident Controller may decide to personally
provide the Logistics and Planning functions, whilst appointing an Operations
Officer to manage theoperations ofseveral
strike teams and task forces.
Similarly,as thespan of control,complexity, distance, etc, requires, the head of a
function,such as theOperationsOfficer,may
need to establish subordinate positions. In
Figure I, theoperations OfficerhasDivision
Commanders managing Sector Commanders who in turn manage strike teams, task
forces and single resources2. Conversely,as
an operation winds down, subordinate
positions may be progressively amalgamated

with their peers or superiors as operational
complexity or size reduces.
The lncident Controller plus the heads of
each of the three functional areas (Planning,
Operationsand Logistics) form thelncident
Management Team (IMT). The role of the
IMT is to formulate, under thedirection of
the lncident Controller, the plan for the
management of the emergency, including
the development of strategies, goals and
objectives tobeachieved. Forlargerincidents
the plan should be written and formally
disseminated so that all participants, particularly those in management positions,
know what their role is and the expectations
being placed on them are. For smaller
incidents, a verbal plan may he all that is
required. For those incidents where the
lncident Controller provides all of the
management structure personally, then the
plan may a mental concept only.
Personnel for each position should be
appropriately trained for the position, both
in terms of understanding the ICS and in
terms of the specific skills needed for the
position. In theory,it does not matterwhich
organisation a person comes from-provided they have the requisiteskills they can
fill any position. In practice, however, the
agency with primary responsibility is likely
2 A Smke Team IS a set ol m o u n u 01 ihe -me w e e g
a sel of flre vehldes and a leaaer A T a k Force IS a re! of
dlfferine rerources broueht toeether to undertake a task
e g rwoflreveh des, a o.llaozer and a waler lanker, p us
a leader A SrngIeResor~rres an IndrvldLal uns, tnd.rd ng
personnel and a leader, undeltaking a task e.g. a police
vehlde closlnga road.
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to provide the majority of the personnel for
positions in the Operations hierarchy if only
because it is their personnel who are likely
to have thenecessary operational skills.

National developments
In 1998, following a consultative development process with thestates andTerritories,
Emergency Management Australia (EMA)
released its Guide to Multi-Agency Incident
Management (EMA, 1998).The guide's aim
is 'to provide . . . the emergency services
involved in multi-agency response with
guidance on incident management that is
compatible with State emergency management plans and arrangements and which
facilitates national inter-operability.'(EMA,
1998, p 1).
Theguidealso notes'someofthe material
within the guide may appear similar to
elements of the AIIMS. However,the material contained in this document is drawn
from a number of sources and no preference is inferred.' (EMA, 1998, p. ix). This
guide is not obligatory on any Australian
emergency service.
The systems in the Multi-Agency Incident
Management Guide are very similar to the
AIIMS, although the Incident Controller
becomes an Incident Manager and there are
six functional sections not four (Planning,
Intelligence, Operations, Logistics, Communications and Media; Finance is excluded
as a functional section). The manual also
briefly covers issues such as establishing
field headquarters and operational decisionmaking. Figure 2 shows the management
structure proposed in theguide.
The structure proposed in the MultiAgency Incident Management Guide does
not consider the arrangements needed for
subordinate levels below the functional
level, leaving that to be determined by the
States and the needs ofthe operation.
International developments
Based on experience in recent major flood
response operations in North America, there
has been discussion on altering the structure of the North American version of the
ICS to add a new'lnformatiod function to
the existing four functional sections: operations, planning, logistics and finance (Parsons, personal communication, 3 May
1999). It is argued that the demands for
public information in large-scale emergencies are becoming so demanding that
Information should be a discrete function
in its own right. It remains to be seen if this
debate will result in change to the ICS used
in North America. It is pertinent to note that
the Australian Multi-Agency Incident Management Guide already accepts this need by
recommending the establishment of a
discrete Media function.

Figure 2: Australian Multi-AgencyManagement
StmOure (Source:Muiti-Agency Incident
Management Guide, EMA 1998)

ICS critique
As has been mentioned previously, the ICS
has its proponents who argue vehemently
that it can be used in any circumstance or
any operation.Indeed,theAARFShas stated
that it can beapplied tomanagevirtually any
hazard, be it a tropical cyclone or a vehicle
accident. There is a countering view, however,that argues that the ICS is a bureaucratic
imposition designed to imposea rigid, quasimilitary commandandcontrol structure illsuited to managing the complex interactions required in communityresponse to
disaster. No less an authority than E. L.
Quarantelli (1997, p48) has stated:
'The spread of the Incident Command
System (ICS) as a model formanaging disasters is acontemporary manifestation of the
thinking that such occasions must be
'controlled'.Yet research shows that the ICS
is not a good way to manage the situation,
despite its recent faddish adoption among
some American emergency organisations.'
Like most things, the truth probably lies
somewhere in between the extreme positions. The ICS, in its American variant, is
widely used by a large and diverse range of
agenciesalbeit that many are fire services,
to manage the response to emergency
incidents of all types. It is endorsed as the
national management system by the US
Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) who offer a range of ICS training
courses, some accessible over the Internet.
It is unlikely that a system that had any
fundamental flaws would have received such
wide acceptance or so high a level of
endorsement.
This is not to say that the ICS cannot be
constructively criticised. Coile (1996) has
noted that in the United States, the ICS has
been perceived as primarily a fire service
system and as result is not used by all
agencies,particularly the police. It also had
limitations in that it was designed to cope
with incidents-its primary focus was on
providing a management structure at the

incident. It did not articulate into higher
level structures, if any; nor did it cater for
multiple incident events. It is pertinent to
point out that the British Columbian ICS
systemexpressly states that it is intended for
use in the field at the site ofthe emergency
(Government of British Columbia, 1997).
These issues were addressed in California
in the early 1990s. The California State
Legislature passed an ordinance requiring
the use ofa revised version of the ICS for all
multi-agency emergencies. It was compulsory for all state agencies and local governments were also required to use it if they
wished to access state financial assistance
post-disaster.The new system was called the
'Standardised Emergency Management
System' or SEMS.
SEMS builds on the ICS, retaining its
incident level structure, with the addition
of four successively higher levels ofresponse
that provide an organised structure as
nr.r.dr.d to manage multi-incdcnt events
Tht Ievelsarr.: Field (thcorlgin~lICS level).
Local Government, operational Area,
Regions and State.
The basic ICS structure of an Incident
Commander and the four functional sections is retained at each level with the
exception that the Incident Commander
becomes the Incident Manager in each of
the four levels above Field.This was because
the term 'Manager' better described the
functions of the position. Each Incident
Manager can have one or more Incident
Managers or Commanders from a lower
level reporting to them. Figure3 shows the
outline SEMS structure as used in California.
At each level in the SEMS structure,
common subordinate structures, terminology and procedures are used. As far as
practical, the commonality extends across
levels, thus allowing common training and
the ability for to work at any level with
minimal additional training. Levels can be
activated as required depending on the
needs of the situation. It isquitepractical to
activate the higher levels without necessarily
activatingsubordinatelevels. For example,
strike teams can be directed by the Local
Government level without necessarily
establishingtheFieldleve1. Onceagain, span
of control, complexity and size determine
when a higher or lower level is established.
The requirement to use the SEMS is
established in law and is obligatory on all
Californianstateagenciesand is required to
he used by local governments if they wishto
access stateassistance.
The Californian SEMS addresses many of
the issues considered problematic with the
original ICS.Firstly,it recognises theimportance of using a management focus as
Australian Journal of Emergency Management

m r e 3: Oiifomian Standardised Emergency Management System (Source: adapted from Coiie, 1996)
opposed to a control focus when managing
a disaster or emergency at the community
level or higher.The management focus at the
higher levels is appropriate because those
levels should be taking amorestrategicview
rather than the tactical or control focus used
in the field.This also goes someway towards
addressing Quarantelli's (1997) concerns
over the imposition of a command and
control culture to manage disasters, although hemay still takeissuewith theSEMS
concept of one person at each level being
responsible as either the lncident Commander or Controller, or the Incident
Manager.
Secondly,the SEMS establishes a management structure that builds on topofthe ICS.
This is important because the ICS by itself
does not provide clear and unambiguous
links into higher level structures. The ICS
training manual issued by FEMA (1998, p
1-14), for example, notes the need for the
ICS to work with Emergency Operations
Centres (EOC), but the following extracts
from the manual leavedoubt about how this
is to happen:
Most jurisdictions maintain an EOC as part
of their community's emergency preparednessprogram. The proper interfacebetween
the EOC and the on-scene management
should be worked out in advance, ifpossible.
The ICS structure and the EOC function
together with the same goals, but function
at different levels of responsibility. The ICS
operation is responsible for on-scene
response activities, and the EOC is resWinter 1999

ponsible for the entire community-wide
response to the event.'
California's SEMS provides a comprehensive hierarchical system that builds on
the ICS, usingits principlesandestablishing
thesystemsfor interaction between the field
or scene oriented ICS and the community
and management focus ofthe higher levels.
This overcomes the uncertainty evident in
the FEMA ICS manual referred to above by
establishinganddehing the links between
the levels before thedisaster strikes.
Thirdly, the SEMS is compulsory for use
by all state agencies and is effectivelyso for
local government, thus overcoming the
problem ofthesystemnotbeing universally
adopted. The SEMS is also supported by a
comprehensive set of training materials to
enable personnel to become proficient in its
use.
Finally, theSEMScorrectly locates the ICS
component at the field or incident scene
level. This addresses one ofthe key problems
associated with adopting the ICS and attempting to use it to cope with all forms of
natural and man-made' emergencies.
Although it is claimed that the ICS can be
used for all emergencies (see for example
the discussion of the AIlMS above), these
claims have always been contentious. The
effective management of a widespread
flood emergency, for example, may require
the following.
High-level regional management that
considers the entire floodplain with
numerous communities, coordinating

warnings, levee maintenance, evacuation
planningand thelike. This level will often
be activated well in advance ofany direct
flood impact given adequate warning.
municipal or community level management focussing on the needs ofa specific
community or associated group of communities. This level may also commence
functioning prior to the on-set of the
actual emergency provided sufficient
warning is available.
emergency incident management at the
site of rescues, levee failures, food and
fodder resupply and the numerous other
events that require urgent attention
duringtheflood. Theseincidentswill tend
to move with the flood as it progresses
down the river system. Themagnitudeof
the flood event and the effectiveness of
prc-impait prevcnrion and prr.parr.dness
aitivities will intluence the numbr'r and
scaleofthe incidents.
To apply thestandard ICS to the management of the above event is difficult. It is not
practical to have a single lncident Controller
attempting direct operations at all levels,
neither would it be good practice to have a
series of independent lncident Controllers
working at each level and incident site. The
SEMS, however, provides for a system of
hierarchical Incident Managers managing
activities at their level, coordinating and
cooperating sideways, upwards and downwards together with lncident Controllers
attendingto specific incidents and reporting
to a higher level lncident Manager.Because
the nomenclature, procedures and skills are
common across the levels, appropriately
trained staff from any agency can work in
SEMS operations centres or ICS command
posts at any level.
An Enhanced Australian lncident
Management System
The ICS critique above indicates that there
is room to enhance the ICS as it currently
stands to provide a truly integrated system
for managing emergency incidents. The
need to provide a system that caters for
multi-incident operations and that integrates into a hierarchical structure was
demonstrated through the example of the
Californian SEMS.
The possibility of implementing integrated systems to manage emergencies and
disasters is one that should be seized in
Australia.Thedays ofparochialism beingan
acceptable practice are past. The abilityof
3
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all agencies involved in emergency response
to work together in an integrated management structure offers many benefits: improved coordination, greater productivity,
best-person for the job, better training,
common language and procedures. These
are all possible if a common system is
introduced.
Direct adoption ofthe Californian SEMS
without modification isnot likely to provide
a comoletelv satisfactorvresult.The SEMS.
while it add;essestheprdblems w i t h t h e l ~ ~ ;
is based on a different political system and
could not bedirectly implementid without
modification to fit into the Australian
environment.

The vision
An integrated system for the management
ofall multi-agency emergencies used by all
response agencies in Australia,providing a
common management structure, systems
and trainingfor useby all. Thesystem would
be compatible with and articulate into the
relevant national training competencies.
The system would retain the ICS as the field
or incident site management system, but
would integrate it with acompatible higher
level structure to cater with larger, multiagency multi-incident emergencies. For the
purposes of this discussion, the system is
called the Enhanced Australian lncident
Management System (EAIMS).
The Integrated System
The AllMS ICS would remain the basis of
the EAIMS, as it is an effective system for
use at the field operational level, retaining
most of the existing terminology, systems
and procedures. The functional sections of
the ICS have been adjusted to comply with
the new Australian Multi-Agency lncident
Management Guide, but this is not critical.
This is because the EAIMS can work with
either the existing ICS set of functional
sections or the sections proposed in the
Australian Multi-Agency Incident Management Guide. For those emergencies and
disasters that require management at levels
above the field operational level,successively
higher l n c i d e n i ~ a n a ~ e m elevels
n t would
be activated.Thebasic terminology,systems
and procedures used at these higher levels
would be the same as for the ICS with the
substitution of the term'manage'in place
of 'control' e.g. there is an 'lncident Manager' for each level above the field operational level. The agency with primary
responsibility for managing the response
would appoint the lncident Controller and
Managers. Stafffor the functional sections
at each level would come from any organisation so long as they are trained for the
function. Figure4shows thestructureand
levels proposed for the AIEMS.

figure 4: Enhanced Australan Emergency Management 5ystem
Figure4 only shows the expanded structure for the field level. Each higher level in
the system can also activate the functional
areas needed to manage the response
operation at that 1evel.A~many or as few of
the functional areas can be activated at the
discretion of the lncident Manager at that
level. Responsibility for ensuring the function is discharged lies with the lncident
Manager who is also responsible for ensuring that appropriate liaison between the
functional areas takes place. It should be
notedthat it isimportant for thesmoothand
efficient functioning of the system that
liaison between functions across levels takes
place to avoid overloading the lncident
Controllers. This liaison does not, however
replace or supplant the responsibility for
decision-making and strategy setting that
lies with the lncident Controllers.
In addition to the ability of higher level
lncident Managers to activate functional
sections at their level, they can also deploy
and control strike teams, task forces or single
resources so long as span of control is not
exceeded and there is no interference with
a subordinate level's operations. It would,
for example, be appropriate duringa flood
operation for a local level lncident Manager
to dispatch a strike team to conduct a specific task without necessarily activating the
field level. It would not be appropriate,

however, for a regional incident manager to
deploy a task force under direct command
to the sceneofan incident where there isan
established lncident Controller.In this case,
the higher levelshoulddocate thetask force
to the lncident Controller.
Figure 5 shows a notional structure for
an emergency that requires activation oftwo
of the higher levels plus two separate
lncident Controllers (and associated response elements) managing separate incidents within the same larger emergency or
disaster.
The AIEMS retains the term lncident
Controller for the fieldlevel. Consideration
was given to replacing it with lncident
Manager as used in the Guide to MultiAgency Incident Management. The change
was not made for several reasons. Firstly, it
would require considerable re-education of
themany personnel alreadyfamiliarwith the
ICS.Secondly,it provides acleardelineation
between the field ICS level and the higher
management levels. Thirdly it reduces the
possibility of confusionoverwhich lncident
Manager is being referred to. As the regional
and statelevels will becomparatively infrequently activated when compared to the field
and local levels, for the majority of emergencies there will be an lncident Controller
at thescene and an Incident Manager at the
local level. Finally, the California SEMS
Australlan Journal of Emergency Management
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Figure 4: Enhanced structure far national emergency
retained the lncident Controller or lncident
Manager dichotomy for similar reasons.
The AIEMS should retain the lncident
Management Team (IMT) concept used in
the ICS,applyingit to eachlevel.Whenever a
level is activated, the relevant lncident
Manager or Incident Coniroller should form
an IMT composed of the Manager or
Controller and the heads of any other
functional areas established at that level. The
roleofthe IMT is to develop thestrategy and
plan for that level to combat theemergency.
Subordinate AlEMSlevels would need to be
responsive to strategies and plans developed
by the higher level. Equally, the superior
AIEMS levels need to be responsive to the
requirementsofthesubordinatelevels and
must avoid attempting lo supplant the rolc
ofsuhordinatr Iei~ls.Flexibility andadaptability will be required particdarly in the
early stages of an operation as it is highly
likely in many circumstances that a lower
level will be established prior to the higher
level. In this situation, it is imperative that
the higher level takes account of strategies
and olans imolemented bv subordinate
Icvels.
The henefits of implementing.theAEI.\I5
are:
retaining the existing ICS systems and
procedures, thus retaining the existing
considerable wealth of experience and
Winter 1999

investment in training. If the modifications to the functions proposed in the
Guide to Multi-Agency lncident Managementare accepted, some modification is
needed to the ICS. The concept of the
AEIMS can be implemented irrespective
of this, however.
Implementing common terminology,
procedures and training for use at all
levels for all types ofemergencies.
lmplementinganintegratedmanagement
system that can bescaled upand down to
meet theneeds ofthesituationand that is
compatiblewiththehierarchicalstructure
used inall Australianstates to manage the
response to emergencies.
More effective use can be made of the
personnel available to fill positions in the
management structure. Provided they
have completed the relevant training, a
person from any agency can fill any
positionother than thelncident Manager1
Controller's. This is because the agency
responsible for managing the response to
the hazard must retain the right to place
oneofits officers in theseoositions. Some
other pmitionl, ywticularlg those in thc
oper~t111nalch3in3rcala1likelvtu
require
specialist skills that will belimited to the
responsibleagency,thuslimitingthefield
of people who can fill these positions.
Many generic positions however,such as

in the Logistics,Communications,Media,
Intelligence and Planning functions
could come from any agency.
Implementation of a common national
training regime linked to national competencies.This would provide immediate
economies ofscaleas most material and
courses would becommon to all states. It
would alsoenhance theabilityofskills to
be transferable from onestate to another.
The AIEMS, being based on proven systems (the ICS and the SEMS) should have
a high probability ofsuccess ifdeveloped
consultatively and effectively implemented (e.g. adequately resourced).
Implementing the AEIMS should be
undertaken at a national level.Whiie it would
be possible to develop it in a single state,
many of the benefits will only be fully
realised if the project is undertaken as a
national initiative.Nationa1initiatives of this
sort should be managed by Emergency
Management Australia using a consultative
process to engage all stakeholders and obtain
commitment to the system. This must
include commitment of funding to enable
development and implementation of the
system in each state.
Conclusion
The need for an integrated management
system to improve theability ofemergency
services to workcooperatively was identified
in the United States in the 1960s. This
resulted in the development ofthe ICS that
wasadopted by many fireservicesand other
agencies in the US. In Australia, the ICS has
been widelyadopted by the fireservices,with
some modification, but its acceptance
beyond theseservices has been morelimited.
Deficiencies in the ICS, related to limitations when multi-agency multi-level
emergencies were encountered together
with the limited acceptance outside the fire
services, were addressed in California
through introduction of the SEMS. The
SEMS retained the ICS and used its principles in a framework that provides a
hierarchical structure that cates for multiagency multi-level emergencies. The SEMS
was introduced through a statutory process
that effectively mandated itsuse by stateand
local authorities.
Australia faces many of the same problems that the USdoes in termsofmanaging
multi-agency multi-level emergencies. At
present, nogenerally acceptedmanagement
system exists, despite the use of the ICS by
many fire services. Because the Australian
ICS is very similar to the US version, it has
thesamedeficiencies in termsofthe lackof
a suitable higher level structure.
This article proposes a solution to this
problem. Using the SEMS as the basis, the

article has described a hierarchical management system that buildson the ICS and
uses its principles to provide for cooperative
and multi-level management of emergencies. The system, tentatively titled the
AIEMS, if properly developed and implemented offers a low-risk means of instituting a truly common, multi-agency multilevel management system that will cope
with all forms ofemergencies.
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In the Section'Generic Principles'there
are three articles.The first'Model Framework and Principles of Emergency hlanagement' is from Australia and uses the
Australian Veterinary Emergency Plan
(AUSVETPLAN) as an example of comprehensive planning. It is worth notingthat
the original concept for AUSVETPLAN
was suggested by Roger Jones at the
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1980.It grew to become Australia's national plan and this article proposes it as a
universal model. The article describes the
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elements that must be included in comprehensiveplanning. Thecore principleslisted
include organisational, command, control,
coordination, information management,
timely activation and the need for the plan
itself to be routinely reviewed. It then lists
the key issues, which are more specific to
animal health plans (nature of diseases,
perceived risk of introduction, legal and
jurisdictional responsibilities, agreement on
definitions, stakeholder involvement,
resourcing, communication channels and
regional and marketing implications). The
article then describes how these arrangementsareactivated in phases from the initial
suspicion ofan emergency to stand-down.
The other articles under6GenericPrinciples'
are from Europe and cover legal and international obligations,government-industry
interactions and funding arrangements for
major animal health emergencies.
The next section, 'Prevention and Preoaredness'. contains seven articles summariting the animal health emergency
preparedness situations in alloithe world's
maJorgeographical regions and one article
describing the role of the UN Food and
Agriculture Organisation's (FAO) Emergency Prevention System.A further Section
'Learning from Others' contains five case
histories of outbreaks ranging from bovine
spongiform encephalopathy (mad cow
disease) in Switzerland to foot and mouth
disease in Taipei.These articles areofgeneral
interest because they cover socio-economic
aspects oftheoutbreaks and the problems
and opportunities presented in providing
accurate public information. This theme is

further developed in another Australian
article on dealing with unexpected or
unknown emergencies. It contains cases
that will be familiar to all Australians,
including the equine morbillivirus (Hendra virus) outbreak, which killed both
people and horses. Such cases represent
the ultimate challenge in preparedness
because, before the cause is known, the
likely course of the outbreak cannot be
predicted. The value of all of these case
histories is that they were written when
the control campaigns were complete or
at least well established and the lessons
learned had been considered in detail.
There are two articles dealing with
aquatic animal health emergencies, oneon
the role of veterinarians in natural disasters and one on the emergency management of disasters involving livestock in
developing countries. The Conclusion is
written by theAustralian Chiefveterinary
Officer Dr Gardner Murrav whose orean"
isat~onplayeda large part in thedevelopment andcompletionoithispubliiation.
All but two ofihe articles are in English
and the exceptions have English
summaries.
Copies are available at approximately
AUD $70 plus postage from Hunter
Publications,PO Box404AbbottsfordVic
3067, phone 03 9417 5361, fax 03 9419
7 154 or email jpdavies@ozemail.com.au.
Ralph Salisbury was formerly Principal
Veterinary Officer, Counter-Disaster and
Exotic Diseases in the Victorian Department
of Agriculture.
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Community risk in Cairns:
a multi-hazard risk assessment
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Risk in Cairns is the
by Ken Granger, Trevor Jones, Marion
Leiba and Greg Scotl, Cities Projed,
Australian Geological S u ~ e yOrganisation

flood and cyclone. A report detailing the
hazard history of Cairns, the risk assessment
methodology and results was released on
CD-ROM witha hard copy overview in April
1999.
The AGSO Cities Project undertakes
research towards the mitigation ofthe risks
posedby a rangeofgeohazards to Australian
urban communities. The ultimateobjective
is toimprove thesafety of communities,and
consequently make them moresustainable
and prosperous.
Risk is the outcome of the interaction
between a hazard phenomenon and the
vulnerable elements at risk (the people,
buildings and infrastructure) within the
community We have made extensive use of
geographic information system (GIs) to
driveour analysis and assessment. Risk-GIs,
as it has been christened in the CitiesProject,
is a fusion of the decision support capabilities of GIs and the philosophy of risk
management.
Community vulnerability

Figure 1: Communiiy vulnembiliiyprofile

We have adopted a systematic approach to
thedescriptionofthe elements at riskin the
community and their vulnerability,groupingthevarious elementsinto the fivethemes
of setting, shelter,sustenance,security and
society We have developed an overall vulnerability profile of Cairns by which to
identify those suburbs that provide a disproportionate contribution to community

risk because of the number and nature of
the elements at risk they contain. This is
shown in Figure 1.
Earthquake risk
Over the past 100 years there have been at
least 1I significant earthquakes within 200
km of Cairns. We have constructed earthquake urban hazard zonation maps and,
from the building database, produced an
inventory ofbuildings,by construction type
and usage, in the zones in these maps.
Whilst all suburbs have some degree of
exposure, Risk-GIS analysis of the earthquake hazard reveals that some 86% of
Cairns buildings stand on'soft'sediments of
thecoastal olainsand riverine deltas, or the
sanJs,siltsand Javsofrhe lower footslopes.
'l'hesrsrdimenrs aniplifv earthquake shaking. The extensive'soft'bediments beneath
the coastal suburbs, in particular, would
aggravate the impact of any significant
earthquake. These are also the suburbs that
contain many of the critical facilities and
have significant concentrations of people,
buildinesand
infrastructure.
"
In orderto produceasuburb-by-suburb
ranking ofcairns for earthquake risk from
direct damage to buildings;we have introduced a vulnerability ranking of building
construction types. The profile of risk
exposure by suburb toearthquake is shown
in Figure2.
Landslide risk
For Cairns, landslide has been, and remains,
asignificant risk,asevidenced by eventssuch
as the massive debris flows that buried 10
km of the Captain Cook Highway to the north
ofthe city in 1951,and the frequent impact
on road and raillinks in the district.
As development extends increasingly
onto the hill slopes, the risk of landslide
impact will increase unless appropriate
mitigation strategies are adhered to. Flash
flooding in Freshwater Creek, or debris
flows,have the potential to disrupt the Cairns
water supply by blocking the intake or
destroyingsections of the pipeline.
Thelandslidestudy undertaken bereis the
first to follow an internationally recngnised
quantitative landslide risk assessment

Figure 2: Earthquake exposure profile

methodology at aregionallevel in Australia..
and various maps of specific and total risk
of destruction have been produced.
~

~

Flood risk
Whilst flooding causes inconvenience and
somedislocation incairns onaverageabout
once every 12 years, it poses a relatively
limited threat to peopleand buildings. This
is because urban development has largely
been excluded from the most flood-prone
areas ofthe Barron River delta, and the flood
warning system for the Barron River operated by the Bureau of Meteorology is very
effective.
The most significant inconvenience caused by moderate to major flooding in the
Barron River system is the isolation ofthe
northern beachside suburbs from downtown Cairns, with its critical facilities such
as hospitals and airport. Cairns can also be
isolated by the blocking of road and rail
access from the south by flooding in other
catchments such as the Mulgraveand Russell
Rivers.
Using Risk-GIs, we have assessed the
number of buildings, length of roads and
are3ofcanc land in each ofthe Barron Kiver
delta suburbs that would heaffected hv
R3r-,--ron River flood scenarios ofvarious annual
exceedence probabilities (average recurrence intervals). The impact on thesecommunit~es,emergencymanagement issues,
vrd ky F~~ilitius&it~d
hdw becndis~uised
Cyclone risk
Tropical cyclones pose a considerable threat
to Cairns. In the 113 years since the settle-

ment was established there have been 53
cyclones that have had some effect on the
town-that is,an average of a cyclone every
two years. They bringwith them themultiple
threats ofdestructivewinds, heavy rain and
storm tideinundation.
Using Risk-CIS, we have assessed the
suburbs in terms of wind riskexposure.We
have also modelled various annual exceedence probability storm tide scenarios to
quantitatively assess their impact on the
elements at risk in thecairns community.
Many people living in areas subject to
storm tide inundation would be exposed to
a significant risk ofdrowning, especially if
the level of inundation exceeds I metre over
floor level. For s t o m tide events with annual
exceedence probabilities of 1% or greater
(an average recurrence interval of at most
100 years) the numbers of people involved
are relatively small and could be easily
managed with appropriate warning, planning and community awareness. Beyond
that level, however, a considerable effort
would be required to undertake and manage
the numbers of evacuees involved unless
thevast majority were prepared to manage
and undertake their own evacuations beginningat least 24 hours before the forecast
cyclone impact time.
Whilst a severecycloneon Cairnswill have
a major immediate impact with potentially

I
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profiles for Cairns, taking into account the
vulnerability of the whole community as
well as the suburb-by-suburb risk for that
hazard. Figure 3 shows the total risk for
storm tide.

Is Cairns a risky place?

Figure 3: Slom tide tolai risk, taking community
vulnerability inlo accounl

significant loss oflife and massive damage,
thelongterm effect will also becatastrophic.
In an extreme event, most survivors wc~uld
need to be evacuated to centres as far away
as BrishaneandSydney.The1ossof facilities
on which the community relies would be
such that the city would be virtually uninhabitable for an extended period.

Total risk assessments
For each of the hazards, earthquake, landslide, flood, destructivecyclonic wind, and
storm tide, we have cons'tructed total risk

For an isolated community of more than
120,000 people located in the wet tropics,
Cairns has a relatively low level of risk
exposure to most hazards within the 1%
annual exceedence probability range (i.e. an
average recurrence interval of 100 years or
less). Whilst events within this range will
cause some loss and put lives at risk, the
warning systems and other mitigation
strategies already in placeshould keep loss
oflife to virtually zero andeconomicloss to
the communityas a whole to nuisance, or at
least tolerable, levels so long as the population is aware and prepared.
The Cairns community does, none the
less, have a very high level of residual risk
exposure to the less frequent and more
severe events, especially strongearthquakes,
severecyclones and major debris flows.
For more information, contact Ken Granger on (07) 3239 8671, e-mail: kgranger.
agso@bom.gov.au. The CD may be
purchasedfrom the AGSOSales Centre,GPO
~ 0 x 3 7 8danberra
,
ACT2601
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The effects of tropical cydone

Vance on Exmouth

Introduction
CycloneVance hit Exmouth on the morning
of Monday 22nd March, 1999. Exmouth is a
smallcoastal townshipsome 1250kmnorth
of Perth,and almost at the tipof Northwest
Cape in Western Australia. It is located on
the west side ofthe Exmouth Gulfand has a
population of just under 3000. It was
established in theearly 1960s as thesewice
centre for the Australian-United States
Communication Station. Now its main
industry is tourism.
The township extends over an area of
about 4 km long by 2 km wide, and is about
I km inland from the gulf waters. The overall
housing stock is unusual insomuch as it
mainly consists of six readily identifiable
types. There are block houses built for the
US services personnel, houses built by the
(then) Western Australian Housing Commission, imported US kit houses, houses
built for Defence Housing Authority, transportable houses and a group of newer
houses built in the last ten years. The
different types of housing are generally
scattered throughout the township,butwith
newer development concentrated to the
north.
The Australian Standard wind loading
code (StandardsAustralia 1989) defines the
50 km wide coastal strip between latitudes
2 0 5 and 2 5 5 in Western Australia as Region
D, the most severe region for tropical
cyclones. For engineering design the code
assigns Region Da basic ultimatelimit state
gust wind speed of 85 mls (306 kmlh).
Exmouth is in the middleofthis region.
The Bureau of Meteorology has developed
a five point system for defining theseverity
of tropical cyclones. All cyclone warnings
issued by the Bureau include a severity
classification. A description of the classitications is included in the front section of
all telephone books in cyclone regions, so
that communities are familiar with the
rating. Table 1 shows the system, with the
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for a category 5 cyclone in Region D is
'Significant roof and structural damage.
Dangerous airborne debris', that is, the
tabulated description for a category 4 event
in Region C.
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maximum gust speed expressed in both
kilometresper hour (kmlh) and metres per
second (mls).
Thedamage potential listed in Table 1 for
each category of cyclone has been based on
likely performance ofbuildings in cyclone
Region C, as defined in the wind loading
code. It assumes a full cross section of new

Table 2: Windspeedand dlre~iionat Leamonth
and old houses, including older ones in
various states of neglect or disrepair. Because it was established in the mid 19605,
Exmouthdoes not have many ofthese older
houses.
Thedesign gust wind speed for Region C
is 70 mls, that is, about the middle of the
range for category 4 cyclones. As already
stated, Exmouth is located in Region D
which has a design gust wind speed well
above the minimum for category5 cyclones.
The effect of this is to move the damage
potential listed in Table 1 up one category
relative to wind speed. Therefore a more
accurate estimate of the damage potential

Negligible house damage. Damage to oops and foliage.
Minor housedamage. Significant damagetooops,signs andcamvans.
Some roof and stmdutal damage. Power failures likely.
Significantroof and struauml damage. Dangerous aitbornedebrls.
Extremely dangerous with widespread destrudion.

Table 1: Tropical ydone categories

Cyclone Vance
Vance formed in the Timor Sea and was
declared acategory 1 cyclone by the Bureau
of Meteorology on 18 March.lt headed west
then southwest as it intensified rapidly to
become a Category 5 by 21 March. The following day it was travellingalmostdue south
as it entered Exmouth Gulf. The Bureau's
report states that the eye of the cyclone

passed approximately 25 km to the east of
Exmouth.They estimated the cyclone's eye
to beahout 20 km diameter,and its forward
speed in thegulf to be 25-30 kmlh.
Exmouth is serviced by the airport at
Learmonth, some 35 krn to the south. The
Bureau has a Dines anemometer at the
airport.The cyclone's eye wall was estimated
to be about 20 km east of Learmonth at
11.45 am when the anemometer recorded
the peakgust of267 kmlh. The Bureau has
made copies of the anemograph readily
available,and annotated it with the following
statement:'Peak wind: 103 knots (190 kml
h) gusting to 144 knots (267 kmlh) from
SW at 11.45 am on Monday March 22,1999,
settinga new record for the highest surface
wind speed ever recorded on mainland
Australia'. Table 2 lists wind speed and
direction data for Learmonth taken from
theanemograph.It can beseen that thewind
came from about the south east and as the
cyclone went past swung around to about
west south west. The winddirectionchange
was about 130". Wind directions at Exmouth would have been similar to those at
Learmonth.

A nearby barometer recorded the minimum pressure as 938 hPa.
Although the267kmlhgust wind speed is
the highest recordedon mainland Australia,
it would not have been the highest gust in
Vance.Also,it is just below the threshold for
Category 5 cyclones.There are two reasons
why this recordedgustwould notbe the peak
within the cyclone. Firstly, the eye passed
about 20 km away from Learmonth,so there
would be a reduction in wind speedbecause
of that distance. Secondly, because Vance
passed to the east of the Learmonth and
Exmouth while heading in a southerly
direction, its forward speed of25-30 kmlh
would reduce the effect of the clockwise
rotational wind speed at those locations.
Windgusts to thenorth,south andespecially
to theeast ofthe eye would besignificantly
higherswellinto the Category5 classification.
As Vance's track was slightly closer to
Learmonth than to Exmouth, the peakgust
winds at Exmouth have been estimated as
250 kmlh. Analysis of damaged structures
indicate that the maximum winds would
have been in the range 220-250 kmlh (6169 mls) in the southern and exposed parts
oftown, and 200-230 kmlh (55-64 mls) in
the northern and sheltered parts.
Performance of buildings
Most buildings in Exmouth were houses or
industrial buildings, with a few offices and
shops in thetowncentre.Theindustrialarea
wasat thesouthernendoftown,where the
wind speed was greater.
In order to obtain a clear overview of the
extent ofthedamage to housing, the authors
undertook an extensive survey of the type
of housing and the amount of damage to
each house. The survey covered the entire
town with the exception of the industrial
section.Thesurvey data wascollectedeither
by a person walking,or from a slow moving
car.Thereforeit is basedonexternal features
visible from the street. Specialcare was taken
to prevent unintentional bias in collecting
the data. Information was collected on 460
houses, which would represent about half
ofthe total number in the town.
The damage classification system was
based on one developed by Leicester and
Reardon (1976) for Darwin after cyclone
Tracy. It ranks the amount of visible structural damage to the house. The categories
range from negligible or non-structural
damage such as broken soffits or loss of
flashingto loss ofall walls, where the house
was considered to be beyond repair. For
Exmouth they were categorised and defined
as follows:
1. NeelieibleINon-strudural
Includes nodamage, or smallamounts such
as the lossofa small section o f w d cladding
U

Pholo 1:

The majorityof newer houses successfully resisted Ule wind forces.

material. It also includes damageto elements
which are not part of the main structural
framework, suchasguttering, soffit lining,
fascias, garage doors and the like.

2. lmpad
Where a house hasobviously been impacted
by flying debris, but which has not led to
consequential damage. Examples would be
a bent debris screen or indentations in
external cladding.

3. Roofing
Loss of a significant amount of roofingonly,
butwherebattens and roofstructureareleft
substantially intact. Roofing that had peeled
back to the overbatten, but not beyond,was
included in this category This was so even if
the edge batten was still attached to the
roofing that had peeled back.
4. Roof battens
Failure causedby inadequate futing of roof
battens to rafters, so roofing and battens
were blowno& Therest oftheroofstructure
is in place.

5. Half roof
A significant portion of the roof structure
has been blown away.
460 Surveyed Houses
1W

..

Damage category
1 NeglNon mu
C] 2 lmpan
3 Roofing
C] 4 Roof Baltens
5 Half Roof Strurt.
6 MI Rmf svun
7 Half Walls
8 A11 Walls

"

Damage Category

figure 1 Distn'bul1onof damage-all houses

6. All roof
All of the roof structure would need to be
replaced.
Z Half walls
Loss of most of the roofstructure and loss
of some walls.
8. All walls
Loss of most walls.
Thedamagecategorisation systemrelates
only to structural damage to housing visible
from outside, and was usually restricted to
the front and sides. It is likely that some
lowerlevel damage such as debris impact or
even damaged roofing would have been
missed. Therefore the survey results should
be taken as being indicativeofthe damage.
Figure 1sbowsagraphofthedistribution
ofdamage for all houses surveyed.
Figure 1 shows that about 70% of housing
had only minor damage and a further 15%
was damaged by debris. Thus only about
15% of houses had structural damage,
including loss of roofing. These statistics
were unexpected for a town that had been
hitby windsofup to 250kmlh.After cyclone
Tracy,a category 4event,Darwin had much
higher percentages of serious damage
(Lesterand Reardon, 1976).Even thedamage potential listed in Table 1for category 4
wind speeds predicts greater damage than
shown in Figure 1.
One of the reasons for the lower amount
of damage was the excellent performance
of the block houses built for the US Naval
personnel when they were at Exmouth.They
had reinforced blockwork walls, a reinforced
concrete roof, small windows and debris
screens. Eighty four were included in the
survey All were classified as havingminimal
damage i.e.damage Category I. It is obvious
by their description that they were designed
towithstand very high wind forces. PresumAustrallan Journal of EmergencyManagement

Photo 2: Tmmpombie houses put in the pwmt performance of any houinggmup.
ably the criteriawere set so that work at the
naval base would not bedisrupted by lossof
staffhousing in the event of a cyclone.
This excellent performance of the block
houses was anticipated as many owners
invited their neighbours from other types of
houses to shelter in them. In this way the
block houses were used as unofficial cyclone
shelters.
Even if the block houses are considered
to bias the data set and are removed,about
65% ofthe remaininghouses are still in the
minimal damage category. Obviously the
percentages in the other categories increase,
but they still remain relatively small.
Structural performance
The DHA houses also performed well,
havingvirtually no major structural damage.
The majority ofthe newer houses successfully resisted the wind forces (see Photo 1)
although most had the advantage ofbeing at
the northern end of town where the wind
speed is estimated to be slightly less.
The transportable houses put in the
poorest performance of any of the groups.
This type had generally been built in two
sections in Perth, transported tothesiteand
joined together.They lost roof structure and
sometimes walls.Most of them were of older
construction, with timber framed walls and
timber or steel roof trusses. Photo 2shows
one that had lost its roof and walls. At least
one new steel framed transportable house
on the southern outskirts of town lost its
entire roof structure (Photo 3) due to
inadequate fixing of the trusses.
The Housing Commission houses appeared to perform fairly well, despite their
age,but there have been recent reports based
on detailed inspections that indicate that
there may be hidden damage.This includes
roofbattens partly separated from rafters.
Winter 1999

Four out of five blocks of flats lost their
entire roofstructure from the leeward slope
in similar fashion. Photo4shows one ofthe
roof slopes. In each case the leeward slope
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peeled off in one piece, initiated by failure
near the ridge. Failure was a classic case of
inadequate tie down from roof to foundations. The plane of the roof structure had
been well designed with robust members
bolted together and an adequate bracing
system. But the tie down to internal party
walls was not sufficient.
The argument has already been made that
the damage potential for houses in Region
D as defined in the windloading codecould
be taken as one level below those listed in
Table 1,which wouldhavebeen based on the
lower design wind speeds of Region C. If
theestimateofpeakgust windspeedof250
kmlh is accurate, it can be argued that the
damage potential listed in Table I for a
category 3 cyclone is more appropriate for
these houses designed for Region D wind
speeds. This was actually the case. The best
definition from Table I for damage to the
houses at Exmouth is 'some roof and
structural damage. Power failures likely'.
A number of non-structural elements
failed due to wind pressure, which led to

-
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Photo 3: This new Immpombie home lost ilr entire mofstmcture due to inadequate fixing of Ousses.

Photo 4: On lhis blodc offlalr, the ieewardroofsiopepeeledoffin onepiece, initiatedbyfailurenear the ridge.
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water entry and other damage. Doors on
some of the US kit homes flew open when
the striker plate tore out of the doorjamb.
This pressurised the interior of the houses
and, in anumberofinstances,causedfailure
oftheend wall. Photo5shows such afailure.
Most of the industrial buildings were fairly
new. They usually had open webbed steel
trusseson posts spaced two to three metres
apart. Most resisted the wind forces, but
sometimeslost some flashing or oneor two
sheets of cladding. There was one spectacularexception, where thecolumns pulled
out of the ground, the building became
flying debris, hit two others and finally
wrapped around a light pole (Photo 6). A
couple of older industrial buildings were
stripped of all roofing. There were reports
of this cladding from the industrial area
flying to the adjacent residential area and
causing missile damage to housing.
Caravans and on-site cabins generally did
not fare well.Although the proprietorat one
caravan park chained the chases securely
to concrete pads there was still extensive
damage. Older vans broke up leaving the
chassis and floor still secured to theslab.On
some newer vans, and on cabins, the turnbuckles used to tighten the chains yielded
under the stress and the hook opened
settingthechains loose and allowingthevans
or cabins to roll.
Nofl-st~dtIralperformance
Water entry was a significant problem.Some
residents told ofjets ofwater spurtingfrom
beneath windows and sliding doors. Others
reported water getting into roof space
through failed soffit linings or vented gable
ends, usually resulting in collapseoftheceiline.
" Such collaose could lead to structural
problenis iftheceilingis relied upon toprovide diaphragp action to link bracingwalls.
In any cise, ii effectively rendered the occupants homeless until replastering could be
completed.
Because of the general improvement in
thestructuralstrengthofhousingin the past
twenty years, future emphasis may need to
be directed towards better design of nonstructural elements to prevent entry of
rainwater into houses during cyclones.This
water entry is becoming more ofa problem
with the increasing number of electronic
items which are regarded as necessary in a
household. Roof spaces are often vented to
allow air circulation and provide reduced
indoor temperatures during summer
months. The design of these features will
need to be improved to prevent winddriven
rain from penetrating the roofspace.
Conclusions
Although cyclone Vance was a category 5
event, its path relative to the township of

Photo 5: Failure of the end wall due to interiorpressurisatlon

Photo 6: This entire building became flying debris, coming to rest wmppedaroundalight pole.

Exmouth meant that the wind speeds that
hit the town were in the Category 4 range.
They are estimated to be between 200 and
250 kmlh, with thelower wind speeds in the
northern part oftown.
The overall structural damage to the
housing stock was considerablyless than was
anticipated from a Category 5 (or even
Category 4) cyclone.The majority of houses
hadminimalstruct~~aldamage.This
is partly
because of the higher design wind speeds
specified in the wind loading code for this
Region D and partly because ofthe advances
in cyclone resistant construction that have
been introduced throughout Australia since
cyclone Tracy hit Darwin in 1974.
The block houses built for the US Navy,
with reinforced blockwork walls and concrete roof, came through the cyclone virtually undamaged. They were used as pseudo
cyclone shelters. The DHA houses and the
new houses also performed well.
The wind pressures did find weaklinks in
the chain oftie-down from rooftoground.
Transportable houses had the worst perfor-

manceofthegroups,with many losing their
roofand some walls.
Despite being in the southern part of town
where the wind 'eusts
were the hiehest.
,
" .
industrial buildings generally performed
well although
- lossofsheetsofcladding- was
not uncommon.Converselpmany caravans
broke up or rolled over because of inadequate tie down. Water entry through vents
or damagedsoffits caused ceilingsto collapse
and water damage ofcontents.
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Drought assessment: the 1997-98
El Niiio drought in Papua New Guinea
and the Solomon lslands
El NiRo episode brought
drought to many Pacific island
This article discusses the
Papua New Guinea and the
Solomon Islandsand assessment ofits impact.

Background
Papua New Guinea and the Solomon Islands
are situated in the south-western Pacific
Ocean,between 2-12"south of theequator.
In this location they experience generally
warm temperatures year-round, with daily
averages reducing by a few degrees during
May-October.However,in the highlands of
Papua New Guinea, temperatures can be
very much cooler with occasional frosts
above 2700 metres between May and October. Rain can occur at any time of the year
but is generally lower from May to October
when thesouth-east trade winds prevail.
Drought conditions are not infrequent in
the smaller Pacific islands, particularly in
atolls which rely for fresh water supplies on
a shallow fresh water lens lying above the
salt water table. People on these islands
experience domestic water shortages on a
regular basis resulting from either limited
rainfall or because wind or wave-borne salt
water has drained into the lens turning it
brackish. Many atoll populations have
developed coping mechanisms to help them
through these periods. Using less brackish
beach springs or drinking coconut milk are
typical examples.
Mainland Papua New Guinea is less widely
affected by drought because of its size and
geographical complexity.Nevertheless,parts
of the country,notably around Port Moresby, are seasonally dry and widespread
drought has been experienced on a number
ofoccasions in the past.
Both countries have national meteorological services but theseare under-resourced.
The Papua New Guinea Meteorological
Service receives daily rainfall information
on a monthly basis from 12 permanent
observation sites and on an irregular basis
from 10voluntary reportingsites.Solomon
Islands Meteorological Service receives
similar monthly reports from sixsites.
The 1997-98 El Nitio Event
The Southern Oscillation Index, used as an
indicator of El NiAo impact in this region,
Winter 1999

by Joe Barr, Pacific Emergency
Management Associates Pty Ltd.
Presented at the Disaster Management:
Crisis and Opportunity Conference
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Figure 2: Papua New Guinea
moved dramatically by 22 points from
positive to negative in February-March
1997. It then remained negative until May
1998, when there was an even more dramaticchange of25 points from a deep negative
index back to positive.
Climatic variations around the world
during this El N i o over this period have been
widely publicised and are discussed in many
papers and venues. In South Pacific island
countries,which include Papua New Guinea,
the main change appears to have been a
significant reduction in rainfall that resulted
in droughts that causedconcern in at least
Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands,Vanuatu and Fiji. Drought was also experienced
later in Samoa and Tonga.

The 1997-98 drought in
Papua New Guinea
Rainfall in any part of Papua New Guinea
may be subject to wide variation over any

selectedperiodofup to a month. Rainfall in
theearly months of 1997was within normal
range of expected variation. Recording
stationsin PapuaNew Guinea forthe period
January to March 1997 measured rainfalls
from 39% below normal to 69% above
normal. The highest figures were from
Hoskins and Tokua in New Britain,both of
which recorded more than 65% increases.
From April 1997 the rainfall picture
changed dramatically. Over the following
nine months, Wewak on the north coast of
Papua New Guinea was the only station
reporting higher than average rainfall. Other
stations reported falls 23% to 78% below
normal.
As frequently occurs, the symptoms ofthe
oncoming drought were slow to be noticed.
The frequency ofrainfallvariations and the
possibihy thst the dry season was starting
early meant that there was no sense of
alarm. Traditional dry season agricultural
practices were begun but it was not until
July that reports of serious water shortages
began to reach Port Moresby.
An additional climatic variation in 1997
was the occurrence of an unusually high
number of frosts in the Papua New Guinea
highlands. These began in June and were
experienced down to 1450111, although the
areas most affected were those higher than
2200 m in Enga,Western Highlands,Southern Highlands andcentral Provinces.Frosts
were experienced in every month until
October. At least one place, Tambul, in the
Western Highlands,experienced successive
nibts of frost, including- eight
- in September.
( i l e n , 1998).
As the effect of the drought and frosts
became more widespread provincial governments began making representations to

Figure 3: Papua New Guinea rainfall comparisons
1997-98

central government about the difficulties
being experienced by both subsistenceand
commercial farmers. School closures were
being- re~orted
. when poorly maintained
watertanks were umble to hold the reserve
supplies needed to meet the daily needs of
staffand students.
In August,two Papua New Guinea Government departments asked Drs Bryant Allen
and Michael Bourke, of the Australian
National University, to assess the effect of
these frostson village foodsupplies (Bourke
1998).Both Allen and Bourke have conducted research into agriculture in Papua New
Guinea formore than 25 yearsand they have
an encyclopaedic knowledge of the subject.
By September the request had broadened
andAustralia was asked by the Department
of Provincial and Local Government Affairs
to provide a team to assess the scale of the
national problem; to assist National Disaster
and Emergency Services to establish an
ooerations centre: and to assistwith develoomcnt ofreportingmd monitoring mechanisms.Theassistanceof l)rs Allen and Bourke
with development of recovery mechanisms
wasalsosought.
The Australian Agency for International
Development (AusAID), the Australian
Government's development assistance
agency, convened a team from the Australian National University,CAREAustraliaand
Pacific Emergency Management Associates
to meet these needs. Members had experience in geography, agriculture, logistics,
water supply, health and emergency management. AusAlD also agreed to fund a full
drought assessment.

The first assessment
Assessment of the impact of drought is
always difficuklt is usually a problem that
affects awidegeographicarea in avarietyof
ways. By the time the team arrived in Port
Moresby in September, there were reports
of drought impact from all nineteen provinces and the local media was encouraging
further reports by featuringdrought news.
The oualitv, of reoorts differed and there
appeared to be a significant 'me too'element
in reports fromsomeprovinces.Thepossibility that aid might be forthcominnwasalso
a significant faGor.~opolitician wanted to
be seen to be downplaying the possible
impact on constituents.
Media and other reports were contradictory but appeared to indicate that:
more than 1.3 million people were severely affected
over 70deaths had been caused by famine
population movements were beginning
crops weredyingor dead
bushfires were devastating villages and
food gardens

.
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streams, creeks and swamps
had dried up
rivers were disappearing
schoolshadclosed and hospitals
and clinics might have to close
becauseofwater shortages
lack of water was reducing
power generating capacity so
that townswere sufferingmajor
power cuts
fights over water were beginning.
Assessment within four weeks
was needed so that action could be
initiated todevelopstrategiesand
priorities. The process was complicated because there had been no
coordinated collection of reports
todate, informationwas not shared
between agencies or between levels of government,and shortage of
funds meant that previous reports
hadnot beenchecked or substantiated.
A final blow was the discovery
that there was no baselinegovern- Drought-affeded hills in Milne Bay Province, Papua New Guinea
ment information available for
munities it was decided to include a'sumcomparison.d e n and Bourke were considered to have the most comprehensive avail- marypage in which the team couldgive their
view of the situation in each place visited
able knowledge ofprevious droughts and of
agriculture throughout the country. There and make a comparison with other similar
would be heavy reliance on their exper- communities. On this page the assessment
tise.The Department of Agriculture and
team was asked categorise the impact on a
Livestock had some very skilled andexperifive point scaleas follows (Allenand Bourke
enced scientists and agricultural workers
1997a).
but none had the same breadth of knowI. Unusually dry,but no major food supply,
ledge of the whole country.
drinkingwater or health problems.
In the time available,it was clear that this
2. Some inconvenience. Staple food is short
would be a very coarse assessment but the
hut other foodavailable,musttravel further
increasingly alarming information being
to collect drinking water but health OK.
received made it imperative that decisions
3. Difficult, with food short and some famine
on relief priorities be made quickly. An
food being eaten, water available at a
assessment of the whole country to a
distance, some babies and old people
common standard was seen a vital inforunwell.No lives at risk.
mation base on which to decide those
4. No food ingardens,famine food only being
priorities. Thefust-ever drought assessment
eaten, water in short supply and possibly
polluted, increasing sickness,lives ofsmall
of a developing country of 463,000 sq km
chiidren and old people at risk.
and apopulation of4.4 million peopleis not
an easy proposition.To attempt to complete
5. Extremesituation.No foodavailableat all,
it in a month using teams with little or no
water very short, many people ill, small
experience of such assessments was ambitchildren and old people dying.
In due course these categories became the
ious, and it is to the credit ofall concerned
that a report was produced in time for
main basis for decision making about
drought response.
meaningful action to be taken.
Allen and Bourke quickly developed a
Thirteen teams oftwo or three people were
draft questionnaire covering agriculture and
organised. The Department of Agriculture
food impacts.Thiswasamended, withinput
and Livestock provided most team members
but others were drawn from provincial
from the rest of the team to cover water and
governments,NGOs,OkTediMining Ltd and
health impacts, and put to print. Thequestionnaire was lengthy because there was a independent agricultural agencies. Field
need to obtain some baseline data to comwork tookup to 18days with teams travelling
pare current and previous conditions and by road, sea, air andon foot. Theaim was to
assess the situation in a representative
practices.As theanswers to questions might
exaggerate the situation in individual comselection ofvillages in each census division.
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The Global Disaster lnformation Network (GDIN) is a
United States initiative which aims 'to get the right
information to the right people in the right form a t
the right time.'To gain international support and
commitment to GDIN, a number of meetings have
been held with the latest in Mexico City in May 1999.
Jonathan Abrahams, Assistant Director Policy at EMA,
attended the Mexico meeting which canvassed a
number of information and disaster management
issues ranging from sustainable development t o
recovery, and satellite-generated remote sensing
products to more conventional technologies. Meeting
proceedings can be found on the World Wide Web at
http://www.state.gov/www/issues/relief/
mexicorpt.html. Australia has agreed to host a GDIN
meeting in 2001.
For further information contact Jonathan Abrahams,
phone: (02) 6266 5219 or e-mail: jabrahams@
ema.gov.au

consequences of Year 2000 service failures on public
safety. Recent activities include:
Release of the EMA Year 2000 Strategy which
outlines EMA's objectives leading up to and during
the critical period and how they will be achieved.
Conduct, in consultation with States and Territories, of a review of emergency management
preparedness.
Hosting, in June 1999, of a second national
meeting of emergency managers t o share
information. Commonwealth, State and Territory
Year 2000 policy coordinators and representatives
from key utilities also attended the meeting which
concluded that, based on available information,
the threat to public safety of major disruptions
was minimal but there was a need for vigilance
and a risk management approach t o treating
possible threats was appropriate.
For further information contact Ken Ullman, phone:
(02) 6266 5221 or e-mail: kullman@ema.gov.au

Disaster Assessment Guide

Kosovo displaced persons

The need for timely and accurate information
immediately following a disaster on the extent of
damage and disruption to the community i s fundamental t o effective response. To meet a perceived
void in Australian guidance on this topic, EMA i s
developing a Disaster Assessment Guide as part of
the Australian Emergency Manual series.The guide
will provide details on the process and procedures
used in planning, conducting, post disaster assessment. EMA would welcome input t o the publication
from interested disaster managers.
For further information contact Don Patterson, phone:
(02) 6266 5165 or e-mail: dpatterson@ema.gov.au

EMA played a key coordination role in implementing
the Federal Government's decision t o bring 4000
Kosovars to Australia in May and June this year. Due
to EMA's previous work in developing plans for the
reception of personnel evacuated into Australia
following disasters, the organisation was approached
by the Department of Immigration and Multicultural
Affairs (DIMA) early in the planning process to assist
with developing the process to be used in receiving
the new arrivals in Australia.
Reception processing included health and dental
screening, essential medical treatment, clothing issue,
registration on the National Registration and Inquiry
System and issue of Identification Cards. Processing
of each batch of arrivals took three days. These
activities were efficiently undertaken by a number
of Commonwealth and NSW Government agencies,
and some Non-government organisations. EMA has
produced a video to record the reception process.
EMA deployed a staff m e 3 e : t o East Hills during
the initial stage of ea5h.grouR/ofa<i?als-t?act
as an
independent int$rmediary/between t h ~ t a r i o u s
organisations involved in reception processmg.
\ I
\/
1 \
For further information contact Don Patterson, phone:
(02) 6266 5165 or e-mail: dpatteEon@ema!gov.au'?r
Trevor Haines, phone: (02).6266-5169lor e-mail.
thaines@ema.gov.au
[
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Global Disaster lnformation Network

PNG developments
Disaster management in PNG is moving ahead with
re-structuring and re-focussing of the National
Disaster and Emergency Services (NDES) and the
conduct of a number of other training and awareness
activities.
The most significant activity i s re-activation of the
disaster management development project.
EMA's Overseas Emergency Management Officer, Phil
Stenchion, is playing a significant role, on behalf of
AusAID, in most of these activities ranging from
assisting with adapting regional course materials to
PNG contexts to facilitating the review of the National
Disaster Management Plan.
For further information contact Phil Stenchion,phone:
(02) 6266 5441 or e-mail: pstenchion@ema.gov.au

Year 2000
EMA continues t o play an active role in ensuring
emergency managers are prepared t o deal with the
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During the response, the NSW Government sought
Commonwealth assistance to carry out temporary
repairs to damaged properties. EMA coordinated the
deployment of 400 Australian Defence Force personnel who assisted large deployments from the NSW
emergency services in weather proofing properties
over a 2-week period. In addition t o processing a
number of other minor requests for Commonwealth
assistance, EMA provided 2500 tarpaulins from i t s
Disaster Earmark Store to the NSW SES.
Newcastle Disease. In April-May 1999, an outbreak
of Newcastle Disease in the Mangrove Mountain area
north of Sydney threatened the poultry industry and
resulted in around two million chickens being
destroyed. During the height of the crisis, the NSW
Government sought Commonwealth assistance with
culling the chickens. EMA coordinated the deployment of ninety Australian Defence Force personnel
who worked under the direction of the NSW
Department of Agriculture over a two-week period.
For further information contact Rod McKinnon, phone:
(02) 6266 5328 or e-mail: rmckinnon@ema.gov.auor
Don Patterson, phone: (02) 6266 5165 or e-mail:
dpatterson@ema.gov.au

Australian Disaster Conference 1999:
Disaster Prevention for the 21" Century
(1-3 November 1999)
The conference program and registration form are
now available and early bird registrations are due by
3 September 1999.The conference program is filled
with three days of interesting and challenging papers
on risk assessment, raising awareness, reducing
economic losses and social disruption, preparing for
response and recovering from disaster. Local and
international speakers will lead plenary sessions on
the international perspective, active community
involvement, national mitigation strategies and
future directions and priorities for disaster management. For further information, contact: Conference
Logistics, PO Box 505, Curtin ACT 2605, Australia, on
phone: +61 (0)2 6281 6624, fax: t 6 1 (012 6285 1336
or e-mail: conference@conlog.com.au or visit the
Conference site on the EMA Homepage.

IDNDR Programme Forum
Geneva 5-9 July 1999
This forms part of the concluding phase of the
International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction
(IDNDR). It provides a unique opportunity for
countries, IDNDR national committees and representatives of civil society to share information and agree
on a framework for future action.The final aim of the
Programme Forum is to set up an action plan in order
to build a culture of prevention for the 21" century.
United Nations Secretary General, Mr Kofi Annan, will
open this important event. Australia i s being well
represented and Mr Alan Hodges has been asked to
lead a daily half hour session on success stories.

Final Report of Australia's Coordination
Committee for the IDNDR 1990-2000
A Final Report of Australia's IDNDR Coordination
Committee was produced and will be tabled at the
IDNDR Programme Forum in Geneva.The report will

soon be available via Internet. It provides a factual
account of many of Australia's activities in support of
the International Decade and records the significant
contributions t o the Decade made by Committee
members, Australia's IDNDR Secretariat, project
managers and many others. Only a limited number
of the full report were printed, however copies of a
I S page Executive Summary are available from the
Secretariat upon request. Contact details: idndr@
ema.gov.au

Changes to 1998-99 IDNDR
projects since the last issue
EMA provided $16,000 t o the UNDP/SOPAC South
Pacific Office t o compile a report on Pacific IDNDR
activities, similar t o the Final Report of Australia's
Coordination Committee for the IDNDR 1990-2000.
An illustrated brochure has been developed by Bush
Fire Service, Fire and Emergency Service Authority
of Western Australia (FESA)[IDNDR Ref 3/98).The
brochure i s a key part of a campaign aimed at
warning the increasing number of independent
travellers exploring northern Australia, encompassing
the Kimberley Region, the Northern Territory and
Queensland, of the prevalence of bushfires in'the top
e n d educating them about the Fire Danger Ratings,
Restricted and Prohibited Burning Times, and
providing bushfire and camping safety and survival
advice. Many travellers hire four-wheel-drive vehicles
or camper vans in a bid to explore northern Australia
o n their own without a full understanding of
bushfires or the use of fire as a management tool in
northern Australia. Brochures appropriate to northern
Australia were produced and may be used as a basis
for brochures in southern Australia.The free brochures
will be distributed at festivals in the north, in airports,
car and camper hire outlets,theTourism Commission's
Tourist Centres, National Parks, Royal Automobile Club
(RAC), petrol stations and local tourist bureaus.
The Western Australia Department o>~ran$& have '
produced a marine safety t r 9 n i n g video giving
practical instruction on trop$al cyclones and severe'
weather for mariners (IDNDR Ref 4/98). Copies of
Storm Alert -A Guide tpevere Weather at Sea will be
distributed to relevant departments in all States and
Territories via Department ofTran~portnetworks.The
video was produced with funding-asestance from
IDNDR and relevant industry groups.The'main use of
the video will be as a training aid for the new%opical
Cyclone Short Course for Uniform Shipping Laws
Certificates of Competency and as a stand-alone precyclone season refresher for vessels operating north
of Geraldton. However, the content has been pitched''
at a level suitable for use by both recreationaiand
commercial mariners for severe weather generally.
The Brochure on Storm Tide Threat in Queensland has
been printed (Ref IDNDR 13/98). It i s an abridged
version of a technical report and is targeted at local
/
governm<nt-and private land use planners,pngineers
and othe'r p r o f e s ~ S n a l ~ i n ~ u e e n s l a n
Since
d . they
began distributing the brochure.,Queensland,has
already d t i c e d a significant rise,(n the numbe'r of
people requesting the more deta~ledreport.
EMAIIDNDR\ provided $8,000 for/ a survey of severe
storm awareness in NSW to evaluate the effectiveness
of d:fferent types of materials (Ref DNDR 25198LTne
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results have encouraged NSW t o embark upon an
awareness campaign along the lines of Victoria's
Bushfire Blitz and to produce brochures for some high
flood-risk areas which focus on a particular town,
suburb or even street where reliable recent local
flood information is available.
DGEMA provided funding of $2,000 for a new project
(Ref IDNDR 27/98): Translation and printing of action
guides for refugees and survivors of torture and
trauma t o reduce the retraumatising effects of
Natural Disasters. This project complements a recent
initiative of NT Police, Fire and Emergency Services
who produced action guides in six community
languages (Chinese, Portuguese, Indonesian, Greek,
Thai and Vietnamese).

IDNDR Education 2000
A new education brochure, Disaster Education
Resources for Schools, has been produced. It describes
free and low-cost disaster awareness and education
resources that have been developed in cooperation
with EMA Disaster Awareness Program or IDNDR.The
brochure will be sent by direct mail to teachers and
primary and secondary school librarians as a means
of promoting these resources.The brochure will also
be available t o place in Disaster Education and
Awareness Resource Kits, distributed by State and
Territory Emergency Services, and as satchel inserts
for teacher association conferences and journals.
The Are You Ready 40-page booklet for Geography
Action Week has been printed and distributed t o
geography teachers around the country. All response
has been positive.Topics covered include emergency
risk management, PNG tsunami, Wollongong landslide
and bushfire. It also includes three pages on EMA and
IDNDR disaster education resources.
The Global Issues Natural Hazards issue (March 1998)
was produced by the Geography Teachers' Associa*ion
of Victoria (with AusAlD funding). It is aimed at
g e o g y p h y teachers and contains background
informatlo? and suggested activities on El Nino, the
PNG Drought,~heIndonesian fires and the Katherine
flood. Once all back copies have been sold, it will be
placed onfhe-Geography Teachers' Association of
Victoria-web site./
/
/
IDNDR has agjeed t o sponsor a primary school
disaster awaryness competition being run by the
State Emergyncy Service i?western NSW. We will
provide six ~ o p i e sof the Getpeady Pack as supplementary prizes.This is the third year it has been run.
I
\
The IDNDR program has offered NSW 510,000 as a
contribuiion towards a new drimary school age
children's-stor.y$ook
on natural vazard safety. It will
probably cover severe-sto~m,flood and bush safety,
but later books may cover other-hazards relevant to
this age group, such as road sa$ty and house fire. It
has been written by L a w y e SES volunteers (who
are also teachers) and-won a ~ + i o n a lBank Com\~/munity
Link ~ ~ a a r d g a r l ithis
e r year.
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Although the Internationa1,Decade ends o n 30
December 1999A~ustralia'sCoordmation Committee

at least the middle of the Year 2000 by funding one
final round of projects under the IDNDR banner.
A list of projects which have been approved for
funding in FY 1999/2000 can be found on the EMA
Homepage.

National Studies Program
5-7 October 1999

Community Development in
Disaster Recovery Workshop
The aim of this workshop is t o define and further
develop the community development role in disaster
recovery management. A comprehensive guide will
be developed that will be a supplement to the AEM
Recovery Manual.
19-21 October 1999
Disaster Victim Identification for Mass Casualties
resulting from Chemical and Biological Hazards
Workshop
The aim of this workshop is to initiate the development of an agreed national disaster victim identification response plan for chemical and biological
hazard agents in the context of mass casualties. In
addition the Disaster Victim ldentification National
Guidelines will be reviewed in order to accommodate
the inclusion of chemical and biological hazard
agents.
15-19 November 1999
Building Relationships between the
Emergency Services and Animal Health
District Officers Workshop
The aim of this workshop is to provide an opportunity
for field officers from emergency services and animal
health services to explore their respective roles and
build collaborative relationships. A set of guidelines
will be developed as a result of this workshop.

Courses
AEMl staff are currently developing and delivering a
new suite of training and education products based
o n the emergency management competency
standards within the Public Safety Training Package.
A one-day Introduction to Emergency Risk Management (IERM) course will be offered in the States/
Territories as part of the extension program in the
first half of the financial year 1999-2000.Three new
accredited 3-4 day residential courses will be also
conducted over the next two financial years, 19992000 and 2000-01.Their working titles are:
Identify, Analyse and Evaluate Risks
Determine Treatment Strategies
Manage Treatment Strategies.
In addition the following courses will be offered in
1999-2000:
Consequence Management to Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Incendiary and Explosive
Emergencies
Emergency Coordination Management
Exercise Management

-

Evacuation Management
Management of Civil Defence Operations
Recovery Management.
More information is available on the courses in the
AEMI handbook which can be found on EMA's website:
www.ema.gov.au

Applications Manual for Community
Emergency Risk Management
An applications manual for community emergency
risk management is in the process of development.
A theory model will follow. For further information
contact Michael Tarrant, tel: (03) 5421 5292 or e-mail:
mtarrant@ema.gov.au

Farewell Rob Fleming
After more than 11 years, Rob Fleming departs AEMI
on 7 July 1999 to undertake the role of journal editor
o n behalf of EMA. During this time he was the
Assistant Director at AEMI and was responsible for
the Australian Emergency Management Information
Centre.
From its beginnings as a small,one-person library, Rob
expanded, defined and marketed the role of AEMlC
and of information services in emergency management t o the position i t now enjoys as a unique
information resource nationally and internationally.
Rob transformed the library from one offering
traditional services, to an 'information centre' with a
wide range of electronic services, a clearing-house
and a publishing role. I t became a facilitator of
national networks and became actively involved in
promoting emergency management research. He
also developed and managed the EMA Research
Grants Program.
He implemented a full review of the AEMlC services
in 1995, initiating a comprehensive range of recommended changes to services, products, staff roles,
and work practices. Not least of these changes was
the purchase and implementation of the new Sirsi
database software which allowed EMA clients global
access to the AEMlC resource database
In the course of his service at AEMI, Rob supervised
the creation of a range of unique, detailed databases
of emergency management information resources
and a substantial collection t o support those databases. He played a key role in the development of
the Australian Emergency Management Thesaurus
(involving considerable consultation with the States
and Territories) and in initiating the development of
the Australian Emergency Management Glossary.
Rob worked diligently t o establish a strong link
between information services and the Education and
Training arm of AEMI. He undertook a number of
workshops and seminars and he initiated an<took a
leaders hi^ role in the ALlES (Australian Librar~es
in
-.
~mergeniyServices) network bn a
more locally, in Victoria.
~

ment of the
EMA staff and the
interface to existing

Most notably, in the context of this publication, Rob
developed AJEM from a small organisational newsletter into a fully-refereed, hard copy and electronic
journal of international level of quality and distribution. For that, together with his other significant
achievements, Rob will be remembered and missed
by a host of his colleagues and others i n the
emergency management community across the
nation and around the world.

New and revised publications now available (as noted
below in each category):
Australian Emergency Manual Series
Part Ill - Emergency Management Practice
Volume 1
Manual 2 - Disaster Medicine (2"' Edition)
Volume 2
Manual 2 - Safe and Healthy Mass Gatherings
(Copies available through your StatelTerritory
emergency management organisation secretariats.)
Part IV - Skills for Emergency Sewices Personnel
Manual 10 - Flood Rescue Boat Operation (2"d
Edition)
(Copies distributed t o relevant emergency
agencies through Statenerritory Emergency
Services -Training Sections maintain distribution1
amendment registers).
M t Macedon Papers Series
Mt. Macedon Paper No 6/1997 - Record of the Safe
Crowd Management Workshop (Report delayed
due to required alignment and coordination with
'AEM - Safe and Healthy Mass Gatherings' listed
above).
(Mt M a y d o n Papers ae: available from EMA
Canberra and Mt Macedon offices)
/
\
F@l Report of Australia,$ Coordination Commithee
for IDNDR (1990-2000)l- Helping Communities in\,
'~ustralia and the South Pacific Reduce Natural
~ksters
1
Copies a>-available,from the IDNpR ~$creta.riatat
EMA, ~ a n b e r h f f i c e .
1
Orders
/
EMA addresses for publications orders are as folloysi
(first check above for apqr~pri'ateEMA Office or State1
Territory authority):':.
'; /
,, \Emergency Management ~ u s t r a l ' a : . Box
~ ~ 1020, .
Dickson ACT 2602, Australia.
Australian l$itute of Emergency Management,
Main Rd, Mt Macedon Vic 3441, Australia.
-\

\,.

/
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Urban areas were not assessed because they
had ready access to food and resources. In
the time available, it proved impossible to
cover the whole country but every province
was visited and enough information was
gained to provide a broad picture of the
situation and to assess priorities.

Assessment processing
Transport and communications in Papua
New Guinea are limited and there were very
real problems in gettingassessment information back to Port Moresby. Plans to have
reports faxed back on a daily basis proved
impractical and eventually the summary
pages of the questionnaires were faxed as
and when the teams couldobtain access toa
fax machine. The remainder of the report
was posted in on completion.
The Data Processing Unit of the Department of Provincial and Local Government
Affairs developed a Microsoft Access database into which existing census data was
entered. As assessment reports arrived, the
summary page information was immediately added to this database. For ease of
presentation and understanding this information was then linked to a geographical
information system from which maps were
prepared regularly to show the degree of
severity of drought impact. On the maps,
severity was indicated by colour coding the
average assessment category of each census
division. The maps were widely distributed
and became, even more than the tables
produced from thedatabase, the most widely
circulated indications ofdrought impact.
Results
Theassessment found that virtually everyone in rural PapuaNew Guinea was affected
by thedmught to some extent.The summary
assessment (Allen and Bourke 1997a)was:
777,00Opeopleinacntical,life threatening situation surviving on dwindling
stocks of'famine'foods and bush foods

100,000 people would be in a similar
situation by the endofOctober 1997
250,000 people eating very small
amounts of rapidly diminishing food from
gardens, supplemented with'famine'and
bush foods. Many of these people would
beinacriticalsituation in twomonths
130,000 people still have food in their
gardens, but this could be consumed
within two months.
The assessment also found that about
100,000 rural people were experiencing
critical problems with drinking water.These
people were not always those suffering
critical food shortages although some were
experiencingdifficulties with both food and
water. The problems included drinking
water shortages, access only to brackish
water or access only to contaminated water.
Throughout the country the majority ofthe
~ralpopulationwasusingwaterfrom other
than normal sources and many people had
to walk for up to two hours to obtain drinking
water. The number of people with serious
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water supply difficulties was expected to
increase rapidly in the following months
unless substantial rain fell.
The healthsituation was harder toassess
because rural health in PNGis relativelypoor
by world standards in normal times. There
had been many reports in the local mediaof
deaths caused by the drought but the
Department of Health had no information
them. Theassessment found that most areas
reported an increase in diarrhoea and skin
infections but the nutritionalstatus in young
children was not generally affected. A
number of deaths were reported to assessment teams but the Department of Health
could not confirm that these were directly
caused by thedrought.
There has been subsequent criticism of
this first assessment implying that it was
alarmist and overstated the realities of the
situation.This criticismcan always be made
when adverse forecasts arenot fully realised.
Any assessment that must be completed in
avery short time is vulnerable to criticism,
particularly when the critics have the
advantage of hindsight and access to the
results oflater assessments.To someextent
this first assessment was its own worst
enemy since it spurred governments in
Papua New Guinea and Australia to respond
to the situation and alleviate the situation
over the next few months. As a result, the
impact ofthedrought onmany ofthe people
considered tobe at serious riskwas reduced.

Initial drought response
The response to the drought has been well
described elsewhere but the following summarises the main points.
The Papua New Guinea Government
decided that drought relief assistance
would be provided to communities in
census divisions with an average assess-
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The lasf well on Bellona Island, Solomon Islands sldl had warrr, but it was badly polluted First fans ha0
turned the vegelaliongreenbut il would not be p~oducrrvelor some weeks

ment category of 5,or 4 approaching 5.
Relief would consist of rations of rice,
flour and cooking oil to supplement the
limited remainingfood stocks.
The Papua New Guinea Government
would distribute rations to the eligible
areas accessible by surface transport.
The Australian Government would distribute rations to those areas only accessible by air.
Non-government organisation support
would be provided to provincial governments to assist them with thelogisticsof
distributing theaid.

The second assessment
The first assessment report recommended
continuing assessment be carried out by the
Department of Agriculture and Livestock
but it wasagreed in subsequent discussions
that further assessments be carried out at
two monthly intervals. AusAlD funded a
second assessment in November and December 1997, once again under the leadership of Drs Allen and Bourke.
The second assessment was carried out
by 18 teams of two or three people, many
with experience in the first assessment. Care
was taken to task experienced members to
carry out this assessment in different
provinces so that there would be a second,
independent, view of the impact of the
drought and frosts tocompare with the first.
Because ofthe difficulties ofenteringlarge
volumes of information in computer databases in a short period, a new assessment
form was prepared for this assessment. It
consisted of a single sheet similar to the
summary sheet of the first assessment.The
main differences were that separate assessment ratings were required for foodsupply
and water supply impact, and that teams
were asked to assess the forecast ratings in
each location in a further two months.
Results
This assessment, with better-prepared and
more experienced teams, was able to cover
a higher proportion of the estimated 3.15
million rural dwellers. It found that some
40% ofthe rural population were seriously
affected. Analysis showed (Allen and
Bourke 1997b):
260,000people in a critical, life threatening situation surviving on dwindling
stocks of'famine'foods and bush foods
980,000 people eating very small
amounts of rapidly diminishingfood from
their gardens, supplementing these with
'famine' and bush foods. Many of these
people would be in a critical situation in a
further two months
980,000people still with food in their
gardens but this could beconsumed within
two months

The water assessment showed:
5,000peopIe in a critical, life threatening
situation with an extremely limited water
supply of very poor quality
363,000people with small amounts of
poor quality water availablelocally or better
quality water availableonlyat a long distance
853,000peopIewhoselocal water sources
were dry but with alternative sources
available,possiblypolluted and at a distance
No formal health assessment was carried
out at this stage but teams reported an
increase in thenumber ofpeopledying from
unexplained symptoms. There was also an
increase in the proportion of young to
middle aged adults dying whereas the
normal pattern is to have a predominance
ofvery youngandvery oldpeopledying.An
increase in the incidence of severe malaria
was reported and there were indications that
nutritional standards were falling.

Continuing response
As a result ofthis assessment, the program
of supplementary relief food delivery was
continuedwithadjustments tothelocations
targeted. Attention was paid to delivering
planting materials so that crops could be
grown as soon as sufficient rain arrived.At
that time the El Niiio phenomena was forecast tolastuntil themiddleof l998andthere
was no indication that the drought would
ease to any significant extent before March
or even May. Further assessments were
obviouslygoing to be necessary and a system
ofmonitoring would also be required.
The third assessment
Shortly after the second assessment was
completed,rain began falling in many parts
of Papua New Guinea. Although it was not
continuous and did not make up the
shortfall, the falls appeared to alleviate the
situation in some districts. The return of
rain could not alleviate all problems, however. The various staple crops take between

three months and a year to grow and produce normal volumes of food. As most
planting materials had been consumed or
destroyed, it was obviously necessary to
assess the impact of this rain and to plan
recovery measures.
The previous assessments had been publicly seen as AusAlD operationsdespite being
carried out mainly by Papua New Guinea
officials. The Papua New Guinea Government was keen to have any future assessments identified as national operations. In
view of the experience its staff had gained
in earlier assessments, responsibility for a
third assessment was given to the Department of Agriculture and Livestock. Mr R
Wayi, Director, Rehabilitationwas appointed
as coordinator. An Australian consultant
assisted him and AusAlD funded the assessment once again.
As the rain was reported to have alleviated
the drought in all areas, the government
decided to conduct the assessment only in
the worst affected areas, ie those rated in
Category 4and 5 in the previous assessment
either for food or water.This would require
assessment of 244 districts in 17 provinces.
Fourteen teams were nominated to carry
out the assessment.
The questionnaire used in the second
assessment had produced valuable results
but the lack of specific questions in the
assessment form had led different assessment teams to record their results in
different ways.This had made interpretation
difficult. It was decided that as this assessment was to address recovery as well as relief
measures, it would be necessary to add
questions on particular points to supplement a general assessment form that was
slightly modified from that used in the
previous operation in the light of changed
conditions.
In view of the previous difficulties with
processingquestionnaire data, it was agreed
AustralianJournal of Emergency Management

that only the summary form and drought
ratings would be entered in the database,
leaving analysis of the remaining information to hecarried out in slower time.
The increased rainfall made access to
some parts of the country very difficult
during this assessment and it was not
possible to reach allofthe targeteddistricts.
The assessment also produced somedifferent assessment problems. Recovering crops
in the lower Ramu Valley, which had been
considered a seriously affected area, were
found to be under up to 2 metres of flood
water and had beenlost yet again!
Results
The third assessment (Wayi 1998) confirmed that production of early maturing
staples and vegetables was increasing in
many areas after significant rain had fallen.
It was considered that recovery could have
been faster if more seeds and planting
materials had been available. Problems were
being experienced with outbreaks of crop
disease and with pest attacks while the
sudden releaseofsoilnutrients had resulted
in the growth of excess leaves and vines at
the expense of sweet potato tubers.
Nevertheless the number of people considered seriously affected had fallen sharply.
Preliminary assessment of the food situation in all provinces except Western Province
(where the team was involved in ahelicopter
crash and the assessment had to be repeated)
indicated:
34,000 people in a critical, life threatening situation surviving on'famine' foods
and bush foods
335,000 people eating very small
amounts offood from their gardens, supplementing these with'famine'and bush foods.
Continued improvement was expected.
The water situation had improved even
more dramatically.Only a few districts were
reported to be in serious difficulty and the
main problems in the category 4 areas were
salinity and contamination rather than
shortage.
1,000people in a critical, life threatening
situation with an extremely limited water
supply ofvery poor quality
75,000 people with small amounts of
poor quality water availablelocally or better
quality water only at along distance.

Continuing response
As a result of this assessment, supplementary food deliveries were scaled down
and concentrated on the worst affected
districts. The assessment also supported
other initiatives to assist recoverymeasures
and improve resistance to future droughts.
Coordination ofwater supply development
activities was improved with particular
attention being paid to thoseareas that had

experienced the worst shortages. Further
research into drought resistant crop varieties was initiated andmeasures to increase
the delivery of planting materials were
implemented.

Later situation
Duringavisit to PNG in July 1998 itwasclear
that, although some agricultural problems
continued, the drought was now considered
over. Recovery appears to have been quicker
than expected by any of the assessments.
Some crop shortages continued but these
were more the result of slow growing
periods than of any continuing rainfall
deficit. Most of the pest and disease problems had eased and the second-planted crop
ofsweet potato did not appear to be suffering from non-production of tubers. There
were no reports that any other root crop had
experienced this particular problem.
The 1997-98 drought in
the Solomon Islands
Similar rainfall patterns also affected Solomon Islands in 1997 although later than
Papua New Guinea.Total rainfall during the
first four monthsofthe yearvaried between
7% below and 28% above normal at the six
recording stations. The higher recordings
were made at recording stations affectedhy
Tropicalcyclone Justin in March.InMay the
rainfall fell to between 29% and89% below
normal at all stations. For the period from
Mayto December total rainfall between 32%
and 58% below normal was recorded.
First reports that a serious drought was
developing appear to have reached Honiara
in September and 0ctober.Water rationing
was imposed in some provincial centres in
September although this was not unusual
in those centres where the water supply
system had been allowed to rundown.More
alarmingwere reports ofschool closures in
the same month. By November, reports of
problems had become so numerous that the
National Disaster Council asked all provincial governments to report on the way in
which the drought was affecting provinces.
No guidelines were given for the report and
the results were of varying quality. As a
whole they did not give a clear enough
picture for a decision to he made about the
need for government intervention. However
the situation in the off-lying islands of
Rennell and Bellona Province was clearly
serious and a technical assessment team was
sent to theseislands.Asa result ofits report,
Bellona was declared a disaster area. Provision of water containers, pumps and
supplementary rations of rice was approved
but shipping difficulties resulted in the
supplies being delayed until late December.
Those provincial reports that did describe
the effects of the drought indicated that

figure 4: Solomon Islands

springs and streams were drying up and that
staple crops were small and underdeveloped.Supplementary crops werealso affected with vegetables dying
in some areas and
,
new plantings shrivelling up.
In December, AusAID agreed to fund a
nationaldrought assessment and to provide
a consultant to assist with the process

-
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The assessment process
In some ways, carrying out a national
drought assessment in Solomon Islands is
easier than in Papua New Guinea. This is a
smaller country with a population of approximately 300,000 people living on some
36 inhabited islands in an archipelagospread
over some 800,000 square kilometres of
ocean. However,infrastructure is generally
less developed (although some sectors are
better organised) and there is a serious
shortage of professional staK Inexperience
and lack of funds for provincial oficials to
visit many partsoftheir provinces had been
amongthe reasons for the poor reportingof
the drought. Transport and other infrastructures are not well developed and have
suffered badly from funding shortages in
recent years. The country got into serious
financial trouble under the previous government and a new government was seeking
to turn the situation round. Cooperation
between central and provincial government
appeared to have improved. The security
situation was good although at the time of
the assessment there were still concern
about thesituation on theborderwith Papua
New Guinea since Bougainville, which was
still in a stateofrebellion, could be seen from
the northern Solomon Islands.
Again a rapid assessment was needed and
the experience of PNG was of great benefit
in developing the process. Onceagain there
was no baseline government information
available on normal agricultural and water
supply conditions although the Department
of Health had a valuable database.
Because of the close relationship with
provincial government and the familiarity of
their staff with theirarea of responsibility,it
was decided to use provincial officials for the
assessment with standardisation checks
being carried out by the consultant and by
National Disaster Ofice staff. A workshop

of all Provincial Secretaries was convened
and an assessment form developed usingthe
Papua New Guinea examples as a model. It
contained some basic questions and a
summary page that differed in requesting
separate ratings for food and agriculture,
water supply and health impacts of the
drought.
The ratings agreed were:

Water
1. Unusually dry but no major drinking or
otherwaterproblems.
2. Some inconvenience, usual water source
not available,orwater tastes salty.
3. Difficult,water available but at a distance
and takes much time to collect.
4. Conditions bad, water in short supply or
possibly polluted.
5. Extremesituation.Water very short or too
salty or polluted todrink.
Food
1. Unusually dry, but no major food supply
problem.
2. Some inconvenience.Staple food is short
but other foodavailable.
3. Difficult, with foodshort andsome famine
food being eaten.
4.No food in gardens, famine food only
being eaten.
5. Earemesituation.No foodavailableat all.

Health
I. Unusually dry but no health problems.
2. Some inconvenience, dry skin and other
minor health problems.
3. Difficult, some disabled and old people
and children unwell, increase in diarrhoea.
4. Conditions bad, more people sick,livesof
disabled and old people and children at
risk.
5.Extreme situation. Many people sick,
small children, disabled and old people
dying.
It was decided to base the assessment on
the 171 rural electoral wards. Assessment
teams were asked to visit 4 villages in each
ward, trying to cover as wide a selection of
large and small, coastal and inland villages
as possible. The ratings would be averaged
to give a rating for each province.
The assessment was complicated by two
tropical cyclones that passed close to some
outlying islands during December,causing
wind and storm surge damage.Assessment
teams were asked to report separately on this
damage but it was impossible to segregate
the impactson the communities completely.
The drought made some crops more vulnerable to damageand drought loss ofsome
crops hadmadeothersmoreimportant.
The assessment actually started in January 1998 but transport andother difficul-

ties stretched the assessment period and
some results were not available until March
and April. Fortunately for the country, but
unfortunately for the assessment process,
rain began to fall again in December and
there was reasonable rain in some provinces
in January.
Assessment processing
All assessment forms were returned to the
National Disaster Office by air for entry into
a Microsoft Access database developed for
the purpose. Arrangements were made for
specialist agricultural, water supply and
health data to be relayed to relevant departments for recovery and mitigation purposes.
Arrangements were made with the Lands
and Survey Office for ratings to bemapped.

Results
The assessment (National Disaster Office
1998)confirmed that althoughall provinces
had been affected by thedrought, the severity
of the impact varied. In general the impact
was considered to be less severe than in
Papua New Guinea
The water assessment showed that:
14,000peoplewereexperiencingserious
shortages of safe drinking water or used
water that was significantly polluted.
33,000 people were experiencing difficulties in gettingsafe water or had to walk
long distances to collect it.
Worst affected were small islands with
limited fresh water resources. Some ofthese
people were using water so brackish that it
made assessment team members sick.
The foodassessment showed that:
26,000people had no food left in their
gardens and were surviving on famine food
from the bush or supplementary rations
from trade stores or supplied by relatives,
friends or provincial governments
29,000people had very small amounts
of rapidly diminishing food from their
gardens,supplementing these with'famine'
and bush foods.

By the time the assessment was
completed,most provinces had had enough
rain to start planting but thegrowing crops
werebeing severely affected by insect pests.
There was also competition for surviving
food from pigs andbirds. Plantingmaterials
were scarce.
The health assessment showed that
7000 people were suffering significant
increase in diarrhoea, skin complaints
(usually in areas with brackish water) and
other health problems with old and very
young peopleat risk
33,000peopleweresubject to significant
ill health risks
The most commonly reported problems
were diarrhoea, skin complaints, eye infections and influenza.
Response
The Solomon lslands Government arranged
for supplementary food rations to be
provided to the worst affected provinces to
cover the expected growingperiod but the
continuing rain meant that response needs
were fairly small.
Future drought assessment
Emergency drought assessment is not an
activity that has been found necessary in this
region in recent years. Yet if the forecast
increase in the frequency and severity ofEl
NiAo events occurs,it is an activity that will
require increased attention. There will bea
need for:
collection ofsuitable baselinedata;
detection and triggeringsystems so that
assessment can begin before the situation
deteriorates too far
preparation of software that will allow
easy processing and mapping of information
preparation of plans and supporting
procedures
identitication and training of personnel
to form teams in all countries likely to be
affected.

Major pest damage to the lint green vegetablecop in northern Solomon lslandr at7er the min began again.
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development ofadministrative and logistical measures to enable theassessments
to be carried out quickly and effectively

Baseline data
In each vulnerable country,government will
need to identify currently available information on water, agricultural, economic
and health activities that may bevulnerable
todrought. Informationgaps will need to be
filled. Having identified the activities and
resources that may bevulnerable,resources
will need to becommitted to identifying the
key indicators of drought in that country
and establishing databases of 'normal'
conditions for comparison purposes. Particular attention will need to be paid to the
staple cropsgrown by subsistence farmers
in remote areas since the response to their
needs will be most difficult. These steps
should be within the capabilities of all
regional countries although somescientific
support may be needed.
Detection and triggering systems
Although the marked reduction in rainfall
was clearly evident in meteorologicalstation
reports in both Paua New Guinea and
Solomon Islands, thedanger signals do not
appear to have been recognised. In many
countries, the value of such long-term
climatic data does not appear to be recognised outside the meteorological and scientific communities.Asa result therehas been
little attention paid toestablishingsystems
that will detect significant trends and bring
them to the attention of those most concerned so that appropriate responses can be
initiated. The wider community, including
many government agencies, has limited
understanding ofthevalueofclimatic data.
T h ~ iss another area requiring early action
th3t is well within thenationalcapahilities.
Software
Theease with which basicdatabase recording programs could be prepared in Papua
New Guinea and Solomon Islands shows
that it should be possible to developa more
sophisticated and user-friendly program
that could be adapted to the needs of all
regional nations. Investigation may show
that such a program is already available
elsewhere in the world but, if not, it would
have considerable export potentia1.A donor
might usefully initiatesuch a project.
Preparation of plans and
supporting procedures
Drought is not unknown in the region and
should becovered in existingdisaster plans.
However this is an insidious hazard with very
long-term effects of differing complexity.
The response, whileithas muchincommon
with the response to rapid impact disasters
requires some special techniques. This is
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particularly the case with assessment, which
requires much more scientific and professional participation on a continuing basis
than assessment of an impact disaster.
Current disaster plans in the region make
no more than passing mention of drought
as a disaster.Thisgap needs urgent rectification in the light of recent experience.
Simultaneously there is a need to prepare
assessment andotherprocedures tosupport
the plans.

Assessment team
identification and training
Identification of suitable people for assessment teams is difficult in countries where
the professional human resource base is
sparse.Yet it can be provided indirectly if the
few professionals can share the key parts of
their expertise with assessment team personnel with other skills. Accordingly, once
assessment personnel have been identified,
it is important that they receive trainingthat
would include questioning and analysis
techniques as wellasbriefingby appropriate
professionalssuch asagriculturalists, water
engineers and health workers. There would
need to bedetailed refresher trainingbefore
an assessment is carried out but the task
would be reduced ifgroundwork had been
done.
Administrative and
logistical support
It was clear in the assessments discussed in
this paper that one of the key shortfalls to
conducting timely nationaldrought assessment is the shortageofexperienced administrators available to be committed to
running suchan operationand theshortage
of logisticians outside the commercial
sector. Administrative staff can be made
available if priorities are acknowledged but
they will usually be from other areas and will
reauire a settling-in
" oeriod to become fullv
effectiveinassessmen[adn~inistra[ionThis
period can be reduced if suitable staff can
be identified and trained in advance.
The shortageoflogisticians and appears
to stem from a lack of any development
priority for this discipline. Suitable people
are probably available in the commercial
sector and these couldbe identified, trained
and used if funds are made available.
In the longer term it is important that
disaster management staff be trained in
logistics.
Conclusion
Competent, trustworthy assessment is
important for any country after a disaster.
In theabsenceofsuchassessmentsit isliely
that other authorities and donors will
continue to try to impose their own assessment before providing assistance. This

results not only in convergenceand duplication (at least ten separate assessment
operations took place after the Aitape
Tsunami in Papua New Guinea in July 1998)
but also in lengthening the suffering of
disaster victims.
Drought assessment, like other disaster
assessment, is a skill well within the capability ofregional countries. The problem at
oresent is that develo~mentofa~orooriate
infrastructure and skills is not being given
sufficient priority in the disaster management developm&t process. ~ssessment
looks easy but it requires skill and training
if the results are to be accepted.

.. .
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Counter-disaster planning
in a paediatric hospital
Nightmares
As theeyelids close and sleep drifts upon you
a telephone call from work informing you
of an incident involving 200 possible
casualties has a certain way of helping you
to focus extremelvouicklv!
, a
,
Such w3s the call I received one evening
following the collapse of a rlrCUS tent in 3
~ o u n t r ~ ~ o u t h ~ u s t ~township,farfrom
alian
Adelaide. Fortunately no one had life threatening injuries and while there were quite a
large number of people with some degree
of injury at the end of the day we only
received two casualties at our hospital.
However the situation could have beenvery
different and the outcome horrendous ...
Near miss events such as these serve as a
timely reminder to all of us and especially
to myselfand my own Emergenq Department to lookclosely at our ability to copein
the event of a 'real' major emergency such
as this. Most major incidents occur very
unexpectedly and I had to ask myself that
night 'Were we prepared! Could we cope if
large numbers had been injured? What
would our response have been? Would we
have passed the test?
-'

New beginnings
In 1995, a year or soafter my appointment
as the Nursing Unit Head of the Paediatric
Emereencv
Deoartment
(PEDI.. . we saw
u
,
,
majorhuildingdevelopmen;soscurwithrhc
Queen Victoria Hospital and the Adelaide
children hospital behgamalgamated on the
same site to form the present Women's and
Children's Hospital (WCH).As the nurse in
charge of the PED, I became aware that we
had some very real issues to deal with in
regard to our counter disaster plan. Having
recently gone down the path ofblending two
hospitals into one new one it was very clear
that it was a timely thing to review our
practices. When I began to look closely at
the plan I realised the impact ofthe building
changes which had occurred, indeed some
ofthe buildings mentioned in the plan were
no longerstanding. Clearly a total review had
become an urgent necessity
A 'children's' hospital is a very different
place from that of an adult institution. In
the PED of the WCH in Adelaide we see
35,000-40,000 patients per annum with a
wide range of illnesses and injuries We do
not see the large volumeofserious injuries
from Motor Vehicle Accidents (MVAs) nor
the Myocardial Infarctions of an adult
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hospital. However, we do see very sick
children and when a child is seriouslyinjured
or ill things can changevery quickly.Westill
find it necessary to havea knowledge of the
first-line management of adult patients as
at times we have to contend with emergencies amongst our 2000 staff and the
many visitors who sometimes need attention
with anything from headaches to infarcts.

Review process
Recognising the need to review our counter
disaster plan inearly 1995,aformalCounter
Disaster Planning Committee was formed
and, as the headofan area likely to be in the
'front line', l became heavily involved. l have
always believed that a well-plannedattack is
the best line of defence. Whilst our chances
of having a major disaster are considerably
less than many places complacency is not a
good thing and to me it isvery important to
be well prepared and well practiced. Being
very aware of the differences between an
adult and paediatric hospital I felt it was
even more important that the staff knew
exactly what would be expected of them in
the event ofa major incident.
In reviewing the plan, with the committee's blessing I spent some time interviewing
key players around the hospital asking how
they perceived thecurrent situationand how
well they felt their own area would be able
to respond should a major emergency occur.
I also asked what changes they felt were
needed to make their own plans more
functional. In coniunction with this I took
the opportunity to improve my own knowl e d g e widely
~ ~ 3s possibleand this included:
visiting othe;departments in major
hospitals throughout Adelaide to research
what they weredoing with regard to major
incident planning
undertaking a training course at the
Emergency Management Institute in Mt
Macedon
attending local lectures especially when
renowned speakers were available.
reading and educating myself as widely
as possible on the issue, including referral
to the Australian Emergency Manual of
Disaster Medicine, the Internet and

papers relating to specific major incidents.
It seemedvery important to me to ensure
staff understood the current situation and
that the revised plan to be prepared should
be a functional and meet the specific needs
of children. It was imperative not to develop
something so complicated and long that it
was impractical on the day. What was also
very clear was that with children and young
people specific issues are likely to be
encountered such as:
it is very important to have staff well
trained in children's emergency medicine
and paediatric advanced life support
available
there is a need to provide a wide range of
sizes of equipment to cope with all age
ranges
emotional issues and parental anxieties
are likely to be considerable and social
work and counselling support will need
to be available for both families and staff
Whetherwelikeitornotthecombination
of children and injury make good headlines so we need to anticipate that there
may well belively interest from the media
and therefore need to cater for them.

-

Action plan
A review of the current areas identified
for inclusion in the plan (Some areas as
previously identified had been demolished
in the recent rebuilding programme)
To develop a simple and functional plan
for the hospital.
The plan should be developed to be user
friendly to the most inexperienced person
likely to be involved and based on accepted standards ofpractice.
Beinga paediatric hospital the plan should
bedrawn up to deal specifically with the
needs ofchildren.
To ensure all departments developed
plans to meet the needs ofthe hospitalas
well as their own needs and which would
meld into the main hospital plan effectively
To develop a control centre facility close
to the emergency department which
could be fully operational within minutes
of declaring a major incident (the previous centre was on the far side of the
hospital with minimal communication
facilities available).
To develop a hospital wide control team
and a means to access these people or
alternatives quickly

-
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Figure 1: Control Room layout (PaediaIn'cEmergency Department seminarrm)

- use
to test and evaluate the plan regularly, by
of both desk-top and operational
exercises.
- towithinclude
in the plan strategies to deal
various specificincidents,egHow to
cope if we'became'the disaster or how to
cope with chemical incidents.

Starting point
Order and planning is vital in counter
disaster management, soour first thoughts
were to develop strategies.We had recognised
that while we needed alive' main hospital
plan we also needed each area to develop
individual plans, which would linkinto the
wholeas well. We had becomevery aware of
the need to relocate our control room to
allow it to becloserto thePEDand to provide
more effective communication to the hospital as well as to any outside agencies who
may be involved in an incident.

The Control Centre
The designated control centre was identified
as the PED seminar room. This wasclosely
located to the main area ofthe department
but out of the immediate line of fire was.
The hospital has taken the issue ofour ability
to provide an appropriate response to major
incidents seriously and as a result has set
asidean annual budget to allow restocking
and replacement of item's to take place. We
were also given a significant initial allowance
and havebeen able topurchasea number of
items urgently needed toallow this room to
be set up within minutes ofdeclaration of
an emergency.This has been a cost-effective
exercise as the room is also used for education and someoftheequipment purchased

is able to be used for both. The new centre
contains a floor plan of the layout and how
to set up the equipment, as well as an action
plan list of what the first person to arrive
should doetc (see Figures 1and2).
The equipment also included clearly
embroidered tabard tops for staff to wear
which identified each person who would be
in the room and their particular role. We
were very fortunate to be able to call upon
the help of a talented member of our own
stafftodesignand make these, which helped
us to keep our costs to a minimum. Each
top hasapocket in which isplacedapenand
a role card, again reaffirming each individual's prescribed role and tasks. We also
made similar tops but in a different colour
for the team of people to be involved with
the victims out in the actual department.
Experience has showed that in the heat of
the moment it was very easy with the
resultant anxiety for people to forget or
become confused about what they were
supposed to do and it was therefore very
important for the rolecards to be available.
It wasseenas imperative that everyone knew
who to go to by role and not by personal
name as this can he a source of confusion
when a large number ofpeople are working
together (see photo),
The room has been equipped with nine
telephones, a TV, video and radio, photocopier and faxas well as connections to the
state Hospital Emergency Radio Network in
Adelaide(HERN1A) toallow immediate and
constant link up with emergency services
and the state control centre should this be
activated. The room also houses computers

Figure 2: What to do lint in the Control Centre

which are networked into current programmes used by the hospital staffand also
for monitoring the patients while in the
department throughout the duration ofan
incident on the Health Automated Systems
Emergency Departments (HASED). In the
event that power supply becomes an issue
duringan emergency thecontrol centre has
been isolated in its entirety on the hospital
emergency generator system.

Tabards are used to delineate mles
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Initial resoonse
While the pian has a full and comprehensive
explanation ofwhat to do an initial response
has been developed in an algorithm styleas
this has been shown to be easy to follow
especially for the inexperienced staff
memberwho may find themselves in theline
of fire on theday. This has drawn up so that
any member of staff would beable to follow
the instructions if they received a call

5. ETA

6. Await CEO confirmation then put OHa
Code Brown
also
Plll out a lrauma pagestating 'multiple
palien&expeded, ,ETA, attendPED:
figure 4: PED Major Incident Counter Disaster Pian
Geneml Aaon Chdsheel

figure 3: Plan lo follow Knot 5AHC Code Brown
Once an incident has been declared, the
staff who know they are involved areexpected to attend the control centre without
delay. A list of the control team personnel
and their telephonenumbers is kept in the
Control Centre, Emergency Department,
CEO's office and with the telephonists. The
plan is set up in such a way that it is quite
clear on arrival that if a Patient Support
Attendant (PSA) has not yet set the room
up then the first team member to arrive
should do so according to the displayed
layout of the room as described in Figures 1
and2.

PED Plan
Shifi coordinator
I. Follow the plan kept at the HERNIA radio
2. Cali slaff losetherandbrielthm
3. Ensure that tne MUH/NUH are ~niormed
immedately
4. Inform PED Registrar
5. lnlorm SlaffingCoordinator for initial
eulra help
Nursing: In hours
phone 6558 a/h pager 3715
Medical: pager 18062
6. Dired P5A to set up control room (plan
behind door in PED seminarmom)
Z Make sure everyone b dearly identified.
To adivate the disaster plan:
Everyone: Follow your role wrd
PED staff
K vou are at home and hear about a ootential
dkasler via lhe medaplease con& the PED on
8204 6 1I 0 lo see ~iyou are needed
lmmedlaie action
Notify:
TnBgeshiff coodinator
Dial 333, Inform switchboard of
I. Yourname
2. Deparlmenl
3. Nature olthe emereenw
4. umber of wsual~es'

informing them of an impending incident
(see Figure3).
This included:
what details to take from the initialcaller
what todo
who to contact
planofadon forboth inandout ofhours.
As previously stated,linkedwith this main
hospital action plan, each department or
division of the hospital has also reviewed or
developed a comprehensive plan of their
own which links clearly into the main plan.

-

that if'the call'should ever come when the
mind goes blank, as happens to us all, there
is something to bring you quickly back to
reality and start the staff off in the right
direction. Once the first call has been dealt
with thecard directs the reader clearly onto
the main plan.

Blank minds
Developing a plan for the PED took a
considerable periodoftime toachieve. I was
very aware that the previous plan contained
pages and pages ofreally useful information
but it would have been very hard todecipher
and pick out the important points needed
to put plans intoaction.
To help overcome this I have developed a
small immediateaction card (see Figure4).
Staff are encouraged to carry this. It is also
strategically placed near the triage area so

Individual roles in the PED
Individual roles have been defined for each
of the main players in the PED. Each member ofthestaff stays responsible for the area
they have already been allocated to for the
shift eg the resuscitation room nurselooks
after Area A which is the resuscitation area
(see Figure5).They havecards toguide and
enable them tocoordinator theirgiven area.
Assisting staffsent in to help from outside
areas will begivenapatient load, directed to
an area and instructed to stay with that
patient under theguidanceofthat particular
area coordinator. Anything they need they
should request from thecoordinator as that
is the person who knows thearea best and it
is appropriate for them to be locating
Australian Journal of EmergencyManagement

equipment needed thereby leaving the staff
sent to assist free to concentrate on the care
ofthe patient. The system is applied across
the whole discipline of staff including the
Patient Support Attendant (PSA), medical
and clerical staff as we assumed the same
principle will apply
Each member of the departmental team
will as previously stated beallocated a tabard
with role card to clearly indicate what their
area of responsibility is and to whom they
are responsible. The role and task card
provides them with appropriate tasks to do
in preparation for the arrival of patients
through to eventual standdown. On the
bottom of each card are the telephone
numbers individuals may need during the
incident including theappropriate number
to ring if they need to contact the control
centre.

Triage
Triage willoccur at the doorway and will be
carried out by the triage Registered Nurse
(RN) for theshift and thesenior doctor. Both
are experienced in emergency assessment
of children. The role card the individual
carries dearly guidesthem to set up thearea
with the appropriateequipment, including
c0mputer.A network point has been installed for this purpose at the entranceway As
the patient arrives they will be triaged and
hospital identification label applied using
prepared identibands from a notes pack. The
notes andaclinicalequipment pack for that
patient will then be placed on the barouche,
and the patient allocated toanarea.Adoctor
and nurse from staff,who have been sent to
assist, are asked to wait by the area. They will
then be assigned to the patient and proceed
with the patient.

Considering equipment for a'children onlf
facility is a complicated undertaking. Children are not always small and many teenagers are in fact as large as the adults who
maybe treatingthem.The Paediatric Intensive Care Unit (PICU) staff have developed
excellent equipment for the hospital, based
on the Thomas packs. Thomas packs are
designed specifically for field medical
retrieval teams. The backpack can be purchased and filled with appropriate equipment, or purchased empty and then purpose
filled by the hospital, as the WCH have
decided to do.The WCH packs consist ofsix
identical backpacks. Each pack has equipment tocater for all ages from birth toadult,
and provides airway and oxygen equipment,
intravenous access and lines for four

Each member of the
departmental team will
be allocated a tabard
with role card to clearly
indicate what their area
of responsibility is and
to whom they are
responsible. The role
and task card provides
them with appropriate
tasks to do in
preparation for the
arrival of patients
through to eventual
standdown.

Equipment

I

(Team Leader is the RNallowted to the
Resusfkatment moms)
War tabardsraling Area A Teamleader
1 Reie~wbnefhe lmm ShrA Coordrnalor~NUH
2. Prepare area .
i
3. Check oxygen and suction
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Figure 5: Paediatric Emergency Deparlmenl
Sub Plan
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patients. It can then provide 1.5 litres of
fluid for four patients and advanced life
support for two more.
There is also a selection of extra items
such as drugs, chest drains and dressings etc.
Consideration has been given to ensure the
right equipment is taken to cater for allage
and size ranges for twenty patients in two
sets in as lightweight and concentrated a
formas possible.With childrena wide range
of sizes of equipment is needed, and as a
result aone-size fits all approach cannot be
used.This makes equippinga children's team
very costly and it can be bulky to carry if
not carefullyplanned. PICUhas also designed a very specific softpack to hold all the
equipment together for transporting to the
site of an incident, fixed to the stretcher
insidea planeor ambulance.
Within the emergency department we
have also purchased a wide variety of sizes
for the emergency equipment needed. This

also included notes for up to fifty patients.
Each set includes all age-group charts and
forms pre-stamped andlabelled for ease of
use etc. Triage equipment has been packed
together and includes wipe boards, markers,
clinical packs containing emergency first
line equipment to deal with ABC for each
patient, as well as thelaptop computer and
its connections. There is also extra equipment to provide advanced life support for
patients in areas other than our standard
resuscitation area, and extra intravenous
fluids. We have included in the department
a Braselow kitwhich has added significantly
to the variety of disaster equipment items
available.This is made up kit of equipment
called a 'flying carpet', a commerciallyproduced kit containing aged related sealed
packs of equipment to deal with ABC. Much
oftheequipment is singleuseonlyandeach
section of the pack is clearly labelled. Each
section ofthe pack is affvted by velcro to the
inside of the case lid and rolls out for easy
access, hence the name'flying carpet'. The
kit also contains an emergency tape which
can be used as a quickguide to calculate the
size ofequipment needed to treat a child as
well as drug dosage. The principle being that
the tapeis laid alongside the pronechildand
the length determines the equipment size
and drug dosages. The tape is available for
purchase separately or as part ofthe whole
kit. The kit has considerable potential for
country and rural areas who need to have
specific equipment prepared and ready for
the severely injured child. The tape as a
separate item is an extremely useful tool to
keep in any trauma or disaster kit as a
reference tool to use in emergencies when
time matters. All equipment and drug dosage
are size and weight related in children and
the tape means relative accuracy can be
achieved when littleother details about the
child may beavailable to assist the clinician
in the initial stages of a major incident. A
clearly labelled cupboard for storage ofthis
equipment and its contents is available and
these are checked regularly This was something that was important to instil in staffthat equipment must always be checked, in
date,and fully functioning. It isvery easy to
think the task is 'done' when it can be
forgotten.

Field medical teams
The PICU staff,as stated,have developed kits
ofequipment to takeout to thescene ofan
incident should this be necessary. It is
anticipated thatthey would beable tosupply
two field medical teams with equipment at
any time. Both the medical and nursing staff
in that area are highly skilled in retrieval of
sick and injured children, which is quite

different from the management of adults. It
is imperative that staff who aregoing to be
involved with injured or sickchildren at any
stage have had such training. Advanced
Paediatric Life Support (APLS) and Paediatric Advanced Life Support (PALS) courses
are available for medical and nursing staff
to attend and compliment emergency
response training and Emergency Management of Severe Trauma (EMST) as well.

Communication and signs
Reading instructions relating to major
incidents communication oftenseems to be
a real issue. In our own counter disaster plan
we havegiven this alot ofthought,and made
every effort to ensure these problems are
kept toa minimum.We found this to be true
in our operational exercises and as a result
have added considerably to the signs and
directionsforeven themost simpleofthings.
Children injured in a major incident in
particular cause great emotions to be raised
and communication and the rights of
families become very important. We have
niade sure in prcparingthis plan that there
is a well-defined area providing individual
rooms for counselling and information to
begiven to families. The press has also been
catered for near to the emergency department but not'in the way'. If we keep them
too far away they will'break out'and get to
us anyway,and it isoften very helpful to have
them on our side.

-

Practice works towards perfed
Since theinstigationofthis plan wehave held
one desk-top exercise and two operational
exercises with a further exercise planned.
In addition to this the PED has routine
emergencies mocks as part of its current
education programme and we include
counter disaster in this from time to time.
For each operational exercise we have
involved local high school students and
ambulance staff to help us practise. Each
exercise has proved a huge learning curve
and each one related to a slightly different
area,which we feel to bevery positive.
The first operational exercise gave us the
opportunity to lookat a number ofspecific
areasour disaster review had proved to be a
major undertaking and in many ways we
really had tostart almost fromscratch. This
exercise was somewhat nerve racking to me
as I felt a huge responsibility to ensure it all
came together well. We arranged with the
ambulanceservice to help authenticate the
exercise and they were extremely helpful.
Thescenario used wasa buscrash and as far
as possible we tried to replicate the injuries
that would haveoccurred.
To confine cost,and as this was our first
practice of the new plan, we felt it was
important todo this duringworking hours.

It became a major exercise in itself to encourage some areas of the hospital to'play'
but theassistanceofthe CEO and thechiefs
Operating Group,who helped by authorising
the exercise with their'seal of approval', its
imoortance was emohasised to all staff.
Hemg the first such scenario for some years
wdecidcd to let ctailhave some idea t h ~ at
practice was about to happen in thenext few
days. It was interesting to note the huge
increase in phone calls I received as the day
approached and staff from other areas
realised this was really going to happen and
they were feeling very vulnerable!
On the day we had twenty-six victims sent
to us in rapid succession over a two and a

Children injured in a
major incident in
particular cause great
emotions to be raised
and communication and
the rights of families
become very important.
We have made sure in
preparing this plan that
there is a well-defined
area providing individual
rooms for counselling
and information to be
given to families.
The press has also been
catered for near to the
emergency department
but not 'in the way'.

half-hour period.Many of the injuries were
very severe and would certainly have stretched us considerably if it had been a real
situation.
After theexercisehad been completed we
encouraged all staff involved,especially the
control room staff, to stay and debrief over
a buffet lunch. On this first occasion specific
issues arose that we were able to resolve
quite easily. These pertained mainly to
communication andstaffin other areas still
unsureoftheir own roles, but also made us
aware of the very significant role of the
social work and counselling teams with
specific emphasis on the needs ofchildren
and very anxious parents. The exercises
encouraged many to go back and look more
closely at their own plans to ensure they
fittedintothewholeplanto makethejigsaw
complete.To realise the need to do that was
in itselfavery positiveoutcome.We had not

expected the exercise to be perfect and we
feel it is important that staff realise this will
never be a perfect procedure. This is because
people are involved and it is an unusual and
scary event and things change constantly.
However it is important to beas preparedas
we can be.
We recognise our learning will never stop
and therearelikely to be new and unexpected hazards to address in the future. In the
future we intend to look more closely at
some of the other problems we might one
day have to face,such as:
how would we cope if we were the
disaster?
as Adelaide sits on main geological fault
lines, what would be our response to an
earthquake?
could we manage a chemical incident?
All these issues will no doubt be very
challenging, but the preparation of our
response has hadother very positiveeffects.
It has belpedus to pull together as a teamsurgeons and physicians, radiographers and
social workersetc.-and has shown that in
these and other similar circumstances we
all have valuable knowledge to share. It is a
time when roles may overlap and intertwine,
to allow us to achieve the most effective
management wecan forthevictimswe treat.
It has taught us that it is likely we will notget
it completely right on theday and that does
not matter because every incident is unique.
What is important is that weareconfident
we have done our utmost to provide an
effective, clear simple and functional plan
which is easvfor evervone to follow ...aolan
that has been regulur'ly reviewed and dract i c d and that will allow all staff to provide
careofthehighest
- .~ossiblestandardbossible
for thevictims ofany incident that they may
becalled upon to treat.

Glossary
NUH
Nursing Unit Head
PED Paediatric Emergency Department
APLS Paediatric Advanced Life support
PSA Patient Support Attendant
HASED
Health Automated System
for Emergency Departments
MVA MotorVehicleAccident
HERNIA
Hospital Emergency Radio
Network In Adelaide
CEO Chief Executive Officer
PlCU Paediatric Intensive Care Unit
ABC Ainvay,BreathingandCirculation
PALS Paediatric Advanced Life Support
RN
Registered Nurse
DRC Divisional Resource Consultant
EMST Emergency Management of Severe
Trauma
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Registered Engineers for Disaster Relief
(RedR)Australia and its work in Papua
.
New Guinea and other places
1

R

edR Australia, incorporated in
1995,operates a register ofexperi:.
enced and trained engineers ready
for deployment in disasters,whether natural or man-made. In the past three
years it has dispatched some 40 engineers to
assist UNHCR in locations as far apart as
PNG, Central and West Africa, Bosnia and
Chechnya, principally in the fields of water
supply,sanitation,shelterand infrastructure
at refugeeconcentrations under the careof
UNHCR. This article describes the role of
engineersin humanitarian emergencies, the
mission, organisation and work of RedR
Australia, and describes some of the challenging tasks undertaken by its members.
Most recently this includes dispatch of two
specialists for de-mining work in Bosnia.
The article also covers the work of the
RedRSociety,a technical society of IEAust,
the principal supporting body for RedR
Australia, and canvasses the possibility of
incorporating engineers from PNG and
other countries in the region into the RedR
Australiadatabaseand trainingprograms.

Introduction
Humanitarian aid agencies today are responding to two very different types of
humanitarian disasters. There are always
emergencies caused by natural disasters,
such as floods,droughts, or earthquakes. The
more complex emergencies or,as they have
been appropriately described, 'total disasters', involve large population movements,
collapsed governments, violence and slim
chance of a return to normality. These
emergencies require not only humanitarian
commitment, but alsoassumegreatpolitical
responsibility.
While many aid agencies appear to bevery
capable of responding to natural disasters,
there is a general concern regarding the
adequacy of current levels of preparedness
and capability to respond competently to
complex crises. The toll of human life in
Complex Humanitarian Emergencies is high,
illustrated clearly in Rwanda, Bosnia, and
Somalia. Populations flee to escape rival
factions or because supportive infrastructures are destroyed. Complex Humanitarian
Emergencies cause people to lose their
traditional coping strategies that helped
them to surviveduringnaturaldisasters.
Winter 1999
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The greatest loss oflife in refugee situations occurs as a result of poor water
supplies, sanitation, communications and
logistics, all areas in which engineers are
make a valuable contribution. Engineers
enable greater speed in providing and
improving essential infrastructure, and
therefore have a major contribution in
saving human lives. Their assistance in
construction and improvement of roads,
bridges and shelters also has a direct impact
on food aid and medical assistance. Some
four million people have benefited from the
workofAustralianengineers through RedR
since 1995. The value of engineers in relief
situations has grown steadily, and is still to
be fully realised by some humanitarian
agencies. Having access to engineering
expertise provides affected communities
with the possibility to acquire skills that
would normally be unattainable. Skill
transfer is considered essential to ensure the
retention of any improvements.

About RedR
RedRAustralia is an impartial and independent agency that relief agencies can approach when they require experiencedengineers,anywhere in the world,in the aftermath
of a disaster. It is a streamlined, non-profit
organisation of working professionals
supported by the industry. RedRAustralia is
fast and flexible in its response time, with a
great degree ofhumanitarian commitment
in extremely difticult working environments. RedR engineers are working in a
variety of sectors: water,sanitation,shelter,
roads and bridges, mechanics, as well as
hydrogeologists,logisticiansand other allied
disciplines.
RedRselects and trains appropriate staff
with professional qualifications, experience
and aptitudes. On request, competent and
effective personnel are provided to humanitarian relief agencies world wide to relieve
suffering in disasters. RedR does not employ
disaster reliefworkers itself, or run its own
field programs. The main work of RedR
Australia to date has been in providing
assistance to the victims of man-made

disasters, but the resource is available to
assist inany type of emergency.

History and Formation
RedR was launched in Australia by the late
Fred Hollows AC,who issued a firm challenge
to Australia's engineering community to
mobilise its collectiveskills, experience and
resources forthebenefit ofthesuffering and
disadvantaged ofthe global community.
RedRAustralia was incorporated in 1995
as a company limited by guarantee,with The
Institution of Engineers Australia, The
Association of Consulting Engineers Australia, The Association of Professional
Engineers,Scientistsand Managers Australia, and The Institute of Municipal Engineering Australia as its founding bodies.
RedRgets a high degree of practical and
professional support from the peak bodies
and major employment groups within the
engineering sector in Australia. The four
founding bodies represent the engineering
profession in Australia and all its disciplines.
The wide membership offers an optimal
pool ofhuman resources,with their involvement endorsed by their employers.
Activity description
The key to a successful deployment is a wellselected professional. RedR Australia's
register has over 80 interviewed members,
65% of whom have completed the relief
training course. The office maintains the
register up to date, so ensuring quick
response to requests for assistance. RedR
hasasophisticateddatabase witha powerful
search engine, which allows quick and
accurate selection for the post. RedR also
has developed comprehensive procedures,
which enable selection of personnel, monitoring their professional development,
availability and other relevant aspects. The
interviewing procedures are rigorous. The
purpose is to assess carefully applicants'
skills and attributes and to decide whether
the person is suitable to be on the Register.
Theinteniewing panel is comprised ofthree
persons: technical expert, humanitarian
worker (often an NGO representative) and
the RedR Australia ExecutiveOfficer.
The engineerson the register must undertakeaRedRAustralia relief training course.
The course is conducted on a regular basis,

isofthe highest standards and isrecognised
and endorsed by humanitarian agencies
worldwide.
RedR Australia has a wide spectrum of
skilled technical personnel, and has been
able todeploy an appropriate person to%%
of the requests from UNHCR. One of the
reasons UNHCR is happy to maintain this
arrangement is the guarantee that the
engineers' technical quality and awareness
ofhumanitarian issuesisofa highstandard.
Thevolunteers are not seeking employment,
they do it for various reasons, such as a desire
to help others, professional development
and overseas experience. The arrangement
provides acost-effectivealternative to other
potential sources oftechnical personnel.
Deployment of engineers under the
UNHCRIRedR Australia Program
Since 1995, the principal role of RedR
Australia has been to supply experienced
engineers to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). This
program is funded by, and strongly supported by the Australian Agency for International Develooment (AusAID).
The first deployments under [his program
took place in April 1995,when w o en~ineers
with-experience in water, sanitation and
roads were deployed to UNHCR refugee
camps in Karagwe,Tanzania,and one with
water supply experience to Arua, Uganda.
All assisted in the development of infrastructure to accommodate a large number
of refugees who had fled the genocide in
Rwanda. These were followed by a further
seven engineers in 1995, twelve in 1996, four
in 1997 and fourteen to date (July)in 1998.
These deployments were specialists in
hydrogeology,water supply, sanitation, site
planning,shelter,roads,buildingstructures,
mechanical engineering, logistics and, most
recently, demining. They were deployed to
many countries, including Chechnya, Tanzania, Zaire, Mali, Liberia, Yemen, Bosnia
Herzeguvina,Tajikistanand PNG.
In these humanitarian emergency postings, RedR engineers were faced with
complex social and human situations. The
RedR training program, described in detail
in a following section, places particular
emphasis on the development of personal
skills, and cultural issues that are likely to
be encountered in theses places.
RedR Australia and related bodies
RedR Australia is an accredited member of
RedR Internationaland has signed on tothe
Fundamental Principles and Operating
Principles of that body. RedR International,
based in Geneva, coordinates and assists the
workofindividual RedR bodies and requires
that certain fundamental principles of
operation beadhered to.

RedR Australia maintains close working
relationship with RedR (UK) which is the
original RedR body and from which RedR
Australia originally derived its inspiration.
TheUKbody has been ofinvaluablesupport,
in particular with training programs, database formats and a website. RedRAustralia
and RedR (UK)
. . also share mutual access to
e3ih othel:Tdatabaseand rcgijter of niembers. It isof inter~,stthat llcdK(UK) includes
in its membership engineers from other
countries, such as Ireland, France and
Holland. This sets a precedent that RedR
organisations are not exclusive to particular
countries and may servea regional role.This
situation could well apply to RedRAustralia
in the future, particularly in relation to
Papua New Guinea.
RedRAustraliaisamemberof theAustralian Council for Overseas Aid (ACFOA),
which provides access to its many member
bodies' programs and resources. RedR
Australia is also a signatory to the ACFOA
Code of Conduct, which defines standards
of governance, management and financial
accountability for useofdonor funds.
The Institution of Engineers, Australia
maintains strong linkages,both by providing
rent-free office space and other logistical
support to RedR Australia,and through the
RedR Society,which is outlined below.
Training
It is essential that engineers prepared for
deployment at any time have the necessary
training and familiarity to handle the
situations and problems that may arise in
the field.RedRconducts a4-day Foundation
Training Course on a regular basis, the aim
being to better prepare reliefworker sfor life
on assignment.
The trainingobjectives aredesigned to:
examine thecauses ofdisasters and gain
an insight into the problems faced by
peopleaffected by disasters
review the international humanitarian
relief system, the function of relief
agencies and the role of individual relief
workers
develop practical techniques to increase
personal effectivenessin difficult circumstances, including security and medical
issues
participate in team activitiesand review
this experience
explorecross-cultural issues
clarify participant skills and identify
further individual development needs.
The course was structured around four
major themes as follows:
people affected by disasters (e.g. refugees,
displaced people).
the international reliefsystem and some
of the agencies involved

personal effectiveness and motivation in
relief work
teamwork and leadership.
The role ofthe reliefworker is the central
focus throughout each ofthese themes. The
key practical activityis a major team exercise
in planninga reliefoperation. This exercise
is conducted in a controlled field environment.
RedR UK and RedRAustralia have jointly
facilitated the course. Resource persons
have included members of many organisations such as UNHCRGeneva and Canberra,
Medicins Sans Frontieres, Austcare, the
military and other specialist agencies.
It is RedR Australiapolicy that alldeployees
attend the foundation course, although it is
acknowledgedthat this requirement has had
to be waived on occasions in emergency
situations.
Finances a n d corporate support
RedR was initially assisted by generous
donations from the NSW Public Works
Department and others, and by donations
and'soft'loans by the foundingbodiesat the
time of incorporation. It also received a
number ofgenerous donations from individualsat that time.
A program ofcorporatesponsorship was
initiated in 1996 among Australia's major
companies in the contractingand consulting fields. To date Major Corporate Sponsors
(committed to $8000 or more for three
years) include Thiess Contractors Pty Ltd,
Ove Arup and Partners,Siclair Knight Merz
and The lnstitution of Engineers Australia,
and a Group of Four Consultants comprising McMillan Britton and Kell, Snowy
Mountains Engineering Corporation, Douglas Partners, and Hyder Consulting.
It is our intention to have RedRAustralia
recognised as the 'charity of choice' in
Australia's engineering community, and
there is clearly alongway togo before this is
achieved. A modest but increasing income
stream is also received from subscriptions
to the RedR Society, which is a valuable
supplement to income from other sources.

The RedR Society of IEAust
Soon after its formation, it became apparent
that RedR Australia would benefit by drawing support from a wide spectrum of Australia's engineering community, whether or
not they hadvolunteered for overseas work.
Subsequently,the RedR Society was formed
as a Technical Society of IEAust in 1996.
Theobjectives ofthe RedR Society are:
to act as a resource, support and funding
base for RedR Australia by assisting in
training programs, recruitment and
fundraising
to facilitate networking between persons
on the register of RedR Australia, and
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others who support the objectives of the
organisation through newsletters, meetings, reunions, home page and other
means
to facilitate and conduct meetings, conferences, seminars, workshops, and encourage the preparation of technical
papers on disaster response and humanitarian relief
to act as a resource of technology and
expert advice to IEAust in the technical
areas of disaster response and emergency
management, and to act as the Institution's public voice on humanitarian issues
toliaise with associatedbodies in the field
of humanitarian assistance and disaster
relief.
The Society now has over 350 members
and has an active Chapter in the Canberra
and Newcastle Divisions of IEAust.

RedR Australia and
Papua New Guinea
UNHCR is responsible for management of
four refugeesettlements at East Awin in the
highlands near the West lrian border. As in
most partsof that country,generally blessed
with abundant and reliable rainfall, littleor
no thought had been given to security of
water supply in theevent ofdrought.
As the water supply in the East Awin
settlements failed, RedR Australia dispatched, at UNHCR's request, Sarah Bish,a
hydrogeologist, to review the situation as a
matter of urgency. Following nine days in
the field Sarah produced a practical and
comprehensive report setting out the immediate, short- and long-term measures needed. The project is now being implemented
with theassistanceof an Australian Government grant, under the supervision of John
Marsh, a project engineer from RedR.
PNG hasalargenumberofengineers with
experience in coping with problems with
limited resources and indifficult situations.
Such oeoole
, are the backbone of RedR. It is
probahly unre3~~1nahleroexpc;t
theengineeringcummunity in PNG to mobilise thc
resoukes and infr&ructure to operateand
independent RedR in this country. It would
also be both difficult and costly to establish
the connections with international agencies
that would call on their services.
The writers are sure that, if requested,
RedR Australia would bemore than willing
to accommodate PNG eneineers
on its
"
database and in its trainingprograms. Indeed
such a move would seem to be to the benefit
ofengineers in both countries

.

The Future
After three years of organisational development, RedR is able to administer a large
number of deployments, provide training
courses, and maintain and further develop
Winter 1999

Some stories from the field
Below are two stories by RedR Australia engineers, Sarah Bish (PNG) and Ernie To
(Tanzania and Bosnia),in their own words about their assignments.
Sarah Bish (PNG, 1997)
'I was deployed on Sunday 19 October 1997 to the East Awin Refugee Settlement. The
sisters of the Mission where I stayed in the campgreetedme withopen arms and hearts.
They were responsible for the distribution of food to the sick and aged.'
'During the next seven days I surveyed the 17 individual settlements, the Mission
facilitiesand healthstations which make up theEast Awin camp.Thesurvey included an
assessment of the current water supply and sanitation for each of the areas. The
inspection involved reviewing the distance from houses to water supply, type of supply,
proximity ofsupply to human and animal wastedisposal,reliability ofsupply and basic
water quality (EC, pH and temperature). Once the existing drought supply was reviewed,
the potential for an alternative supply (providing both quality and quantity
improvements) was assessed.'
'The main sources of water for the camp during'normal' climatic conditions are
rainwater collection in buckets, roof tanks and some shallow bores (<5 meters). The
severedrought had resulted inmarked deterioration in the quality ofwater forthe East
Awin camp,where theburdenofwater collection isalmost solely thedomain ofwomen.
Due to the drought,food and water resources were in short supply,with women having
to soend the entire dav on this task. The droueht
l e " water
" had resulted in ~ e o ~usine
resources which would not normally have been used due to distance and qualityl
'Inspectionofthesiteand comparison ofdrillingina similar geological
- - formation in
~ i u n suggested
6
that deep bores (i.e. 20-3b me<es) may provide a reasonably good
quality supply, which could provide an effective means of drought proofing for the
camp 3s well a\ imprwing the existingw~ersupply.'
Although the Icngth of my. deployment
was briei, l d~scovereda lot about thedynamics
. .
of a refugee camp and the vulnerability of the camp,particularly the women; to both
natural and man-made influences. The need for the community to recognise its own
problems and to collectively resolve to work out solutions is an important part of a
camp's ability to thrive in its new environment.'
'I know I can't solve all of the problems of the camp, but I am glad to have had an
opportunity to help improve the water supply for the East Awin camp.'

..

Ernie To IBosnia. 1996 and Tanzania. 19971
'people ohen ask:"was the refugee crisis in ~an'zania1997 as bad as Bosnia 1996!"'
'The quick reply is"yesn,and I had the opportunity
to see human suffering- in vastly
..
differen; conte.&
'Bosnia wasa developed Eastern European country havinga reasonable standard of
living.'
'TheUna Sanacanton in the northwest frontier where I was posted had about 300,000
refugees in foreign countries. The international community initiated a program of
community infrastructure rehabilitation valued at about $60 million targeting the
return of these people to theirhomes. People began to return from Germany and other
countries of refuge to bury their dead and rebuild their lives.There was good potential
for a better quality of life.'
'Tanzania was in the"thirdworld".The Kigoma region, to which the refugees had fled
from neighboring countries, was mostly undeveloped. The local living standard was
low. The community infrastructure was both poor and in disrepair. The quality of life
was very basic in the many villages and towns near the thirteen refugee camps. Over
250,000 refugees had fled from where they had little, to somewhere there was little or
nothing to offer, but safety from the conflict. The international program of assistance
was small in comparison to Bosnia, but adequate in local terms. Some camps were
overcrowded and there was the possibility of forced repatriation by the Tanzanian
Government. The refugees faced a very uncertain future.'
'RedR in both crises had fulfilled a key role in providing essential engineering services
and management skills. If the number of beneficiaries can judge the outcome of
humanitarian relief,itwouldbe easy to say thatboth missions hadequal valuesofabout
300,000. If judged by dollars spent, Bosnia was the greater. My belief is that value can
only be measured by the effectiveness of the reliefofsuffering ofthe individuals, and
by their longer term prospect for a better quality of life.As a member of a large team, I
believe that RedR Australia cannot afford not to be there.'
'

I

an extensive specialist database. RedR
Australia hopes to achieve the following
to have all register members undertaken
the Foundation Training Course conducted by RedR
to increase the number of Register
members to 200 by 1999
to broaden the scope of RedR Australia's
work beyond theUNHCWRedRAustralia
Arrangement, to include other humanitarian relief agencies (including
AusAID)
to develop a resource of trainers to
facilitate and act as resource persons for
future RedRAustralia training
tocontinue the expansion ofthe Register
to include engineering related expertise

-

such as public health, environment,
agriculture, forestry, logistics and program management
to increase and broaden the language
skills ofpersonnel on the Register
to become the 'agency of choice' for the
provision of technical personnel
to act as a resource, as and when requested, for engineers in nearby countries
wishing to join RedR
to establish greater independence in
funding resources
to become the 'charity of choice' in the
Australian engineering community.
RedR Australia does not intend to grow
forgrowth's sake. It will regulate thescale of
operations to match the needand requests

for our services. RedR does not intend to
seek and deliver its own programs in the
field. The role is to assist and support aid
agencies that have the prime responsibility
of delivering aid programs with expert
technical personnel. RedR will remain a
resource for services in emergencies and
relief situations, as distinct from development. RedR will not compete with other
bodies.
Unfortunately there appears to be no
diminution in the world's need for emergency assistance and relief. RedR Australia
will continue to play its part in supporting
those bodies providing relief and assistance
to thoseaffected by natural and man-made
disasters.
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Part 1: Is the law

enforceable in the courts?
'Every [legislative] provision has its ultimate sanction somewhere."

I

n a recent ABC Boyer lecture,education
was appropriately described as'an important sourceof social capitaY.2 While
the fundamental importance ofeducation for the community is unquestioned,
education ofthe community is more problematic.Nevertheless,it isagrowingconcern
of policy makers and decision makers
throughout society, and involves topics as
diverse as companion animals;3protection
of the environment4and appropriate useof
resources? the workplace6; communications7; privacf; accident prevention?
drugsloand public health'l; the rightsofthe
incompetentl2, thedisabledl3andothers to
be free from discriminationl4; voting'5;
ethical public administration'6; films and
multimedial7; and tenancy agreements.18
In emergency management, the focus of
thisarticle, thedesirabilityofcommunityor
publiceducation'9is widely acceptedas an
articleof faith20. Indeed, the need for educating the public is pressed most strongly:
'ifwe will not educate those whocan use the
relevant knowledge that is available, it will
become increasingly more difficult to
prevent,to prepare for, to respond to,and to
recover from the disasters of the futureY
But why, in the emergency management
area,is community education necessary? It
is said that emergency measures are most
often takenat thelocal level, and sometimes
emergency organisations can play only a
secondary role.22 Regular emergency services cannot be available to deal withevery
emergency.23 Education in the emergency
area works by instillingresponsibilitywhich
in principle leads to progressive commitment to injury reduction.24 Education and
participatory democracy are related too.To
theextent that educationgivescitizens the
feeling that they have a'stake'in community
emergency management, it may also increase their propensity to comply with
advice and guidance from emergency
managers.25 Finally, a comparative advantageof education is that,although it involves
costs in terms of money, time and effort,it
is claimed to be relatively less costly than
most other counter-disaster measures
which could beattempted26.

by Jeffrey Barnes, Senior Lecturer in Law
and Legal Studies, Latrobe University
There is another,quite different,and less
noticed reason why community education
is or ought to be regarded as axiomatic in
the emergency area: legislation makes it
part ofthe role ofemergency management.
This two-part articleaccordingly examines
the significance and adequacy oflegislation
providing for or indeed requiring community education in the emergency area27.Part
One focuses on the legal effects of the
provisions.The first section is contextual.It
elaborates on the reasons why community
education is such adifticult policy area. The
second section describes the legislation. It

1
23
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11

identifies the matters withwhich the relevant
legislative provisionsin thevarious Stateand
Territory legislation are concerned and
constructs a legislative model which is, on
tbewhole, typical ofthe legislation. Thethird
section examines what (if any) effects in law
the provisions have or can have, such as
whether theadministrationofa program of
community education could lead to liability
for breach of statutory duty.
But the significance of the legislation
cannot be judged by their effects in law
a1one.A~one theorist has put it,weought to
consider the function of 'law as exhortation'28. Part Two considers this function
in detail. The first section of this Part
considers the political effects that the provisions have or could have. In the second
section the article considers alternative
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is general emergency legislation hut no
explicit reference tocommunity education.
In the Australian Capital Territory, there is
nogeneral emergency statute. But in these
last three jurisdictions there is hush fire
legislation providing for community education in similar terms to that provided in
the general emergency statutes applying
elsewhere.
Typically, the level of regulation is relatively low with few if any procedures
specified.0nestrikingexception(whichmay
not be unique) comes from the Northern
Territory where the Fire and Emergency
Regulations 1996 provides a very detailed
schemeofcommunity education in relation
to fire matters. The legislation imposes a
duty on the owner or occupier of certain
buildings ('prescribed buildings') to ensure
that all persons who work in the building
are'given instruction on measures for the
protection of persons in the building from
tire and fire related emergencies'(regulation
1 l(3)).Thelegislationgoes further by:
specifying the matters which must be
governed by the instruction
incorporating a particular Australian
Standard recommended or adoptedby the
Standards Association of Australia
specifying the period ofthe instruction
specifying the procedures for recording
the instruction
providing for enforcement, including
provision for inspection and a penalty (reg

-
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~ " this
t legislation is exceptional in the
current context because the duties are not
cast on emergency management hut on a
range ofpersons who own or occupy certain
buildings in a public or private capacity.
Although the legislative provision for
community education by emergency management is generally very brief, there are
some significant differences. The legislation
is now compared along the following lines:
upon whom the function of education is
cast
whether the scope of the activity
commanded or conferred is wide or
narrow
whether education is a statutory duty of
the relevant agency, or merely a function
or power of the agency
whether the educational activity is restricted by reference to stated purposes
whether the persons to he educated are
named and, ifso, how they are referred to
whether the education is to be,or may be,
provided by another organisation
whether there is express political control
whether outsideconsultation is required
or expressly permitted
whether community education must be
rrportedoninanannualprtto Parliament

-

- whether
acts or omissions are immunised
from civil liability
- tailed
whether the legislation provides for derules to be made by the Executive.
Upon whom the
function of education is cast
The function of community education is
cast upona range ofpersons and bodies. In
some legislation it is the emergencyauthority570rits chiefofficer58. In others it is an
advisory or planningbody59.Exceptionally,
as already mentioned, it is the owner or
occupier of prescribed buildings60.
Scope of the activity
Much of the legislation applies to communityed~cationgeneraUy6~.
For example,
section 14(1) of the (Queensland) State
Counter-Disaster Organisation Act 1975
provides, among other things, that the
functions of the State Emergency Service
are:'to educate and train members of the
public. . . with respect to counterdisaster
purposes'.
This provision must be read with section
15 which states that the Director 'shall
arrange counterdisaster education and
advisory programs and disseminate information'.
Other legislation focuses more narrowly
on particular educational proces~es.6~
For
instance, section 15(2)(k) of the (NSW)
State Emergency and Rescue Management
Act 1989 confers on the State Emergency
Management Committee the following
function: 'to produce and disseminate
educational material on established emergency management policies and procedures'
Powers or duties
There is no unanimity as to whether communityeducation ought to beexpressed as
merely a statutory function or power,or,on
the other hand, as a statutory duty. While
regimes in New South Wales, Queensland,
Tasmania,Western Australiaand theNorthern Territory are hacked up by statutory
duties63, mere powers or functions are
conferred in New South Wales, Victoria,
South Australia and the Australian Capital
Territory64.
Statement of purposes
Thelegislation in many ofthe jurisdictions
includes some general reference to the
purposes. For example, the Tasmanian
legislation refers to education for 'counterdisaster purposes', and 'counter-disaster'is
generally defined as'the planning,organisation, co-ordination, and implementation of
measures that are necessary or desirable to
prevent, minimise, or overcome the effects
ofa disaster upon members ofthe public or
any property in the State ..(65. But there is

nospecificstatement ofthe purposes ofthe
educational programs,etc.
Who is to be educated
The legislation varies in specifying the
intended audience. Some refer to 'public
education' or 'members of the
Others opt for 'the community' or 'community education'67. But some do not refer
to theaudiencespecifically68.
Whether the education can be
provided by a third party
Whilemost ofthe provisionsspeakofadiiect
relationship with the ultimateaudience, in
at least two jurisdictions the education is
mediated. In Victoria, the State Emergency
Service's function is to assist municipal
councils69. Under the New South Wales
Rural Fires Act, the immediate audience of
the education are members of the NSW
Rural Fires Service70,0rthe NSW Rural Fire
Service Commissioner7'. In a less direct
fashion, some jurisdictions provide for the
emergency authoritytoenter intoa contract
with another body forthedisseminationof
the relevant educational material etc7'.
Political control
At common law, government departments
are probably subject to direction from their
Ministers on matters of policy even where
an official is the repository of a statutory
power or duty73 Legislation may extend this
duty. In South Australia,Regulations made
Notes:
57 CFA Wid s 2311); VSESA Mc) s S(l)(a)(ii); B4. (Aq
s
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under the Public Corporations Act 1993
require the agency to obtain theapproval ol
the Minister before it makes a 'material
change to its policy direction or budget'74.
Other legislation is more subtle in providing
for political control: for example in providingfor Ministerial appointments to advisory
bodies75.
Outside consultation
The requirement to engage in consultation
beyondgovernment or emergency management is somewhat of a rarity in emergency
legislation.The Rural Fire Service Advisory
Council under the (NSW) Rural Fires Act is
a partial exception to thegeneral rule since
a majorityofits membersare required to be
non emergency services personnel (section
123).ThenewWesternAustralianlegislation
(FESAA) may also enable outside consultation to be a practical requirement. It
provides for the establishment of three
consultative committees. Section 23(3)
permits, but does not explicitly require,
outsideconsultation through the appointment by the Minister of non-emergency
services personnel.
Annual repori
Legislation frequently requires public
bodies to report to Parliament on an annual
basis. Emergency legislation in some jurisdictions requires or refers to such reports76.
In other jurisdictions general legislation is
said to be the basis forthe annual reportingn.
Immunity
Parliament might attempt to protect an
agency or a member ofan agency from civil
orcriminalaction. In respect ofcivilliability
it might purport to protect the agency or
member from simply negligence, or from
damages actions, or from all civil liability
where some remedy extraneous to the
statute such as damages is sought. Parliament might also attempt to protect the
agency or member from judicial review
being sought in a State supreme court on
the grounds established by administrative
law. There are two main cases which might
be sought to be prohibited: cases in which
the applicant seeks an order requiring a
statutory duty to be performed, and cases
in which the applicant seeks review, on the
ground of illegality, of the exercise of a
statutory discretion.
Where such provisions come to the
attention ofthecourts, they arecustomarily
'read down's0 as to protect common law
rights to take action in the courts78. This
means that, in the event of ambiguity, the
provision is read in favour of the plaintiffor
applicant for review. In the case of a provision which purportedly prohibits judicial
review totally on administrative law

grounds, there is authority which holds that
such a provision must be readdown also.The
explanation is that, without such an'interpretation'such a provision conflicts with the
express limits of the authority provided in
the same legislation79.
Despite the relative freedom to immunise
acts or omissions from civil liability, in
particular for damages, it is notable that not
all jurisdictions go that fargo. Queensland,
Western Australia,Tasmaniaand theNorthern Territory contain wide immunity provisions which protect against liability for
negligence, whether personal or vicariousa'.
But Victoria does not immunise negligencea2,and South Australia only immunises personal liability83, leaving vicarious
liability possible. New South Wales has a
patchworkofprovisions which together fall
short ofa comprehensive civil i m m u n i p .
Provision for making of delegated
legislation and other rules
Victoriaand the NorthernTerritory expressly provide for delegated legislation on the
topic of community education85. Northern
Territory's delegated legislation, applying to
occupiers and owners ofcertain buildings,
was mentioned in the introduction,above.
Summary
Although the matter ofcommunity education forms a small part of emergency
legislation, a number of variables have been
shown to exist.Principally, they concern the
emergency area, the level of regulation
generally and the particulars ofregulation.
lfonewas toconstruct atypical model based
on the most popular provisions, the legislation might include the following:
an explicit reference to community
education, rather than noneat all
the conferment of a power or duty to
educate on specialist emergency service
authorities rather than on advisory bodies
a general reference to education rather
than merely to particular processes
the imposition of a mere statutory power
rather than theconferment of a statutory
duty to educate (marginally)
restriction by way of express purposes,
thoughgenerally stated
specification of the audience in very
general terms, commonly 'members of
the public'or the'community'
a direct relationship between emergency
management and the intended audience
annual reporting requirement on educational activities
less than comprehensiveimmunity from
civil liability
absenceofexpress political control
absence of requirement of outside consultation
no specific regulation making power

-
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Effects in l a f l
Effect of legislation per se
To test the legal effect of legislation about
community education one could ask, first
ofall, what if there was no express legislative
power to educate? Would there be no power
to educate? It is submitted that, although
direct authority is scarce87, in the absence
of such an express power,there would nevertheless be a power to educate. Three bases
may be mentioned. The first two assume
legislation has been enacted in the area of
emergency management but without an
express power to educate the community
(as in South Australian and WesternAustralian emergencylegislation). The third does
not rely on that assumption. The first basis
ofa power to educatearguably arises from
their being an (implied) incidental power to
educate. It is a well established general
proposition that 'any grant of power statutory or otherwise carries with it by implication all incidental powers necessary for
its effective exerci~e'~8.
It could be argued
that specific legislative powers ofemergency
management carry with them the incidental
power toprevent or minimisedangers to the
public caused by disasters. The second basis
ofthe power to educatearguably arises from
Notes:
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their being an implied power to educate. The
Federal Court has ruled thatC[the]question
whether some power, right or duty is to be
implied into a statute will depend upon the
construction of the provisions under consideration having regard to their purposeand
context and other traces of the convenient
phantom of legislative intention'89.It would
not bedifficult to imply a power to educate
in therelevant authorities where the statute
refers to a purpose of preventing or minimising the impact ofnatural disasters. The
third basis istheoreroeatives0.
Thereisdicta
a
',
supporting the inhercnt power of g o w n nicnt'for prote:ting the puhlic d e t y ' Y i . t \ n
actual emergency neednot exist92: It has
been held that the government has an
inherent power to circulate information
about tourism93; a fortiori, it would have
such a power to circulate information and
educate generally about preventing or
minimising the impact ofdisasters.
Thus, the effect of provisions expressly
referring to community education is not to
create a power to do so where none would
otherwise exist. A number of strongly
arguable bases exist. But, to the extent that
such provisions go beyond merely statinga
function or a power, they extend the power
which would othenvise be implied in the
statuteor vested bythe prerogative.

Effed of particular provision
for community education
The particular provisions are now examined. To test their legal effect, we might
considerhypotheticallegal action to enforce
such provisions or to enforce a common law
wrong against the background of the provisions.94 Fiveactions may be considered:
legal action by a plaintiff who seeks to
enforce a right to be heard before a
decision about an education program is
made or implemented
legal action by a plaintiffwho seeks from
a court an order to enforce any statutory
duty to educate
legalaction by aplaintiffwhoseeks review
by a court of an exercise of a power to
educate on the ground of illegality, and
an order rehearing the matter according
to law
legal action by a plaintiff who sues for
damages on the basis ofthe common law
tort of negligence
legal action by a plaintiff who sues for
damages on the basis ofthecommon law
tort of breach of statutory duty.
Do the community education provisions
have legal effect in the sense that they are
enforceable in a court in one of the above
mentioned ways? This might seem an unnecessary question. A non-lawyer might
wellassume that, sincestatutelaw is part of
Winter 1999

the law of the land, its provisions must be
enforceable. This assumption is far from the
whole truth. There is clear precedent demonstrating that not only will the courts
decline to review common law powers of
government which are not suitable for
review95, but this extends, to some extent,
to some statutory powers and duties96.
Furthermore, it can be strongly argued that
the community education provisions are
not enforceable to a great extent.

Enforceability (1): enforcement of right
to be heard before education program
before a decision about an education
program is made or implemented
The common law principle of procedural
fairness (or natural justice) generally
speakingrequires theexecutivegovernment
to afford individuals the right to a hearing
before decisions are made whichadversely
affect them97. But there is no duty to a
person if, amongother things, the person is
not affected individually98,or the natureof
the power is such as to make such a duty
inappropriate in the particular statutory
context99. On either of these grounds it
would seem that decisions about community education programs would not attract
the common law requirements of procedural fairness in decision making.As with a
rate increase, a program ofpublic or communityeducation would not be deemed to
affect a person individually.This is because
thediffusenatureofwhat is commandedor
conferred by the power would make it
difficult for a court to single out an individual as havingtheir rights specially affected.
Exceptionally,aduty to afford procedural
fairness can arise if there is a 'legitimate
expectation'that a'right, interest or privilege
will begranted or renewed or that it will not
be denied without an opportunity being
given to the person affected to put his
case'loo. A legitimate expectation may be
based on certain circumstances, including
a statement, undertaking or regular practice'o'. So ifthere is, for instance, a regular
practice of educating the community in a
particular way,agmund for implyiigtheduty
to afford procedural fairness would exist.
Enforceability (2): Enforcement
of any statutory duty to educate
the community
The main difficulty in enforcing a duty to
educate thecommunity lies in ascertaining
what the court would be asked to enforce
or, to put it another way, what constitutes a
failure to perform the duty.The statutes fail
to specify with any clarity such matters as:
what is meant by 'education'; to whom the
information ought to bedisseminated; and
howoften theeducation ought to occur.Nor
is it easy to imply such aspects of the duty.

Much of the difficulties in ascertaining the
scope of any legal duty stem from the
underlying problems facing community
educators alluded to earlier: the inherent
nature of community education; the lack
of understanding about communication
principles; and the political, cultural and
'human'dimensions to the task. Considered
together, the existence of these factors
would send a powerful message to a court
that community education is a difficult,
uncertain, and complex area requiring
political, rather than legal judgment. Ifthe
court adopted this line ofreasoning, it would
belikelyto hold that theenforcement ofthe
duty was not justiciable'02.
Notwithstanding these difficulties, limited
judicial intervention could not be ruled out
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in a clear (and possibly far-fetched) case. If
there was a known risk of harm and the
authority had unreasonably delayed making
a decision about whether or not to educate
the public,a court may require the decision
maker to make the decision.An argument
that decision making was affected by a lack
of resources will not necessarily beaccepted
if a court finds defects in the way resources
were allocatedlo'.
Even ifthe matterwas suitable forjudicial
review (justiciable), legal action to enforce
aduty would need to be brought by aperson
with legal standing. Thus, if the proceedings
werelaunched by a person or organisation
without such standing, the court may,upon
objection being taken, refuse to entertain
the proceedings. The question therefore
arises: who would have legal standing to
enforce any statutory duty? Until recently,a
person wishing to enforce a statutory duty
would need to show that they are specially
affected - meaning affected toa substantial
extent beyond that held by an ordinary
member of the publict04. An ordinary
member ofthe public or an interest group
(simply a combination ofsuch individuals)
was seemingly precludedl05. But, at variance with that law, recent case law at the
lower levels of the Australian court hierarchy
has'recognised'the rights of both established
and well recognised interest groups, as well
as representativeorganisationssuchaslocal
shires, to take court action'06. An added
confusion has been the unconvincing way
in which some interest groups have been
treatedt07. Clearly, the area awaits clarification by the High Court or thelegislatures.
If the case law recognising the rights of
certain interest groups and representative
organisations is not upheld by the High
Court, it is difficult to see how a member of
the relevant communityoragroup ofsuch
members could have standing to commence
proceedings to enforce a duty to educate the
community.If,however,the Highcourt does
however accord standing to such persons
and groups, the
of justiiiability
remains.

Enforceability (3): legal action seeking
a court to review any exercise of a
power on the ground of illegality and
to order the matter to be redecided
according to law
Where a court is reviewing a discretion
rather than a duty, the court has in theory
more opportunities to intervene, though its
review is limited to'illegality'. An administrator acts illegally (beyond power) if they
go beyond the authorised area or if they
infringe one of the statutory or common
law restrictions on administrativeconduct,
such as that decision making must not be
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for an improper purpose or be so unreasonable that no reasonable decision maker
would have made the decision in questionlO8.
Because of the general absence of statutory criteria in the community education
provisions,much thesame problems wesaw
with enforcinga statutory duty would arise
with any attempted review of a discretion to
educate. Instances of the vague generality
of the provisions the subject of this article
include:
thegeneral reference to education, with
little or no clarification of the activities
contemplated
the absence of reference to prescribed
procedures, for exampleplanningprocedures, consultative procedures, coordinating procedures, and monitoring
procedures
the absence of specific reference to the
purpose of theeducation, other than the
general purposes of the Act
specification of the audience in very
general terms
It is a general rule of administrative law
that the less confined a discretion is by
express considerations, the less likely it will
be that a court will be able to intervene on a
ground of illegality. In relation to the
community education provisions presently
being considered, it would be likely that a
court could (and would) intervene only in
an extreme case. For example, ifthe education program was without scientific or
objective basis, the program could be
declared to unreasonable and unlawfult@.
Even in such a case difficulties in enforcement would arise because of the requirement of standingto sue (as discussed above).
Assuming a person with standing could
prove an illegality,a court would not beable
to quash the education program because
there is nothing which affects rights which
makes it amenable to certiorari"0. But it
would seem open to the court to issue an
injunction preventing any continuation of
the impugned program, oradeclaration that
the program wasconducted without lawful
authoritylll.

Enforceability (4): Legal action seeking
damages on the basis of the common
law wrong of negligence
Negligence is a common law doctrine with
its own particular elements. It is conceptually distinct therefore from the other
means of enforcement mentioned above.
Breach of a statute is not determinative of
negligence, nor is observance of a statute
determinative of innocencelt*. So the
difficulties in ascertaining thelimits,if any,
providedby thestatutewhich wereseen with
the second and third means ofenforcement

above are greatly avoided. An action in
negligence does, however, have something
incommon with the first means for enforcement mentioned above, namely the action
to enforce a duty to accord procedural
fairness, since the better view is that that
duty is a common law duty rather than an
implication derived from thestatute"3. But
the enforcement ofa duty to afford procedural fairness provides, by definition, no
more than procedural justice; it does not
entail (in itself) any substantive enforcement. In contrast, the remedy ofdamages,
which goes as of right to a party which can
prove negligence (or some other such wrong
which is the basis ofan award ofdamages)
clearly provides substantive enforcement.
The particular elements of negligence are
frequently misunderstood.A'mistake'which
occasions harm to another does not necessarily amount to actionable negligence"4.
Negligence is a legal category with a much
more complex array of policy objectives than
simply assessingwhether a mistake has been
made. Therelationship between thealleged
wrongdoer (defendant) and the plaintiff
must give rise to a duty ofcare; theconduct
of the defendant (act or omission) must be
negligent, and the damage complained of
must be consequential and not too
As regards theduty ofcare, thereis noduty
if Parliament has passed an appropriately
Notes:
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wide immunity clause. In the emergency
area,not all jurisdictions havedoneso.While
courts will readily imply a duty in the
furnishing of information or advice pursuant to a statutory functionordutyll6,they
will be much less willing to do so if what is
alleged is an omission~~7.
In the words of As
Mason J,'[g]enerally speaking, a public
authority which is under no statutory
obligation to exercisea power comes under
no common law duty of care to do so'Il8.
One reason for judicial reluctance has been
the recognition that the courts were often
ill-equipped to review the reasonableness of
government inaction. In the 1980s the High
Court authoritatively ruled on the duty to
act for public authorities in SutherlandShire
Council v HeymaniI9. In the subsequently
oft-quoted judgment of Mason J, a duty to
act would arise in several well established
circumstances, including where there is a
specific act generating reasonable relian~e~~~.Signiticantly,his
Honour suggested
a new basis ofliability for omissions, which
conceivably could have applied to an omission to inform thecommunityabout known
hazards. This principle, known as 'general
reliance',would apply to:'cases in which the
plaintiff's reasonable reliance will arise out
of a general dependence on an authority's
performance of its function with due care,
without the need for contributingconduct
on the part of a defendant or action to his
detriment on the part ofa plaintiff. Reliance
or dependence in this senseis in general the
product of the grant (and exercise) of
powers designed to prevent or minimise a
risk of personal injury or disability, recognised by the legislature as being of such
magnitude or complexity that individuals
cannot,or may not,take adequate steps for
their own protection. This situation generates on one side (the individual) a general
expectation that the power will beexercised
and on the other side (the authority) a
realisation that there is a general reliance or
dependence on its exercise of power. The
control of air traffic, the safety inspection
of aircraft and the fighting of a fire in a
building by a fire authority.. . may well be
examples of this type of function.?21
It is submitted that the general reliance
concept could well have been applied to the
educative function of emergency managers
as beinga power ofthe kind contemplated
by Mason J. His Honour's proposition (which
had been drawn from United States case
law) was subsequently adopted or approved
msevr.r~l~\uslralian
and liew7~alandzourts
and pos>ihly the llouse of l.ords'2?. While
commentators in the emergency area had
quite reasonably assumed the judgment of
Mason J to be authoritativel23, arguably, it
had not been approved by the other mem-

bers of the High Court in Heymanl24. But in
Pyrenees Shire Council v Day, by a 3-2
majority, the High Court has rejected the
doctrine125 as 'presenting considerable
difficulty'126, as 'not sound'l27, and as one
which'does not bear sustained analysis'l28.
If, as seems likely,general reliance is not to
beconsidered a basis for implyinga duty in
the case of a failure to exercise a statutory
powerby a publicauthority, it will clearly be
much moredifficult todemonstrate that the
authority is under a duty to takecare insuch
a case129.It may be necessary to show some
specific conduct generating reliance such as
a promise which is acted upon.
Finally,adecision (an act or an omission)
may be viewed as a policy decision,in which
case a duty will not also arise. This is
particularly applicable to acts or omissions
which involve or are dictated by budgetary
allocations, allocation ofresources and like
constraints1"? The 'policy' exception is
unlikely toapply however to acts such as the
giving out of wrong information. Information which is 'merely the product of
administrative direction, expert or professional opinion, technical standards or
general standards of reasonableness'"l is
subject to a duty of care.
Even ifa duty to take reasonable care can
be established, negligent conduct must he
shown. The standard which the authority
must meet is not necessarily'best practice'.
That standard might be below (or indeed

above) the legal standard.Thelega1standard,
against which allegedly negligent conduct is
judged, is that of the ordinary, competent
practitionerl32. While industry standards
are not determinative thereforel33, they are
nevertheless highly influential'". In calculating the standard other factors are taken
into account, namely'the magnitude of the
risk and the degree ofthe probability of its
occurrence, along with thh expense: difficulty and inconvenience of taking alleviating action and any other conflicting
responsibilities which the defendant may
have'l35. In the emergency area the standard
isaffectedby theenormous harm which may
be at stakel36. A very small possibility of
harm, which in other areas of life may not
requireadded precautionsfi7,doesnot mean
that no precautions are legally required.
A person or authority which is guilty of
negligent conduct is not liable in law
necessarily. The damage must be shown to
have been causedby the negligent conduct
and the damage must not be too remote
from the conduct of the defendant. In the
caseof the provision ofinformation,it is not
automatically assumed that aperson would
have altered their conduct if relevant
information had beengiven to them. Ifthe
harm would have resulted anyway, there is
no liability"8. The burden lies on the
plaintiff in establishing the causal link
between the negligent conduct and the
harm.
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Enforceability (5): Legal action seeking
damages on the basis of a breach of
statutory duty
Breachofstatutory duty is,in theory,astrict
liability tort1j9in thesense that the tort does
not require an element of fault, such as
intentional or negligent conduct, for the
right to consequential damages to arisel40.
Nevertheless, the tort does turn on a public
and private distinction in that, absent a
statutory duty, the tort is not availablel41.
Thus, in the case of community education
provisions which happen to be phrasedin the
form ofa discretion, the ton is notapplicable.
Even where there is, on the face of the
legislation,a statutory duty to educate,it is
extremely doubtful whether a court would
find that the action for breach of statutory
dutyarises. There aretwo main reasons. The
first has to do with the scope of the wrong
generally. If there is a breach of a statutory
duty, the civil action for breach of statutory
duty giving rise toa right ofdamages to an
injured party is not availablesimply because
there has been a breach ofthestatute. There
must be 'something more'l42. The extra
requirement is a legislative intention to
create the private right to sue for any such
breach. Sincelegislation is usually on its face
silent on this matter,a court must engage in
what has been traditionally described as a
process of 'construction', but which frequently involves the application of presumptions and policy considerations rather
than a search for meaning'43. The factors
the courts take into account are quite
numerous and include the scopeand object
oftheduty144. But thesefactorsdo not result
in anything like wideapplication ofthe tort,
givingrise to claims that the tort iscalmost
no more than a curiosity'l45and a"'token"
tort'146.In point of fact, breach of statutory
duty has rarely been applied outside the area
of industrial safety legislation147.According
to Kneebonel48. the tort is restricted in
pracrice hecause of an underlying policy
qmtij~sstricrliabilityl'hebasisof the policy
issald to bea fr.aroi'11oodgares'liabilitvand
judicial overkilll49, and;
for
public duties instead ofprivate rightsl50.
The second reason why breach of statutory duty will most likely have no application
to community education provisions is
because of the particular requirements of
the tort.As mentioned previously the courts
have developed a range of criteria for
determining whether a private right is
availablel51. While no factor is itself determinative, and commentators point to their
'ambivalent'l52 and 'very rough'153 nature,
two factors stand out in the case of the
community education provisions. The first
is the lack of specificity of the duty to
educate. The specific nature of a precaution

has been held to be important1s4. The
second factor to note is the object of the
provisions1s5. Even where precise duties
have been laid down,as pointed out by Luntz
and Hamblyl%,thecourtshavesometimes
refused the action for breach of statutory
duty, and the object of the provisions as
found by the court has often been crucial.
Motor Traffic Regulations are an apt analogy. In refusing the action with respect to
such legislation, the courts have found that
theduty was imposed only by way of'securing a measure of order . . . in the general
interest'I5'.A similar line of reasoningwould
beexpected toapply in thecaseoftheduties
regarding community education found in
emergency management legislation.

It cannot be assumed
that all legislative
provisions are
equally enforceable
at law, nor that any
provision is
enforceab e
legally at all.

Summary
It cannot be assumed that all legislative
provisions are equally enforceable at law, nor
that any provision is necessarily enforceable
legallyat all.As was noted inarecent Highcourt
judgment:'It should not be thought that all nonobservancesof statutory directives addressed
to a publicbody must give f i e to a civil remedy
Statements ofbroad objectivestobe pursued
afford a paradigm illustration of statutory
commands whicharenot intendedtogenerate
aprivate right of action.'l"
Speakinggenerally, the extent to which a
legislative power may have legal effects
depends on the subjeil niattr.r, the purpose
of the provision and the form in which it is
expressed. For instance,a power of government expressed in legislation is generally
more justiciable thanasimilar powerhaving
a common law sourcel59.
A brief inquiry was made above as to the
legal effects, if any, of the provisions for
community education in emergency legislation. Legal effects were gauged by exam-

iningwhether:
the provisions weresubject tothecommon
law duty to afford procedural fairness
any statutory duty toeducate was capable
ofbeing enforced in the courts
an exerciseofthe power to educate could
be reviewed in the courts
an act or an omission could give rise to
liability in negligence
a breach of any relevant statutory duty
could give rise to an action for breach of
statutory duty.
On the whole, the typical legislative
provision for community education has
limited effects in law, though the possibilities
of legal intervention var;acco;ding to the
legal context.It is unlikely that the provisions
would be subject to a duty to afford procedural fairness. A similar fate awaits any
statutory duty to educate the community
and the related tort of breach of statutory
duty. There is a greater possibility that a
court would review an exercise of a power
to educate (though probably only in an
extreme case). Liability in negligence can
clearly arisein respect ofapositiveact, but
recent judgments of members of the High
Court makeliability for an omission difficult
to establish.
Legislation is not just a legal document
however. It is also a multifaceted political
document. The political purposes of the
legislative provisions for community education and their effects in this regard are
considered in Part Two of this article.
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Part 2: Is exhortation the key?

T

he classical description oflegislation,
still supported by legislators, is that
legislation sets out'commands'l. But
what are the functions of such commands? In emergency management, the
directives to educate the community do have
someeffect in law; in other words,onefunction of the provisions in question is to
provide a basis for accountability in the
courts. The extent of this accountability is
the subject of Part I of this article2. It was
argued that the effects in law are highly
attenuated, due largely to the problematic
nature of the subject matter of the provisions and the simple form of the provisions.
If I am right that the legal effect (in the
abovesense) of the legislation on communitv education is on the whole extremelv
limitcd,docs this mean lhat the provision,
areoflillle public Interest and importance?
One is remindedoftheclaim, made by some
legal commentators, that law isofmarginal
utility or,viewed in comparison with other
measures, is much more marginal'. If
legislationon community education is to be
judged solely according to whether legal
action in a court can arise, it is not hard to
make thecase for mareinalitv.
" . But whvshould
law be v~ewedsolely in terms ofthe putenti31 for adjudication? 11is true that lowyers
have traditionally had a court-centred Giew
of the function of l a d . Bell notes that the
'adjudication view',with thenotion of'ruled
justice', dominates Anglo-American legal
theory5.Tomasic labels this way of thinking
the'legalist paradigm'6.
Legislation can have effects in forums
other than courts and can be viewed from
the perspectives of persons other than
lawyers and their clients. Relevantly, laws
can be the basis for political discourse and
can influence administrative and political
behaviour. Indeed,the less scope there is for
legal checking, thegreater scope there is for
the provisions to have political impact.
The first section of this Part accordingly
considers the political effects which the
provisions haveor could have. In the second
section the article considers alternative
legislative models. These alternatives are
offered to stimulate reflection on the
current offeringsrather than as part ofa case
for necessary reform. The final section
offers someconclusionsfrom thestudy as a
whole.
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by Jeffrey Barnes, Senior Lecturer in Law
and Legal Studies, Latrobe University

empower particular interests'lo. In the
present case the bureaucracy is theoretically
empowered, particularly in the case of
jurisdictions which come under a duty to
educate. It is 'theoretical' because it is
obvious that without adequate resources an
administrator will find their task severely
circumscribed. In addition, becauseadministrators would have a power (though not
necessarily a duty) to educate without the
relevant legislative provision, the political
impact of the provision is not so much to
shift power where noneexisted previously;
rather it is to give the power a higher profile
and greater legitimacy,and to stamp it with
some urgency.
The second piece of evidence of the
political role of the community education
provisions is thepositive fosteringof political
rather than legal use. This isevident in the
requirements to report annually to Parliament, whichapply in most jurisdictions.
The third piece of evidence comes from
the annual reports referred to. Recent
annual reports demonstrate that many
authorities are engaging in extensive communityeducation activities, whether or not
they havea duty under the relevant Act to do
sol'. Only asmall numberofreportsdo not

Political role of provisions for
community education
In light of theabove, we may ask what is the
political role-or at least the potential
political role-ofthe communityeducation
provisions3Thefirst pieceofevidence,albeit
indirect, is the manner and style in which
the provisions themselves have been written.
As was evident in Part One, they are not
written to encourage their enforcement in
thecourts. They lack prescriptionanddetail
and are markedly different from the more
common detailed, anticipatory and prescriptive approach to writing legislation7.
Community education is commonly expressed as a mere function or power,rather
than as a duty potentially capable ofbeing
enforced through legal mechanisms.Where
community education issaid tobeaduty,it
is in any case (as we have seen) not likely to
give rise to obligations which will be enforceable in the courts. Further, a simple
reference to'education'is the common way
by which theauthorisedarea is marked out,
rather than there being detailed provision for
what constitutes'education'or how it is to
be conducted. The audience, too, is referred
Notes:
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refer to activity, or do not refer to much
activity, in the area of community educationt2.Further,bodiesthat havemere powers
appear, on the basis of the reports, to be at
least as active, if not more active, than
bodies which have statutory duties to
educate thecommunity Certain bodies with
mere powers at least have more extensive
reports in this regardt3. The reports also
demonstrate that, in jurisdictions where
only alimitedrangeofeducationalactivities
is referred to in the legislation, emergency
authorities regularly exceed that minimum.
The New South Wales State Emergency
Service is one example.lts Act refers only to
the dissemination of 'educational material
on established emergency management
policies and procedures'l4. Analysis of the
annual reports indicates that what is being
achieved 'on the ground' is not a straight
reflection ofthelegal requirements. Bodies
without any statutory mandate (thewestern
Australia State Emergency Serviceis) engage in extensive community education.
Bodies with a mere statutory power also
engage in extensive community activity (for
example, the New South Wales State Emergency Serviceand theVictorian Country Fire
Authority). Bodies with a limited mandate
(the last two mentioned) commonly exceed
it. It would seem that administrators do not
see their role as simply to implement the
legislation.Ononeview,thelegislationis not
relevant; rather organisational factors
predominate. This viewhas some merit and
is discussed below. On another view, however, the legislation could be having the
political effect ofhighlighting and promoting community education; the particular
form ofthe legislation simply not being all
that critical.
The fourth piece ofevidence of political
use is anecdotal. One administrator told the
author that in his ex~eriencereference to
the relevant lcgislariw pr~n~isions
regularly
ieatured in reports imxir to his political and
administrative superiors conce&ngobligatiuns to educate the community in emergency preparedness. Other emergency
management personnel are,however,not so
aware. One administrator with experience
in community education admitted to the
author in confidence to being unaware of
the provisionsin his jurisdiction.Thepotential political useofthecommunityeducation
provisions was a topic of discussion at the
Legal Issues in Emergency Management
Workshop held at the Australian Emergency
Management Institute,Mount Macedon,in
February 199816.It was apparent from the
comments of several emergency management personnel who participated that the
full use of the provisions in political circles
may have been overlooked.Several particiWinter 1999

pants acknowledged that account should be
taken of the statutory duty to educate the
community (where it exists) in government
budgetary decision making. They thought
that greater resources for community
education might beobtainableas a result.
Finally,apotential political and administrative role for the legislation on community
education is in providing a source and
reference point for the preparation of
written, bureaucraticguidelines. In most if
not all jurisdictions there are no such
guidelines at present, and this has been
attributed to such factors as inadequate
experience and lack of funding. But statements of proper conduct have appearedl7.
The key principles proposed and elaborated
on by Keys are:
Plurality.Communityeducation should be
sought by pursuing'a range of devices of
different sorts which can belayered upon
one other'.
Timing. Community education needs to
take account of the fact that communicating with the public on the matters of
storms and floods must be planned for
strategictimes.
Co-ordination. The effectiveness of community awareness initiatives can be
enhanced by creating partnerships of
organisations with interests in heightening the community's understandings
ofhazards.
Evaluation.Once the necessary expertise
is developed, it will be necessary to
determine the relative levels of costeffectiveness of different approaches to
the task inorder toensure that theexpenditureofpublic money is soundly based.
The author was writing from experience
in educating about storms and floods, but
the lessons may reach further.
So far I have been mainly putting thecase
forthe legislation having a political role,both
in the present and in the future. But it is
appropriate to note respects in which the
legislation does not have a political role,or
has a muted political role. It has already been
mentioned that some administrators have
until recently been ignorant of the provisions. The legislation has not been the
source of delegated legislation or even
formal guidelines of which the author is
aware. Some of the provisions are clearly
outdated in referringsimply to the dissemination of educational material; in this
respect theadministrators must seekinspiration fromelsewhere(as has occurred). In a
volumeon administrativediscretion, Lempert noted that the mandate and clarity of
thelaw as understood by thedecision maker
seem to be important in making a law
influentialt*. In the case ofthe community
education provisions, there is little or no

specificity to provide the necessary clarity
and strong influence.
Where law is not influential, extra-legal
factors fill thevoid'9. It is well documented
in theliterature that, in thespacecreatedby
and vacated by law,a large range of cultural,
social, political, psychological, institutional
as well as doctrinal forces moderate discretion to a great extentlo. In the area of
community education it has already been
noted that inadequate experience and lack
of funding have affected the implementation
of the law.An additional extra-legal factor
pointed to in the literatureis thecultureof
emergency management organisations
which, it is said, tends to be'hands-on and
crisis-focussed in .litsl. stances'21. These
factorsarcpredon~inatitpartly becausr the
Ian ha:. n~ltmade its mandate suffi;iently
clear.
For all these reasons, it would seem that
community education provisions have not
fulfilled their potential to influence administrative behaviour.

Alternative legislative models and
approaches
Assumptions and frameworks
It is now proposed to consider alternative
legislative models and approaches to those
currently generally applying throughout
Australia.1t is not assumed,at thisstage,that
any or all of the community education
provisions require reform. Rather, it is
suggested that a fuller appraisal of the
current frameworks may be obtained by
consideringalternativele.qislativemodelsof
communi~educationan;dcomparingthem
to the model adopted in the emergency
management area.
At first sight thestatutebookmight appear
to be nothingbut a never endingseries ofad

Notes:
1 2 See State Emergency Service South Auslmlia, 1997,
p.3 (function only); State Rescue Board of New South
Wales. 1995.
13 New South Wales State Emergency Service, 1997.
oo.28. 86-87: Western Australia State Ememencv

:ERMA (NSW) s 15(2)(kJ.
Astateemergenw authoiw was established by NAA
WAJ.
I 6 Following presentation of the paper upon which this
arlide is based.
1 7 Keys. 1995, pp.9-10. See also Keys, 1995-96,
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plansas eduetive devices.
Lempelt 1992. p.214.
Lemperi, 1992, pp.213.214.
5dmeider. 1992. p.87 His dmpter setroulsurhforc6
at 79-87 Lempert, 1992 also provides a valuable
msestudy of such forces. Heaisa rKagisesthatIhere
is asodal science bias lnsuchstudies'notonlybeeuse
they focus on situational pressures lhat shape
behaviour, but also bemuse the rules they most
predominanuy discuss are frequentlylegal NIB from
whidl behaviour deviates': p.188.
Keys, 1991, p.13; Keys, 1995-96, pp.28. 31.

hoc responses to a multitude of policy
issues,but on closer analysis it may beseen
to contain a vast set of precedents for the
policy maker.The statute bookis an underrated resource for those whose task it is to
evaluate thecurrent law.It isgreatly superior
to secondary literature in one respect: it
presents concrete solutions rather than
broadly formed ideas. But-it might be
objected-how useful can the experience
ofother areas ofcommunity education be?
It is recognised that the emergency area has
its distinct issues and problems. Is it, however, unique in having no comparable areas?
This seems unlikely, for three reasons. First,
thesamelanguageof'community education'
(and similar phrases) is used across various
areas, connoting broadly similar tasks.
Secondly, broad connections between
emergency management and one other area
-environmental management-have
been made elsewhere22. Thirdly, since
community education takes place beforean
emergency, the distinct qualities of emergency management, apparent in its response
to an emergency,are less relevant.
In analysingthetypes oflegislativeor rulebased responses to community education
in other areas, it is convenient to adopt
Carney's typology of approaches to legal
regulation by way of l e g i ~ l a t i o nThat
~~.
author posits that there are three basic
approaches, which are no more than'idealised abstractions'".This article has already
touched on twoofthe approaches, but it is
convenient to briefly summarise all three
models at this point. The first model or
general approach he refers to is one which
consists of'anticipatory laws'.Thesearelaws
which contain 'detailed anticipatory and
prescriptive r~les'~~.Contemporary
income
tax legislation would probably be the best
example of this model. What Parliament is
tryingtodo whenusingthisapproach,says
Carney, is 'first, to envisage all the circumstances which might unfold in the future,
andthen tolaydown,before they arise,what
the preciselegalconsequenceis to be in that
particular e ~ e n t ' ~ ~ .isHcritical
e
of this style
because thelegislation becomesexcessively
large and (in his view)'(usually) so complex
as to be almost intelligible'. Carney also
draws attention to the inability of the
legislature to be able to read and anticipate
the future. Further,because such legislation
is a'static barrier',it can beside-stepped by
those who might be tempted toavoid Parliament's will. But Carney acknowledges that
anticipatory laws aregrounded in the rule
oflaw'in that [tlherightsofthecitizen are
charted well in advance oftheir decision to
engage in particular conduct'27.
Thesecond model oflegislation consists
of what Carney calls'framework laws'.These

have been described as'purposive programs
with vague standards and generalised
clauses'. This model 'allows for maximum
flexibilityand responsivenessto thedynamic
of changing market and social conditions'.
Yet, because it specifies 'the ends to be
promoted (or theevils to beeliminated), the
net is harder to evade'.An example of a law
with some featureofa frameworklaw would
be the prohibition against corporations
engaging in conduct that is misleading or
deceptive in section 52(1) of the Trade
Practices Act 1974 (Cth).Although there is
some support for moving laws away from
'exhaust~ve,predictive and proscriptivdy
framed rulzs'?%nd towards the framework
mode1,'paradise remains distant',in Carney's
view, because of'the risks of writing legislation in such platitudinous generality as to
constituteavacuousstatement,orwithsuch
a lack of precision as to deprive it of its
normative force'29. Even ifsuch risks do not
eventuate, framework laws 'substitute
discretionary latitude in place of the prescriptive 'rules' in which 'conditional program'styles of legislation are expre~sed"~.
The third model is dubbed 'responsive
law'. Provisions which devolve planning or
grievance resolution functions down to
local communities or regionally - based
special interest groups, such as validating
theoperation of neighbourhood mediation
centres and other forms of alternative
dispute resolution,aresaid to fitwithin this
modeP. This approach supposedlyprovides:
'greater opportunities for involvement by
thosepeoplemost closely affected by thelaw.
Their values are more capable of being
accommodated (even at the expense of
allowing for significant differences to
emerge between different localities); and
theirparticipation brings thelaw into closer
conformitywith the needs and aspirations
ofthe particular community'32.
At the heart of such provisions is a reliance
on procedural norms to'regulateprocesses.
ornanization and thedistributionofrights
an2 competences'33. In short,this approach
aims to '"proceduralise the solution" of
issues'3,The responsivemodeldiffers from
the other two in that it eschews 'both
prescriptive rules and the laying down of
ends and purposes (whether directly, or
indirectly through their encapsulation in
standards)'35. It does not takelfull responsibility for substantive outcomes of social
interventiod36.
While Carney expresses a preference for
the responsive model in the area ofwelfare
law", it isapparent that nomodelis universally suitable; each has its strengths and
limitations.
Most of the current community education provisions in the area of emergency

management approximate (without fitting
exactly)38 the 'framework law' model, but
thisdoes not mean that thismodel is theonly
possibility.The current law demonstrates the
truth of this proposition. A scheme in
Victoria would seem to have the characteristics of'responsive law'. Section 5(l)(a)
of thevictoriastate Emergency Service Act
1987 empowers the State Emergency Service to 'assist municipal councils . . . in
relation to the performanceand exercise of
their duties and responsibilities under the
Emergency Management Act 1986 by . . .
providing advice, information, education
and training in relation to emergency
management'. The latter Act requires councils to prepare and maintain a municipal
emergency management plan which must,
among other things, contain provisions
identifying the resources available for use
in the district for emergency prevention
(section20(2)).Adraft planis to be prepared
for consideration of the council by a planning committee, constituted by members
and employees of the council,response and
recovery agencies, and local community
groups involved in emergency management
Notes:

22 Dovers, 1998.
23 Carney, 1991, ch 2. Aithougil Carney's typology is
useful, there is a certain confusion eenerated bv
d flerlng lermlnoloa adopptm In he ;oh He mll;
lhe cnapler 'SfyIes 01 Legal RegLlatlon: b1. other
words are used pot convey the sub,M rnaner ol the
chapter: 'main forms In which liegisiationl may be
written' (p.15); 'wayf in which hemessage may be
convwed 10.1 5)and 'am&ertomitineieeisiation'
.
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Carney, 1991, p.19.
Carney, 1991, p.22.
Carney, 1991. p.21.
Carney, 1991. p.21, clting Teubner.
Carney, 1991, p.21, citing Teubner.
Carney, 1991. pp.20-21; emphasis in original.
Carnqr. 1991, p.20; emphasis in original.
Carney, 1991, p.25.
The community education provisions contain 'vague
standards and generalized clauses: but they lack

specificity of theeduwtivepurpose
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issues (section 21(3), (4)). This scheme can
be seen to devolve community education
down to local communities, namely councils, who in turn are to be advised by local
communitygroups. The legislation does not
prescribe the content or manner of the
education, nor does it prescribe ends and
purposes. But a municipal emergency
management plan is expected to identify
'purposes,methods and systems'in respect
ofcommunity information and warnings39.
Other possibilities,drawn from thestatute
book, are now reviewed.
Legislative precedents
One strategy pursued in non emergency
areas is a more highly developed framework
law approach than the one which dominates
the emergency area. The following are
instances:
distinguishing education from related
activities such as'awareness strategiePO
more elaborate general statements as to
the educational role of agencies such as:
'promoting, conducting, commissioning
and encouraging community educational
activities'4'
specific reference to giving grants of
money for the purpose ofpromoting the
education of members of the public42
being explicit about the goal of community responsibilitY')
being more frankabout thegoals, such as
in this contribution from the Litter Act
1979 (WA):'To educate members of the
public in, and to awaken, stimulate,
encourage and maintain the interest of
membersofthe publicin, and to promote
public knowledgeof, thecorrect disposal
of waste items' (Second Schedule)
requiring theuse oflanguages other than
English44
requiring specified programs to bedeveloped and implemented.45
A second alternative approach, which is
reasonably common, fits within theresponsive law model. For instance, in environmental legislation thereare provisions which
require the preparation of 'strategy'documents setting out how theobjects of theAct
are to be achieved. In one case, the document must set out:
a statement of objectives and performance targets of the Strategy
a statement of the means by which the
objectives and performance targets are to
be achieved including a statement identifying persons and organisations requiringeducation and information
a statement of the manner in which the
named agency proposes to assess its
performance with respect to the attainment of its objectives and performance
targetd6.
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In another piece of environmental legislation47, the procedures are specified to an
even greater degree. By a 1998 amendment
Act48, the NSW Council on Environmental
Education is required to co-ordinate the
preparation ofCState-wide3-year plans for
environmental education'. The plans must
describe the contributions of public and
private bodies, including local government,
industry and community organisationsln
preparing the plans the Council must consult with specified groups, including special
needs groups. The plans must provide for
objective monitoring by setting out performance indicat0rs.A draft plan must be
submitted to responsibleMinisters (includingthe Minister for Education and Training)
and, when completed, must be tabled in
Parliament to ensure public and political
scrutiny.
A third alternative approach employs the
anticipatory laws model. Although not
strictly legislative, the public education
campaign rules developed by the then
Australian Telecommunications Authority
(AUSTEL) to regulate the use of the telephone caller number display service are
nevertheless of considerable relevance49.
The rules were made under legislation
(section 53 of the Telecommunications Act
1991 (Cth)). Though expressed to be non
binding, the'guidelines'were written in the
form of legislation50. Specifically, the rules
required consumer, community and business representatives to be included in the
process of developing and disseminating
information (guideline 8). As regards the
campaign itself, the rules required the
campaign to:
distinguish between an initial phase and
an ongoing phase (guideline 9)
contain information on specified matters
(guideline 7)
achieve awareness of certain issues
(guideline4)
test (independently if necessary: guideline 15) achievement ofa minimum 80%
awareness of the key issues amongst
generalconsumersand in the population
ofspecial needsgroups
- . (guidelines6,ll)
~ h guidelines
e
are interesting also for
what is left out. They deliberately do not
dictate the communications strategies to be
employed becauseof theview that different
consumer populations may require different strategiesand media(p46).

-

Are m o r e rules better?
The rules/discretion debate
We have seen that the current community
education provisions in theemergency area
replicate a weak 'framework law' model. If
any of these alternative approaches were
adopted in the emergency area, whether a

more highly developed 'framework law', or
the 'responsive law' or 'anticipatory law'
models, it would involve a greater level of
rule specification than is currently thecase.
It might be objected that, as a general
proposition, more rules arenot necessarily
better. This objection is one which should
be taken on board.
Until recently it was widely thought
amongst policy makers that broad legislative
discretions should be '~tructured'~~.
This
was defined by onelaw reform outfit as'the
specification of principles and criteria
relevant to the exercise of [certain]powers
so that their exercise is not open-endedand
without guidance'52. But recent research
studies in administrative law have turned
this assumption around.53 On one view,
discretion has been elevated from'heing the
uninteresting 'hole' in the legal regulation'
to 'the centrepiece of the institutional
edifice to which the legal rules play a
subservient role of setting the boundaries'S4. The traditional Diceyan view of
discretion-as'automatically raising issues
of confinement and control'55-has been
severelyquestioned. Whereas the traditional
view equated a government of laws with a
government of rules, it is strongly argued
that'a system in which basic principles are
set out in legislation and are implemented
by discretion is also agovernment of laws's.
Notes:
3 9 Cwrdimtor in ~iefofEmergencyManagemenl1997.
para 3.4.2.
4 0 Environment Proledion Ad 1970 Wid s 49BI2)(e).
41 Australian Institute of Multicultural Affairs Ad 1985
( W s 4(l)(b).
42 Inteii-xlualiy Disabled Persons' Services Ad I 9 8 6 Wid
s 612).
4 3 EnvironmentalPmtedion (Water) miicy Ad 1997 (Old)
s 6(d).
4 4 Residential Tenancis Ad 1980 wid s 11(1)(c).
45 Water Industry Ad 1994 Wid s 1 l(4).
4 6 Ail from the Threatened Species Conservation Ad
1995 (NSW) s 140 except that the 'identitication of
persons and organisations requiring education and
information' is from the Environmental Protedion
Wateq Poi cy Afl 1997 Om1 s 46131
4 7 Ro~mionollhe EnvironmentAdm.niNrmonAfl1991
4 8 Protect10n 01 the Env ronment Admln slral!on
Amendment IEnv!ronmm(al Educauonl Afl 1998
4 9 See AUSTEL Privacy Adu wry Cammlhee, 1996,
Anafimenl B (Call ng Number Display ICNDI Public
50 Theawmenl;ef& lo lhe norm as a requ.remenl'
or as 'requlremenb' ~p63, yldeilnes 12. 131 ano as

than simply considerations (eg guideline 6).
5 1 See Cwney, 1994, p.132.
52 A d m i n i s W R w i w Coundi, dted in Cwney, 1994.
p.128.
53 ConvenienUy summarised and analysed in Cooney,
1994.
5 4 Bell. 1992, p.102.
55 Lacey, 1992. p.381.
5 6 Cwney, 1994, p.136.

Hence, administrative law literature now
recognises that both 'rules'and 'discretion'
have their strengths. Indeed,to talkof rules
and discretion as discrete or opposing
entities is obsolete in most contexts57; a
more useful line of inquiry being to assume
a continuum between rules and discretion58 and to ascertain the degree of discretion which will be the most effective
means of implementing policy goals59.
Nevertheless it is convenient to use the
language of 'rules' and 'discretion' to connote differingends ofthe legal continuum
and to examine theirgeneralstrengths and
limitationsa.
Rules can benefit from being written in a
reflective atmosphere in which general
principles can be established, whereas the
exercise of discretions is constrained by
lookingat a particular controversy in the way
it presents itself61. Rules are also relatively
public in nature and therefore readily
available; more certain; more likely to
reduce the influence of an official's personal
prejudice and ensure like cases are treated
alike; more able to communicate information clearly and emphatically; and more
efficient where they institutionaliseexperience. Thev therefore offer "guidance: allow
ior justific~timaitcr ihe fac~;may prutcct
officials from criticism in diificult ca5es;anJ
contribute to thelegitimacy ofa decision.
But discretionalso hassubstantialgeneral
advantages62. Discretion can fill gaps in
rules and respond tosituations toocomplex
for effective rules to be written. Its main
advantage therefore is togrant flexibility in
application and allow the decision maker to
do justice in the individual case-to take
account ofcircumstances that could not be
anticipated by rule makers. Discretion may
also smooth law making by obscuringlack
of consensus or ambiguities in policy.
Discretion is said to be consistent with the
magnitudeofthe tasks ofthe State; with the
complexityof many tasks; and with the need
for government to accommodate conflictingpolitical interestsoforganisedgroups63.
Both rules and discretion can be overused". The literature cautions that evaluating what mix of discretion and rules is
appropriate must be made case by case65.
Applying these considerations to the
emergency area", it can beseen that some
considerations support lessening the degree
of discretion (that is, support 'rules'). They
include the following:
the nature of the subject matter, in that
'an erroneous decision could lead to
major disruption ordanger'67
effective control of review bodies, since
'the moredetailed thelegislativerules, the
less opportunity for other institutions
such as the courts to 'fill out' policy

through the interpretation of statutes'68
- theforward
existence of recurring and straightmatters such as the dissemination of factual information
community education isno longer anovel
matter; there is possibly now sufficient
experience to write rules.
On the other hand, considerations supportinga broaddiscretion are:
theavailability of mechanisms other than
rules to regulate discretion, such as
Freedom ofInformation
the costs of rule making, including the
problem of rules being expressed in
language which is difficult for the non
lawyer to understand

Rules can benefit
from being written in
a reflective
atmosphere in which
general principles can
be established,
whereas the exercise
of discretions is
constrained by
looking at a particular
controversy in the
way it presents itself.

(if power exists) and expressing policy in
the form of a 'guideline' or other 'informal
rule'69.
Guidelinesclearlyhave themost flexibility,
and are increasingly popular70, possibly
because of the upfront way in which they
accommodate the need'to secure the advantages of both discretion and rules while
avoiding their disadvantages'71.Adopting the
analysis of Baldwin and H o u g h t ~ nwe
~ ~may
,
say that, like rules, guidelines guide untrained ofticialsand facilitateplanningand
management; encourage consistency in
bureaucratic decision-making; and inform
the public of official attitudes. And like
discretion, guidelines are flexible; can deal
withmattersthat arenot amenable tostrictly
legal language; are relatively free from
judicial review; and allow control ofofficial
action where legislation is either inappropriateor politically undesirable.
But guidelines have all the virtues and
vicesof a halfway house.Relevant problems
referred to by Baldwin and Houghton
include the way in which guidelines render
the law 'most vague at the points where it
should be clear'; the lack of any general law
making provision for consultation or public
input;theeffect ofunduelobbyinginfluence
of interest groups; the tendency for guidelines to be seen as abdication by the Parliament of making general policy in favour of
the administration; and, if Parliament
soecificallv. orovides
for their makine.
r
ddficul~icsin xertainingthe~rprecise l e ~ d
s~ato~".'l'hrdimssion ofAUSl'EL's'guidclines'indicated some of the tensionswhich
can arise when decision makers desire the
certainty offered by rules but do not want
the restrictions which normally accompany
them74.
"'

the complexity ofemergency education
the decision making process requires
qualitativeassessments, for exampleas to
whether a risk is substantial enough to
warrant being the subject ofeducation
the existence of political sensitivities,
since discretion allows negotiated, participative solutions to develop.
Thesecompetingconsiderations suggest
an accommodation is necessary.Sincenone
of the legislative precedents are either
extreme versions of 'rules' or 'discretion',
none is inconsistent with theadministrative
law literature.

Note:

Status of rules
Ifa greater specification ofrules is thought
to bedesirable, themanner in whichchange
is to be wrought, and the status of any new
rules, needs also to be considered. Possibilities include amending the relevant Act,
making delegated legislation under the Act

68 Cooney, 1994, p.142.
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Hawkins, 1992, p.35. See also Schneider, 1992,
p.49.
Schneider, 1992, p.50.
Cooney, 1994. pp.135, 140; HaWns, 1992, p.35.
h e foliowingdismssion draws heavily on Schneider,
1992. Hawkins, 1992 and Cwney, 1994.
mneider, 1992, pp.72, 73.
Schneider, 1992, p.49.
A summaly drawn from Cooney, 1994, Hawkins.
1992. pp.37.39. Schneider, 1992, p.63 and McKay,
1997

shows how rules may
be overused.
65 Schneider, 1992, p.88.
66 Most of the general considerations are selecled from
Cooney, 1994.
67 Cooney, 1994, p.141.
64 Cooney, 1994, pp.137-139

69 Baldwin and Houghton. 1986, p.239.
70 Chin. 1995. p.97; Baidwin and Houghton, 1986.
p.239.
71 Sdmeider, 1992, p.49. Emphasis in original.
72 Baidwin and Houghton, 1986, p.268.
73 Baldwin and Houghton, 1986, pp.267-268.
74 On the surface, the 'guidelines' adopted a ruletype
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Leadership in emergenq services
occurring.Up toapoint the frogwill tolerate
damage, but once too much is removed or
changed, the frog collapses and dies. Mant
organisations, but the systems andbaggage argues that too much modern management
theory attempts to treat all organisations as
within the organisations
and societv as a
u
whulcian prevenr [he skillofthesc n ~ e n r bicycle-typesystems-bits can be removed
leaders rra;hingiull potential. I will inirLIIv and replaced here and there to improve
performance.While thereareorganisations
outline's o ant's the& then apply two ke)
or parts thereof that fit this description,
concepts, transactional and transformamany organisations are more like frogs tional leadership, to the emergency services
damage tolerant to a point, but afterthatthey
environment. Some suggestions on how the
can collapse and become dysfunctional.
leadership potential that lies within the
emergency services can be unleashed are Good leaders are able to see whether an
organisation is frog or a bicycle and plan
then presented for consideration.
Before moving into the main parts of the their strategies accordingly
Leadership, according to Mant, has two
article, I should point out that what follows
complementary
aspects, transactional and
is my interpretation of Mant's thesis-I
transformationa1,and is always based on one
believe I have interpreted it correctly, but
this may not beso-any errors are fully my key foundation, authority (using the meaning'knowledge or expertise'e.g.that person
responsibility!
is an authority on.. .). I willoutline each of
these in turn in the sections below,attemptAlistair Mant and
ingto apply them to theemergencyservices
Intelligent Leadership
environment.
Alistair Mant is a management consultant
Before I do that, it is important to briefly
who has worked for many years to help
organisations improve theway they manage
discuss some of the impediments to good
people and so in turn improve their business
leadership identified by Mant. He is highly
critical ofthe current trend to downsize or
prospects. An Australian by birth, he learnt
'rightsize'organisations, irrespective of the
his trade through the school of practical
experience, starting as ablue-collar worker actual needsofthesituation.In hisview, too
many middle management positions have
on the Snowy Mountains Scheme (a major
Australian engineering project) in the late been done away with in the quest for flatter
and allegedly moreefficient structures.Two
h11listicwcll-heingofthcor~3nis3ti11n's.;rafi 1950s and progressing through large corproblems result. Firstly, in the new flatter
porations and academia. He has written a
A poor or ineffec&e leadeFcan do tremenstructures,many subordinate positions may
number of well regarded books on leaderdous damage to an organisation and its
personnel. The resultsofineffectiveleadership ship, culminating with the publication of be receiving insufficientsupervisionby their
managers. This can result in increased
'Intelligent Leadership' in 1997.
can range from missed opportunities, poor
It is not possible to do fulljustice to Mant's errors as mistakes aremade and not detecoperational or administrative decisions,
reducingbudgets, an alienated workforce or thesis in an article of this length, but it is ted in time (he gives the Barings Bank
debacle in Singapore as but one example). It
possible to present his key points. Mant's
ultimately, the death of the organisation
also removes the opportunity for subordinfirst point is not directly related to leaderitself through closure or amalgamation.
ates tolearn from and be mentored by their
ship,
but
more
to
how
organisations
and
The purpose of this article is to look at
superiors, thus limiting their ability to
systems work. Using the metaphor of bileadership in the emergency services using
cycles and frogs, he argues that organisations develop their skills in a supportive environa new and refreshing paradigm championed
ment. Secondly, the excessive pressures on
by Alistair Mant (1997). My aim is to discuss and the systems within them have characthe few top managers makes it difficult for
the application of his paradigm to the
teristics similar to either one or the other.
them to remain in touch with issues at the
emergency services using my experiences Now before you turn off and say what
grass roots level as they no longer have the
in Police,Fire and State Emergency Service rubbish, please read on for a moment.
Bicycles are systems or sets of components time to do this nor the senior subordinates
organisations as the foundation for my
able to do it for them. As a result, it can be
where individual components can be reviews. To keep the article at a reasonable
moved, cleaned, repaired and replaced and very difficult for junior staff to get their
length, I have limited the discussion to
messages through to top management and
Mant's approach and do not consider the bicycle will function as well or better
top management can become out of touch
than it did previous1y.A part of a bicycle can
competingapproaches or generalleadership
he removed and added to another bicycle with theoperational realities.
theories.
Mant argues that there are many people
Mant argues that good leadership is the without great difficulty. Frogs are also
in organisations withoutstanding potential
key to success and survival,both corporately systems or sets of components but unlike
for leadership who are stifled by their
and personally, as organisations move into bicycles, it is not possible (except with
separation from senior management. These
the 2 lStcentury He also argues convincingly advanced surgery) to remove and replace
parts of the frog without some damage junior staff may often have the solution to
that good leaders abound in most

ne of the consistent themes as we
approach the end of the 20th century is the call for effective leadership in organisations. Good leaders
areseen as critical to meetingtheseemingly
unending processes of change and review
that are impacting on society. Public and
private sector organisations struggle to cope
with rapidly changing conditions: giants of
the past fall by thewayside while new giants
emerge (how many of us picked either the
collapse of the Soviet Union or the rise of
Microsoft two years before the event, let
alone a decade prior). The public sector in
particular seems to have been singled out
for sustained attention by the economic
rationalists seekingtoimposemarket driven
solutions to problems.
The emergency services have not been
isolated from these changes. Downsizing,
contracting out, out-sourcing and performance indicators are terms most emergency servicespersonnel have encountered
at one time or another. Demand for service
rises inexorably while budgets remain the
same or shrink, or so it often seems.
These challenges place increasing demandsonleaders in theemergency services
to cope with and find answers to these
issues. The leaders' performance may be
critical to the continued effective functi11ningofrheorg3nisati11nand indeed to [he
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problems but are unable to push their views
through to an over-burdened senior manager. In some organisations, senior
managers may be highly resistant to change.
In these cases, the brilliant junior has little
chance of being heard. Organisations and
their top managers need to seek out and
champion the unsungleaders hidden deep
within the bowels of the organisation and
ensure their skills aredeveloped and applied
to the challenges.
Group-think remains a serious obstacle
togoodleadership in all too many organisations. Mant is critical of organisational
selection systems that result in the same
types of people being appointed to senior
positions.Their technicalexpertisenotwithstanding, if all the senior management of
an organisation have a similar background,
then the risk of group-think is high and
major problems may result. Mant presents
various examples ofthe insidious natureof
group-think and how it causes catastrophes.
The Bay of Pigs fiasco is given as the classic
example where although all of President
Kennedy's advisers had private rese~ations,
all supported the proposal to allow Cuban
dissidents to invade Cuba because each
thought he alone had concerns-the invasion failed miserably Senior managers need
to consciously recruit people with diverse
skills and experiences to their ranks as this
helps prevent group-think.
The final obstacle to good leadership
identified by Mant is the presenceofhidden
psychological damage in people that may
only come to light during periods of high
stress. This damage may be irrelevant for
people initially as they ascend the career
ladder, but as stress levels increase a point
may be reached when the damage starts to
affect the person's judgement. Aggression,
cowardice, bullying or retreating into a
mental bunker during stressful situations
are types of problems that can prevent a
person being a good leader, irrespective of
how skilled they may otherwise be. This
problem is increasing as demands on senior
managers increase, raising stress levels and
bringingout previously hidden problems.
Transactional and
transformational leadership
Mant divides leadership into two broad
aspectsor types-transactional and transformational (using work in ]. McGregor
Burns' Leadership, published in 1978).
Transactionalleadership is theart ofbuilding
and maintaining transactions or relationships between people. The effective transactional leader has good communication skills
and is able to persuade people to pull
together as a team and work towards common goals. We encounter transactional

leadership all the time - at home, at work
and at social gatherings. Transactional
leadership often involves a personal relationshipbetween the leader and the follower.
Transactional leadership is not necessarily
involved with change-a highly effective
transactional leader may continueon a path
established long ago for reasons long forgotten (and can be very good at continuing
along that pathdespiteevidence that it may
not be a good path any longer).Transactional
leadership is not necessary linked to formal
organisational structures-informal leaders abound, operating alongside formal
structures. It is not unknown for senior
managers to be poor transactionalleaders.
Good transactional leadership is, in my
experience, fairly common in the emergency services.They generally have training
systems toequip leaders with thebasicskills
needed to communicate effectively,provide
structured hierarchical systems to support
them and to attract outgoing and dynamic
peopleable to interactwell with people from
all backgrounds.Theday-to-day work brings
emergency services personnel into contact
with people needing help in situations where
good transactional leadership is critical to
successful resolution. In the emergency
services environment effectivetransactional
leadership is often immediate, personal and
direct. Mutual trust and respect features
highly in transactional leadership in the
emergency services, particularly at the team
level where these characteristics are highly
regarded. This trust and respect, however,
can be absent or considerably reduced
between thelower ranks and theexecutives
of many emergency services.How often have
we heard field operatives complain that the
'brass'is out of touch? Mant notes that this
problem exists across industries as capable
but restrained juniors become frustrated
with entrenchedsenior managers unableor
unwilling to see the world as it is (or the
juniors thinkit is at any rate!).
Transformational leadership complements but isquitedifferent to transactional
leadership.It is also rather less common.The
transformationalleader isable to transform
or change a situation by focusing on the
outcome that is desired and presenting a
path or plan to achieve that outcome.Transformational leadership,unlike transactional
leadership, can also transcend space and
time. Without descending into a mystical
discussion of eastern philosophy, it is
possible for a transformational leader to
exercise leadership without ever having a
transaction (in the two-way sense) with a
follower. Plato provides an excellent example-although the ancient Greek philosopher has been dead for over 2000 years,
his leadership on what constitutes thegood

society, as expressed through his writings,
continues to have effect today.Other examples of transformational leaders who, although long dead, continue to provide
transformational leadership and inspiration
today include Kant (German philosopher),
Confucious (Chinese philosopher) and
Galileo (Italian scientist).lt should benoted
that it is not necessary to bedead toalso be a
great transformational leader-the living
can also do this! The point is that transformational leadership,unlike transactional,
can go beyond personal relationships between groups of people and is able to exist
in the absence of any direct relationship
between people.
The transformational leader is able to
stand back from the details and see the
system or organisation as a whole. To use
Mant's earlier bicycle-frog metaphor, the
effective transformational leader can see the
frog as a whole system, understanding the
inter-relatedness ofthe parts that make up
the frog and how it relates to the rest of its
environment. The effective transformational leader is also able to plan where the
frog should go to improve its situation or
achieve its goals. Mant places great importanceon the role oftransformational leaders
because they 3rc1helcadersahlctogenerate
thevisi,1n3ndstratcgi~~
that will pro\iJcthc.
solutions to the issues challenging organisations.
Transformational leadership is not as
common in emergency service organisations as is transactional leadership. Indeed
the structure and cultures of emergency
services almost seem designed to obstruct
the development oftransformational leaders. The emergency services are normally
higbly
- . structured, with formalisedand rinid
promotion systems and cultures that emphasise compliance and conformity. In the
heat ofemergency operations these structures and cultures are highly appropriate
and may be critical to the safe conduct of
potentially hazardous operations. To meet
the challenge of a fast changing world,
however, they may bedysfunctional for the
long-term viability and health oftheorganisation. This is because they may act to
prevent thedevelopment ofeffective transformational leaders. The cultures and
hierarchy can combine to impose considerable inertia against change and can isolate
senior managers from knowledgable juniors.
Transformational and transactional leadership are not mutually exclusive.Although
a transformational leader can be effective
without a meaningful relationship with his
or her followers, for most of us it is more
pressing to transform the immediatesituation that our organisation finds itself in

rather than beingconcernedwith ourability
to transform theworld in a thousand years.
To be truly effective as a leader for most
peoplemeans being able to transact in and
transform the workplace. Thus we, and our
leaders, need to be able to use both modes
of leadership-transactional and transformational.

Authority and leadership
In Mant's model of leadership,authority is
the key foundation toany styleof leadership
and its absence is a recipe for disaster.
Authority is used to mean havinga complete and comprehensive understanding of
the field or subject matter concerned. It is
the expert knowledge that enables the leader
to make sound and ethical judgements or
decisions that direct where the organisation,
section or subordinate goes. Mant argues
that faulty leadership is often if not always
caused by poor judgement that in turn
comes from having insufficient understanding or knowledge of the situation.
Peoplecan beoutstanding in their ability to
provide leadership and gain commitment to
goals that in theend provedisastrous to the
organisation or individuals concerned. He
believesthat thisoccurs whenaleaderstrong
in transactional and transformational skills
does not understand thesituation and bases
decisions on false premises. The poor
understanding can result from inadequate
intellectual skills or from isolation from the
truesituation ora combination ofboth.
Hitler provides a classic example of how
an effective leader who lacks authority and
hence judgement can cause enormous
damage.Without question,Hitler was avery
good transactional and transformational
leader. He, almost singled handedly, convinced an entire nation to follow him and
transformedasocietyfrom one miredin the
depths of depression into a military, technological and industrial giant that took on
the whole world and nearly won. Hitler,
however, lacked authority and judgement.
His moral reasoning was highly faulty,
creating Nazi policestate that was anything
but a 'good' society. This reasoning also
lacked pragmatic sense. By casting the Jews
as scapegoats to be persecuted, he eliminated a valuable source ofskills and other
resources from Germany's inventory,directly weakening it. The loss ofexpertise when
key minds fled was particularly critical - it
must be remembered that many of the
scientistsessential to thedevelopment ofthe
atomic bomb were refugees from Germany
The consequences of Nazi Germany developing an atomic weapon matched with an
unstoppabledelivery system (theV2 rocket)
are horrific tocontemplate. The persecution
of the Jews also required the allocation of

considerable resources that could have
otherwise been directed to the German war
effort. His judgement was also faulty on a
number of key occasions - the invasion of
Russia and his overriding the professional
opinion of his Generals on the conduct of
the invasion almost ensured the eventual
defeat of Germany.
How do leaders come to possess authority?
Mant argues that there are several factors
that determine whether a leader has authority Firstly,authority is based on havinga
thorough knowledgeand understanding of
the subject area. This knowledge can be
obtained through formal training, but must
also include a sizeable chunk of practical
experience gained through working in the
field and learning the ropes and pitfalls the
hard way.Authority also comes from having
a broad outlookon life coupled withgeneral
curiosity about things in the world.Curiosity
and the broad outlook provide the leader
with knowledge of and awareness about
things outside his or her professional sphere.
This assists them visualise the complete
picture and develop paradigms about where
the organisation fits in the bigger system.
Someone with a broad outlook and wide
ranging knowledge, according to Mant will
be better equipped to deal with complex
problems than someone with only a narrow
technical knowledge. A broad outlook also
means the person is morelikely to beaware
of trends or events likely to impact on the
organisation than someone more inwardly
focused.
How does this concept of authority fit in
the emergency services? If Mant is right,
then the emergency services may have a
problem. There is no question that the vast
majority of emergency service personnel
(and their managers) have a thorough
knowledge of their immediate work. The
emergency services, like the military, are
usually very good at providing theskills and
knowledge needed to do a good job. In fact
the consequences of not providing the skills
and knowledge are so serious (deaths and
injury may result) that any deficienciesare
quickly revealed and rapidly rectified. The
emergency services also are good at providingsupportive team environments where
the new recruit is provided with plenty of
advice and guidance.
Countering this, however, are a number
of factors that tend to act against the
development ofleaders with broadoutlooks
and wide experiences outside ofthe specific
professional fields. Theemergency services
often exclusively promote from within in a
strict hierarchical system. Lateral entry to
supervisory positions hasbeenananathema
for many years, although it must be noted
that this has started to change, although

when it does occur it normally involves
recruitment of a person from a basically
identicalorganisation, ratherthan someone
with a totally different background. Emergency services also generally have a strong
culture of compliance with organisational
norms. When this is coupled with promotion from within, the result can be
restriction on the range of outlooks and
views possessedby managers. It can also lead
to group-think as all managers may come
from the same background and have much
thesameexperience base.
The role ofcivilian positions in theemergency services also needs close attention.All
too often they are second-class citizens
restricted to narrow tasks outside core
functions. The problem with this as an
outlookis that it automatically assumes that
they have nothing of value to offer outside
of their particular task. This wastes an
important source of wider experience and
tends to limit the recruitment offirst class
staff to civilian positions. This particular
problem can he very hard to address, as it
may beadeep seated aspect oforganisational
culture highly resistant to change.

Improving leadership
If,as it seems, the emergency services have
someinherent structural leadershipproblems,what ifanything can be done about it?
There is much to be applauded in the
emergency services.The organisations have
developed to meet specificand challenging
demaids and succ~ssfullydischarge & e i
responsibilities daily in the most difficult
situations. Clearly much must be working
for this to occur.They are also very good at
developingleaderstoanextent;thistoo must
be retained. It is vitally important not to
throw the baby out with the bath water.
However, there are significant areas where
improvement in theleadership capability of
emergency services will enhance the working life ofthe people in those services and
improve the ability of the services to meet
thechallenges ofa fast changingworld. This
in turn will enable them to improve their
service delivery to the community thus
benefitingeveryone.
Mant has suggestions for improving
leadership that are highly applicable to the
emergency services. I am unable to address
all his suggestions fully due tospacelimitations, but I have teased out those I found
most appropriate.
A key requirement forgoodleadership is
ensuringthat thehierarchyof the organisation isappropriate forits tasks an; that
sufficient supervisory levels exist. Further,it is critical that supervisors are held
accountable for the workofsubordinates
and that they have the skills and knowAustralian Journal of Emergency Management

ledge (authority) to supervise, advise
and assist the subordinates. Removal of
too many management layers is a sure
way to create errors and omissions.
Each person in an organisation must have
a meaningful role where they are able
make a measurable impact on some
aspect of work. In other works, everyone
must have some ownership of some part
of the purpose of the organisation.
Fortunately this is normally not a major
problem in most emergency services.
The senior management must consciously seek out those outstanding junior
leaders that can be found in any organisation and provide the conditions that allow
them to develop to their full potential.
Equally,they must provide the conditions
that permit the competent employee who
is not in the above category to also grow
and matureand reach their full potential.
Both are important as both can contribute great things. Developing these people
includes providingopportunities to them
to grow their skills in depth andbreadth.
The emergency services are generally
good at the depth aspect, but often omit
developingbreadth ofskills and outlooks.
This latter aspect can be achieved
through encouraging secondments to

other organisations, supporting tertiary
education and providing a culture that
accepts innovation and initiative. It also
requires senior managers to become
more risk tolerant to an extentsubordinates must be trusted to try new
ideas with management standing by to
advise and assist as needed.

Conclusion
Effective leadership is vital to thelong-term
success of any organisation. Change in
modern society impacts on all organisations and demands leaders ahle to
develop coping strategies, and motivate
people to embrace and support those
strategies.
The emergency services as much as any
other organisation needs leaders able to
exercise transactional and transformational
leadership at all levels. These leaders must
be knowledgeable in their field, but must
also have a breadth of outlook that enables
them to see the whole picture.
Although the emergency services are
good at developing good transactional
leaders skilled in their specific craft, their
structure and culture tends to limit the
development of transformational leaders
with broad outlooks and breadth ofexperi-

ence. The absence of this aspect of leadership can limit the ability of emergency
serviceorganisations to cope with a rapidly
changing environment.
Overcoming these problems requires
commitment by senior management to the
provision of conditions favourable for the
development of transformational leaders this may require changing the organisation's culture to make it more conducive for
these leaders to prosper. It is also important
that conditions permit all staff to grow to
their full potentia1,even where they may not
be potential chief executives.
If emergency service organisations are
ahle to provide theseconditions and generate effective transactional and transformational leaders with the knowledge to make
good judgements then theorganisation will
be better equipped to meet a changing
world and provide good service and good
working environments.
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